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EDC Wholesale inks exclusive
partnership with MotorBunny

letter from the editor

Dear readers

Shipping started on 1st of December

Before we go on our Holiday
break, there is one more anniversary to celebrate in 2018,
and it is a big one: The Magic
Wand has turned 50 this year!
Japanese company Hitachi
applied for a patent for their
invention in 1968, and originally,
the massager was only intended to help with back pains.
But as we all know, things took
an unexpected turn as women
all over the world discovered
that the Magic Wand made
for a great source of clitoral
stimulation as well. The popular
massager quickly attained a
legendary reputation, racking
up impressive sales figures,
and the design of the classic
is reflected in countless similar
products that we see in the toy
market today. But in spite of the
great success, Hitachi decided
to pull the plug on the original
Magic Wand in 2013, fearing
that the public might associate
the company with sex toys. So,
congratulations, Magic Wand,
on 50 years of bringing pleasure
to the world. Well, now that this
is taken care of, all that’s left
for us to do is thank you, dear
readers. On behalf of Mediatainment Publishing Verlags
GmbH, we thank you for your
ur
loyalty, we wish you a peaceful
eful
Christmas, and a happy new
w
year, the best of health and
luck, and great success in
2019! Also, we’d like to express
ress
our gratitude to our great adverdvertising clients and supporters,
s, a
lot of whom have been working
king
with us for many years. Yourr
trust and support motivate us
to do our best and we will conontinue to work hard to live up to
our reputation as ‚Europe‘s first
choice for the erotic trade.‘

Veendam, The Netherlands - EDC Wholesale is now exclusive European distributor of the
MotorBunny Premium Pack sex machines for European retailers only. The MotorBunny is
shipping since 1st of December.

otorBunny is a powerful sex machine
that doesn’t just provide a comfortable use thanks to the soft seat, but it also
comes with various attachments. With the
practical remote control, the vibrations
and rotations are easy to set to anyone’s
preferences. MotorBunny also developed
an app for even more possibilities.

M

With the MotorBunny Premium Pack,
retailers can offer their customers the
most powerful sex machine at an affordable price. This complete set includes
various extra attachments for a different
sensation with every use. The MotorBunny attachments can vibrate, rotate and
pulsate, and they are easy to place on
the sex machine. With the buttons on the
remote control, users can easily adjust the
rotating and vibrating settings. It is also
possible to control the MotorBunny with
the use of an app from any mobile device!
The user can also send out an invitation
to join the app, so some else can control
the MotorBunny from anywhere in the
world. The MotorBunny Premium Pack
has limited availability and can only be
ordered at EDC Wholesale.

Womanizer Liberty –
pleasure-giving mini lover to go
Flensb
Flensburg,
Germany
- It has already been
presen
presented at the eroFame 2018, now it
is finall
nally available: the
Woma
Womanizer Liberty.
It is sm
small, light and
has a p
practical cover
- perfe
perfect for on the
go! Th
The Womanizer
Liberty with the reliable Pleasure Air Technolog
Technology is a practical
travel-friendly size with a m
magnetic cover

That‘s it for this year!
Randolph Heil
Matthias Poehl
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for secure storage. Like its predecessors,
it provides contactless stimulation of the
clitoris: it sucks and stimulates in 6 intensity levels that can be controlled easily
with the 2 buttons.
The Womanizer Liberty is waterproof
(IPX7) and can be recharged with the
magnetic charger on the USB cable. It
is delivered with two different stimulation
heads, one magnetic charging USB cable
and an instruction manual in various
languages. For further information visit
www.womanizer-wholesale.com.
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Pipedream welcomes

Tami Aguilar as VP of People
People & culture
Chatsworth, USA – Pipedream continues to expand as they welcome Tami Aguilar to the
team in a newly developed position as VP of People. “The next chapter of Pipedream’s
success is largely predicated on its people and culture and we are excited to have Tami join
us. Her aptitude, experience, and high bar make her an asset to the Pipedream team,” said
Matthew Matsudaira, Chief Executive Officer.

ami will play a pivotal role in the
company’s future growth by helping
us attract and develop strong and diverse
talent that will enable us to achieve greater success.”
Pipedream prioritizes not just the goals
of the company, but their employees’
personal career aspirations as well. Tami
will spearhead this initiative by fostering
a culture that ensures employee growth
by implementing new programs for
company-wide talent development. She
strives to establish Pipedream as “the
employer of choice” not only to retain our
talent, but also to attract new talent with
diverse backgrounds that will enhance the
business’ continued growth. She will also
work to update and streamline the
company’s HR processes and systems
using the highest compliance standards

“T

to drive efficiency. Tami comes to
Pipedream with 20 plus years of
experience in HR, working her way up
from an HR Assistant while attaining her
bachelor’s degree, to her most recent
position at Amgen—one of the world’s
largest biotechnology companies—
where she evolved over a 15-year tenure
from HR Manager to Head of Quality for
HR. She brings with her a range of skills
and experiences including performance
management, talent management, organizational development, talent acquisition,
organizational design, executive coaching,
and change management. “I believe in
the vision and leadership principles of
Pipedream,” said Aguilar. “I look forward
to being part of this upward momentum
and hope to make a lasting impact on the
company.”

The best of both worlds with S8 Hybrid lubricant
Wijchen, The Netherlands - The new
Hybrid lubricant by S8 is the perfect
match for consumers who don’t want
to comprise: as it combines the silky
glide of silicone lubricants with the easily
clean-up of water-based formulas. There
are 2 different sizes to choose from: a
50ml and 125 ml packaging. To keep its
appeal as ‘natural’ as possible, the Hybrid
lubricant is paraben-free, phthalate-free,
gluten-free, sulfate-free and contains
no added colors or harsh preservatives.
Another big selling-point of the Hybrid
lubricant by S8 is it’s medical-graded
08

trademark. This means that the formula
is completely approved by current (and
future) European regulations for intimate
drugstore and therefore makes a safe,
reliable and trustworthy choice for erotic
wellness. Packaged in clear, transparent
packaging listing ingredients and USP’s,
the Hybrid S8 formula gives consumers an
instant overview of what they are buying.
Compatible with latex condoms and all
types of toy materials, the S8 Hybrid lubricant is a versatile choice for intimate play,
easy to up-sell with any naughty purchase
thanks to its very affordable pricing.
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New product displays
from ORION Wholesale
For an ideal presentation at the point of sale
Flensburg, Germany - Apart from innovative
products and appealing packaging, ORION
Wholesale is also known for its customer-oriented
service, advertising material to boost sales, and
sales displays for an optimal presentation at the
point of sale.

he eye-catching
X-Banners,
displays, stand-up
displays and posters from ORION
Wholesale are extremely popular with
customers and are perfect for placing in stores.
There are now eight new product displays available for the following top-selling labels: Rebel,
Joymatic, Medical Silicone, Power Vibes, Jülie,
Smile, Close2you and Lust. The sturdy standup displays include a tester and an anti-theft
device. They are perfect for the sales counter,
but can also be hung up on the slatwalls.
Interested retailers can now order the stand-up
displays for free – only while stocks last.

T

Feelztoys introduces Thor
Zwaagdijk, The
Netherlands The vibrating
cockring Thor
from Feelztoys
makes the
erection longer and stronger, has strong
vibrations and can be used for solo or couples
play. The cockring can be worn downwards for
stimulating the scrotum or upwards for stimulating the clitoris of the woman during play. Thor
has 3 different speeds and 7 different patterns
and is completely odourless and waterproof.
The cockring is made of silky soft silicone and
has a perfect shape.
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Dame comes to ABS
For female pleasure
Ringwood, England - ABS love it when a fresh new brand with much play potential lands in
their warehouse, so they’re excited to announce that Dame toys have just arrived in their
warehouse.

ame is designed by women and the
brand prides itself on closing the
pleasure gap with toys that are steeped
in research and are designed to heighten
vulnerability and intimacy. The Eva ll,
Pom and Fin vibrators are at the heart of
Dame and each one delivers targeted female pleasure just where it counts. The
Eva ll vibe is an ultra modern vibrator
that has flexible wings that are designed
to tuck under the labia, while the actual
vibe itself sits on top. Eva ll delivers
targeted clitoral stimulation during sex
and the waterproof design dares you to
play beyond the bedroom. This clitoral
vibrator is hands-free and the smarter,
smaller and lighter design makes it an
absolute favourite for solo and partner
play. This vibe comes with a charging
base as well as a travel case and ABS
are stocking it in Fir and Quartz versions.
This toy has 3 speed settings and the
motor is quiet but powerful for discreet

D

The US brand Dame is now
available from ABS

fun. The Pom vibrator is incredibly
versatile and users can choose between targeted vibrations, or broader
stimulation. This vibe has a soft, flexible
body that feels incredible on the skin,
while the powerful motor edges on to
orgasm. This vibrator allows to choose between 5 preset speeds and the
waterproof design inspires users to take
their fun beyond the bedroom. The Fin
vibe is worn on the fingers for targeted
pleasure. It’s easy to wear and comes
in handy during solo play or partner fun
when they’re in need of a little extra
stimulation. It has three speeds, and
the seamless design invites to enjoy a
smooth experience every time. The medical grade silicone adds to the quality
of this toy, and the USB rechargeable
design makes it an easy pick for travel
or anytime play. The size of this toy is
discreet, and the easy design makes it
an effortless addition to the toy box.

Electrifying pleasure with Impulse by CalExotics
Wijchen, The Netherlands - The feminine
Impulse collection by CalExotics is back
in stock at SCALA. Released in September, the first batch of products flew of
SCALA‘s shelves in a matter of hours,
so they’re excited to announce they’ve
restocked fully to hopefully give all their
valued customers a chance to get their
hands on these amazing electrostimulation vibes. This chic Impulse collection,
exclusively available at SCALA, consists
of 4 e-stim designs: the Intimate E-Stimulator Dual Wand, Intimate E-Stimulator
12

Wand, Intimate E-Stimulator Dual Wand
and Intimate E-Stimulator Dual Wand.
These beauties have an elegant, non-intimidating appeal, are made of hygienically
superior silicone and offer various intense
electrostimulation and vibration settings,
allowing consumers to electrify their intimate adventures with pure passion. Due
to its feminine, trendy appeal, Impulse is
perfect for beginners to electrostimulation
play and those consumers looking to experiment with new sensations in a playful,
elegant way.
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System JO introduces the Women’s Collection
Three lubes specially developed for women
Zwaagdijk, The Netherlands - System Jo has a new line that is specially developed for women and includes three products. JO
RENEW VAGINAL MOISTURIZER is an intensive moisturizing cream specifically designed for women. The blend of moisturizers including bisabolol, aloe vera, and cucumber fruit provide a gentle daily use formula designed to relieve vaginal dryness.

he rich, silky cream offers a drip free
application for ease of use day or night.
JO VAGINAL TIGHTENING SERUM heightens
sexual pleasure by tightening and moisturizing
vaginal tissue within minutes of application. A
special blend of moisturizers enriches its creamy texture for a soft, comfortable feel, while
its subtle cooling sensation amplifies pleasure
with a tantalizing tingle. With a convenient no
drip pump, application is easy and comfortable
using a finger or vibrator. JO ACTIVELY TRYING

T

lubricant creates a healthy environment for sperm with its optimized PH
levels that mimic the alkaline balance
of semen and fertile cervical mucus.
Water-based and silky smooth, it allows his and hers fluids to mix freely
without interference from competing elements, not only encouraging sperm to
complete their journey to conception, but also
enhancing the overall experience with a natural
sensual feel.
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Liliana Brenninkmeijer is SCALA’s

new CalExotics Brand Ambassador
The next step in the exclusive SCALA and CalExotics partnership
Wijchen, The Netherlands - SCALA is thrilled to announce the appointment of Liliana
Brenninkmeijer as the new CalExotics Brand Ambassador. Liliana will be SCALA’s primary
point-of-contact for all CalExotics related matters and will help retailers maximize the
brand’s amazing sales potential.

he addition of Liliana Brenninkmeijer
as the specialized CalExotics Brand
Ambassador opens the door to new,
exciting developments in the exclusive
SCALA and CalExotics partnership.
Liliana’s diverse background in consumer psychology, erotic B2C retail and
product development ensures she is able
to interpret current market trends and
help retailers use them to maximize their
own CalExotics sales potential. Liliana will
be dedicated to developing CalExotics’
brand presence on the European market,
working on brand awareness and promotion in conjunction with the SCALA sales
team and CalExotics representatives;
which translates into in-store trainings and
work-shops for SCALA retailers, plus the
creation of new marketing materials to
help boost sales. Liliana: “I am very excited about my new challenge at SCALA,
as the company’s impressive heritage in
the industry and its international presence as a premium distributor offer many

T

dynamic prospects.” “At SCALA, we’re
mutually excited about Liliana’s arrival, as
her professional experience and social, energetic personality will no doubt
benefit the promotion of CalExotics as
a must-have, quality brand in any retail
assortment”, the company says.
About Liliana: Liliana Brenninkmeijer
studied psychology with a specialization
in consumer behavior. Supporting her studies, Liliana worked as retail assistant at
Pure Lust Boutique, an established name
in erotic retail in Amsterdam. This period
contributed to Liliana’s in-depth knowledge about B2C erotic retail, consumer
trends and how to approach consumers
in a non-intimidating, engaging way about
erotic subjects. After graduating, Liliana
was recruited aby LELOiAB as a Business
Development Manager Benelux representing high-end brands as LELO, HEX
and Intimina, further expanding her skills
with a fantastic understanding of product
development and erotic functionality.

Sainsbury’s now exclusively
stocks LELO HEX condoms
London, England - LELO UK has announced its state of the art condoms –
LELO HEX – will be available for the first
time at a major retailer. And that retailer
of choice? None other than one of the
second largest grocery retailer in the UK
– Sainsbury’s. Rachael Nsofor LELO UK
GM says, “We’re delighted to announce
22

that LELO HEX will be stocked exclusively
in Sainsbury’s, the second largest grocery
retailer in the UK. Since launching two
years ago LELO HEX has only been available in a small pool of specialist stores so
to now have them available in a mainstream household name, such as Sainsbury’s
is a great privilege.”
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New outfits from ‚Noir Handmade‘
Exclusive at ORION Wholesale
Flensburg, Germany - 12 new outfits from the ‚Noir Handmade‘ label are now exclusively
available at ORION Wholesale. This means that the Flensburg erotic specialist is expanding
its extensive assortment and will have even more trendy looks and styles. The new
collection from ‚Noir Handmade‘ has ten outfits for women and two outfits for men.

hey are sexy and figure shaping,
and although they mainly appeal
to connoisseurs in the gothic or fetish
scene, they do also appeal to fashion
conscious club-goers. The outfits are
made out of high-quality power wetlook
in a shiny black matte that is combined
with lace, eyelets and embroidery. The
material feels very smooth and it is also
extremely stretchy meaning that it’s
almost crease-free when worn and fits
like a second skin. All outfits are available
in S, M, L and XL. The new collection
from ‚Noir Handmade‘ will be delivered

T

The new collection from
'Noir Handmade‘ has ten
outfits for women and two
outfits for men

in a high-quality cardboard box with a
detailed image of the respective product
on it. There is also a description of the
product in various languages on it as
well. ORION Wholesale offers its
customers a free special A4 retailer
catalogue (Item No. 09094750000) that
presents the Noir Handmade collection
exclusively for ORION on 32 pages. Each
product is prominently presented on a
double page, showing its front and back
- with item numbers, but without retail
prices. Furthermore, it contains a
Noir Handmade size chart.

Happy Rabbit Slimline shipping now

The Slimline range consists
of a G-Spot rabbit vibrator,
curve rabbit vibrator and
realistic rabbit vibrator

34

Bath, England - Lovehoney is delighted to
announce that its range of slimline Happy
Rabbits are shipping. The release of the
range comes weeks after a study revealed more excitement was achieved when
playing with a Happy Rabbit. Conducted
by neuroscientist Dr Nicole Prause, founder
of sexual biotechnology firm Liberos, the
purpose of the scientific study was to test
the effectiveness of the updated Happy
Rabbit versus manual stimulation. Nineteen
women to date, with an average age of 31
and a wide range of racial and age diversity,
have been tested. Each of the women visited the lab twice under strict lab conditions
– once to use a Happy Rabbit vibrator, and
the other to masturbate using their hands.
Dr Prause discovered that excitement levels
and measures of orgasmic sensations were
all reported for a longer period of time when
using the Happy Rabbit, and for some wo-

men, their alpha brainwave levels were also
higher. The Happy Rabbit vibrators lived up
to their names with the emotional response
from the study suggesting that women who
used them had higher levels of excitement,
longer-lasting orgasms and more desire
to play from start to finish, during testing,
than the hand-based session. Not only
did the women experience heightened
feelings of sexual arousal when using the
Happy Rabbits, they were also more likely
to experiment with different techniques
and functions to take them to that special
place, as opposed to when using just their
hands.The Slimline range of Happy Rabbit’s
consists of a G-Spot rabbit vibrator, curve
rabbit vibrator and realistic rabbit vibrator, all
USB rechargable and designed based on
thousands reviews from Lovehoney customers. Eye-catching, inviting, and informative
POS is also available.
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Jimmyjane unveils Focus Sonic Vibrator
31.000 vibrations per minute
Chatsworth, USA – Coinciding with Pipedream’s new quarterly schedule of product releases is the unveiling of the Jimmyjane
Focus Sonic Vibrator, a patented high-frequency vibe that produces 31,000 vibrations per minute. “High quality and innovative
products are what our customers deserve and expect—and that is our future,” said Pipedream CEO Matthew Matsudaira.

he new Focus is just the beginning of what’s
to come and we will continue to work
vigorously for our customers‘ success and to
protect our intellectual property.” The Focus Sonic
Vibrator boasts 4 intensity levels and a pinpoint
tip that precisely delivers its highly concentrated
vibrations. With 3 Elite Silicone head attachments
for customized pleasure, users can enjoy textured
stimulation with Caress, pinpoint pleasure with
Aim, and all-encompassing vibrations with
Embrace. The single button operation is con-

“T

venient and easy to use and the EZ Grip bulb is
ergonomically designed for comfortable maneuvering. With USB rechargeability, the Focus has
a 60-minute run time after a 90-minute charge.
It’s splash-proof, comes with a moisture-wicking
storage bag, and a 1-year limited warranty. „The
reaction to today‘s unveiling has been overwhelmingly positive,“ says Pipedream Chief Design
Officer Kristian Broms. „We‘re very excited to
release the patented Jimmyjane Focus to our
valuable retailer partners after this long wait.“

N E W S

CalExotics launches

Impulse e-stim collection
4 items available
Ontario, USA - CalExotics has launched its new Impulse collection featuring four, intimate
electric muscle stimulation (EMS) sex toys to help tighten, tone and strengthen Kegel
muscles for more intense orgasms.

he new line, which features three
vibrating wands and one remote
control Kegel exerciser, was inspired by
vaginal electro-stimulation research that
shows e-stimulation to be beneficial in
pelvic muscle training and bladder control
while increasing sexual satisfaction. EMS
is used in physical therapy for a number
of different treatments including those
for post-surgery muscle rehab. It transmits low-grade electrical impulses to the
nerves of certain muscle groups which
cause muscles to contract. When used to
strengthen the pelvic floor muscles, the
impulses send an electrical message to
the Kegels that tell the muscle fibers to
contract, and relax, without the participant having to actually think about squeezing. These gentle impulses are delivered
via small zinc alloy pads featured on the
Impulse products and are delivered by the
user by pressing a button. With regular
use, studies show electro-stimulation of
the pelvic muscles can lead to a decrease
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The new Impulse collection
consists of four, intimate
electric muscle stimulation
sex toys

in urinary incontinence and leakage, as
well as more intense orgasms. Impulse
produces a mild sensation, offering five
different levels of electro-stimulation. This
allows users to start at the lowest level
and work their way up, if they so choose.
The best way to test the electro-stimulation features is by placing Impulse in
the crux of the elbow. This way, the pads
are in contact with soft tissue, similar to
the soft tissue inside a woman’s body.
It is recommended to use Impulse with
the vibration setting on first, allowing the
body to feel pleasure in the combination of electro-stimulation and vibration.
The Impulse collection features: Intimate E-Stimulator Wand (a curved wand
massager), Intimate E-Stimulator Petite
Wand (a smaller, leaner version of the
E-stimulator Wand), Intimate E-Stimulator
Dual Wand (a sleek rabbit-style massager)
and Intimate E-Stimulator Remote Kegel
Exerciser (a tingling Kegel trainer with
remote control functionality).

Male Power presents Zip It collection
Hauppauge, USA - Male Power presents Zip It, a new collection for the
man who wants to get right to the point.
This garment is made from a semi-sheer
burnout print fabric that combines wet
look shine with see-thru mesh. It has a
refined, abstract tone-on-tone pattern,
complementing wet look waistband
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for a slimming effect, and the master
touch, diagonally spaced, strategically
placed metal look zippers. A protective
flap covers the zipper for protection and
comfort and it has preformed, shaped
pouches. Pick from three styles, Zip
Pouch Short, Twice Zipped Bikini and
Zip Pouch Thong.
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NEW COLORS

SHOTS is expanding

Enhance Your Favorite Asset

the LOVELINE collection

BCHARMED BASIC

JIGGLE & LOVEBUG
Beneden-Leeuwen, The Netherlands - After the
phenomenal success of the July release, the
LOVELINE collection is now welcoming some
new sexy additions.

5 Vibration
Patterns

Body-Safe
Materials

Strong
Vibrations

Batteries
Included

Waterproof
Construction

he JIGGLE and the LOVEBUG clitoral vibrators are two newcomers to the brand. This
fantastic duo also doubles up as massage wands
and are perfect for full body stimulation and/or
relaxing massages. These new additions to the
family are made from 100% high-grade silicone, just like the previous release. This material
is perfectly hygienic and is easy-to-clean with
SHOTS’ toy-cleaner. These products are also
body-safe ensuring the user a secure experience.
The JIGGLE and the LOVEBUG are equipped
with powerful F1 New Generation motors. These
robust motors create a feeling of high intensity for
the user with strong but also very pleasant vibrations. Both models come with 10 different speed
modes so there is always an extensive choice
to find the perfect setting. As with the previous
release these articles are rechargeable, waterproof and phthalate free.
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Experience a more vibrant orgasm and extended

SPINNER

pleasure sessions with the

Bcharmed Basic . A best

friend in the bedroom , its sof t and stretchy ring was

Tokyo, Japan - Male
pleasure item brand
TENGA launches a
new series of reusable, partially stretchable
Male Pleasure Items, TENGA SPINNER. Available in Europe since October 15th for 30 RRP
(each sold separately). The SPINNER creates a
unique spiral motion as it is used and comes in
three different colors, internal designs and different material strengths. Each includes a drying
stand, storage case and comes with one tester
pouch of lotion. Lead Designer, Kai Tsuyama
(R&D Department), said: “I hope our users feel
how we designed the SPINNER with the same
high standards of function and design as respected manufacturers from other industries.”

designed to fit most men per fectly. Stimulating ridges
on the body-safe silicone fin slide seductively sensitive
areas as 5 -function motor masters the massage.

Black
ack
BSCBC0767

Slate
ate
BSCBC 1115

x Blue
Reflex
BSCBC 1122
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COTR founder Alicia Sinclair
featured on Netflix
‚Follow This‘
New York, USA - The Cowgirl and the company’s founder and CEO, Alicia Sinclair, are
featured in the ‚Sexbots‘ episode of the Buzzfeed show ‚Follow This‘, which is available for
streaming on Netflix.

n the episode titled ‚Sexbot‘, Buzzfeed
news Culture reporter Scaachi Koul
delves into the world of sex robots to see
how they could impact women and looks
into simulated companions by speaking
to sex-tech CEOs, a customer, and
therapists. The episode starts with Koul
attending a Women of Sex Tech event in
New York —auditions for their next science fair to showcase the latest pleasure
products from female-led brands. Among
the products being presented that day
was The Cowgirl. Standing before a
group of fellow Women of Sex Tech
members, Sinclair appears in the episode
delivering an elevator pitch in which she
discusses The Cowgirl’s femme-centric
mission.
“The Cowgirl is really about taking back
the most powerful vibrator and making
it our product,” she says in the video,
before revving up The Cowgirl’s motor
with its corded LED remote control to the
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Alicia Sinclair is featured in
the 'Sexbots‘ episode of the
Buzzfeed show 'Follow This‘

excitement of the audience. This latest
mainstream appearance by The Cowgirl
comes on the heels of an in-depth video
review on ‚Sex Stuff‘, hosted by popular
sex educator and social media influencer Zoë Ligon. In the video, which has
over 200,000 views, Ligon refers to The
Cowgirl as “the Cadillac of vibrators” and
confesses that testing out the ride-on sex
machine made her “the most aroused
she’s ever been on camera.” Her review
concludes with Zoë praising The Cowgirl’s vibrational quality and sturdy construction. “We’re thrilled with the ever-growing interest in The Cowgirl and love the
opportunity to spotlight our objective of
promoting sexual empowerment,” Sinclair
said. “I’m so proud to be a part of the
Women of Sex Tech community and am
truly thankful for their support — it’s a
wonderful organization that absolutely
deserves to be in the limelight and I’m
grateful to be a part of it.”

Sales record for pjur at eroExpo in Moscow
Wasserbillig, Luxembourg - The pjur
group reported record revenue on the
eroExpo, Russia‘s largest B2B erotic
trade show. The company‘s three new
products, pjur WOMAN Aloe, pjur
WOMAN Vegan and pjur WOMAN After
YOU Shave, resonated very strongly with
Russian customers. „We are delighted
that the trade show in Moscow was such
a huge success and that the new products proved to be so popular here too.
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Women are one of the most important
target groups and that is exactly what our
new innovations are made for,“ explains
Alexander Giebel, CEO and Founder of
the pjur group. In addition to the new
products, the company also exclusively
presented its „pjur love – gives you more“
campaign in Russia. Large posters and
roll-up banners drew visitors‘ attention
to the stand and ensured that the trade
show was an all-round success.
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Pipedream promotes
Director of Marketing
Chatsworth, USA - The ‚new‘ Pipedream has
emphasized the importance of investing in people
and promoting from within, so now they announce the recent promotion of Brian Sofer to Director
of Marketing.

rian’s dynamic marketing
experience and expertise
working with distributors and
retailers is well suited to guide the
Pipedream marketing team,” said
Matthew Matsudaira, CEO of Pipedream. “His expertise in marketing
strategy and retail marketing will
complement Pipedream’s growth
initiatives. We have already seen his impact to the
business as well as his team.”
Brian came to Pipedream four years ago with
over 20 years of marketing experience. His
career began as an online consultant in 1995
before flourishing across a wide range of clients
in the adult, music, extreme sports, and smoke
industries. His diverse background has proven
extremely valuable as he’s navigated clients
large and small, mainstream and counterculture,
honing his ability to effectively communicate to a
wide range of demographics and continuously
implement integrated marketing strategies with
profitable results, the company says. His new role
as Pipedream’s Director of Marketing proves a
culmination of all of his experience as he works
to focus Pipedream’s marketing team’s efforts
and resources on the direct needs of their retail
and distributor partners. He strives to assure
Pipedream’s customers that their success is his
#1 priority as well as Pipedream’s ability to retain
and generate happy, repeat consumers. “I’m
extremely grateful for this opportunity. Pipedream
is absolutely thinking and acting differently, and
our future is very exciting,” said Sofer. “We’ve got
a whole new focus for the company and it starts
with putting our partners first. We will continue to
innovate both with our product and our marketing
tactics to ensure our customers thrive.”

“B
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Black toys with an extremely velvety soft surface (soft
touch) for easy and comfortable insertion. In fancy & very
stimulating designs that are perfect for different kinds of
(anal) sex!

Flexible

Soft Touch

Please use water-based lubricant

0592978 0000

+ 49 461 5040-210 or -114
wholesale@orion.de

www.orion-wholesale.com

1811-040

Brian Sofer
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Creative Conceptions

releases three new games
Sexy 6, OSG & Domin8 Master
Newark, England - Creative Conceptions have launched three brand-new gender-neutral
games to add to their already diverse Couples Collection. A sneak peak of the games was
revealed at ANME in July and eroFame in October, and to rave reviews. Sexy 6 is a game of
6 dice that determines your sexual destiny.

reative Conceptions have launched
three brand-new gender-neutral
games to add to their Couples Collection. A sneak peak of the games was
revealed at ANME in July and eroFame
in October. Sexy 6 is a game of 6 dice
that determines your sexual destiny.
Who will do what to which part of their
lovers body, how will they do it and
where where they will do it. Presented
in a discreet pouch, Sexy 6 is one to
pack for a romantic weekend away.
OSG is a game of access all areas,
encouraging stimulating conversation,
erotic exploration and experimentation.
On a board that seductively spells out
S E X, pleasure intensifies from Sensual

C

to Erotic to X-rated as players advance
from one stage to the next. The board
is also loaded with OSG squares where
players pick a card describing kinky actions they must indulge in together. The
random outcomes ensure players will
enjoy a different experience each time
they play. Domin8 Master is a game of
submission vs domination, where each
player gets to play out both roles. Now
featuring a feast of fetish luxuries including a paddle, feather tickler, handcuffs,
bondage tape and a blindfold. Furthermore, Creative Conceptions announces
the release of Fifty Days of Play and
Fifty Nights of Naughtiness as Deluxe
versions.

AnalMe game by Tease & Please
Wijchen, The Netherlands - The new
AnalMe game by Tease & Please is ready
to order at SCALA. Following the success of the brand’s TeaseMe, PleaseMe
and FuckMe kits, lovers are now invited
to explore anal play in a fun, playful and
non-intimidating way. The AnalMe kit
includes 6 task booklets with challenges
listed in 10 different languages (English,
Spanish, French, German, Dutch, Polish,
Russian, Italian, Swedish and Norwegian).
Also included are various naughty game attributes such as a butt plug, anal beads and
lubricant – providing players with everything
needed on their anal adventures. Tease &
Please describes the AnalMe challenges as:
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“Ready to experiment with anal sex? Take a
chance and be surprised by the various tips
and tasks that have mutual pleasure as their
central objective. Every task or position has
its own specific advantages, helping you to
discover what you enjoy most. Take your
time, do it slowly, carefully, and enjoy each
other. Tease & Please wishes you lots of
playful pleasure. An absolute must for everyone wishing to experiment with anal sex
in their relationship using the attributes and
tips provided by the game.” The AnalMe
game kit also makes a fantastic gift-option
for the upcoming holiday season, enticing
consumers to surprise a loved one with this
sexy, beautifully packaged set.
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he RIN launched globally in
November 2019 for RRP:
40.00 EUR. Based on a Japanese word meaning elegant,
refined, and dignified, the RIN
features an all-new spherical
Soft Tip at the end of its elongated shape,
designed for both internal and external stimulation. The iroha RIN is available in two color
variations: the cream and burgundy AKANÉ,
and the pale pink and dark gold KOGANÉ. The
iroha RIN is battery-powered, with a single button to turn the item ON/OFF and cycle through
its 4 vibration modes. Fully waterproof with a
dust-repellant coating, the RIN is easy to keep
clean. The RIN puts the iroha line’s dual-layer
Soft-Touch Silicone front and center with its
Soft Tip – a unique flexible sphere, made of
marshmallow-soft material, creates completely
new sensations.

T

Sustainable menstrual cup
‚TinyCup‘ now available in size M
Mainz-Kastel. Germany - The
TinyCup menstrual cup (period
cup) is the sustainable alternative
to traditional monthly hygiene products such as tampons or sanitary
pads. The advantage of the TinyCup lies
in its medical grade silicone. It collects menstrual fluid instead of absorbing it, which keeps
the vaginal flora from drying out. The menstrual
cup is also reusable, protecting your wallet as
well as the environment.
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Strong
vibrations
Stimulation of
clitoris & vagina

Whisper
quiet mode

NEW!

Waterproof

THRILLING

Long range

SENSUALLY

DISCOVER A NEW KIND OF SENSUALITY.

LET YOUR PARTNER TAKE
CONTROL OF YOUR JOY OR
JUST DO IT YOURSELF.
ANYTIME. ANYWHERE.
+ 49 461 5040-210 or -114
wholesale@orion.de

www.orion-wholesale.com

1811-027

Tokyo, Japan - Japanese maker of pleasure
items, TENGA Co., Ltd, is proud to announce the
newest addition to the iroha brand lineup: the
iroha RIN.

0594059 0000

Battery-powered

0594040 0000

iroha launches RIN
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PHS welcomes Sales & Product

Development ‘Ninja’ Jenny Tse

Tse brings 20+ years of adult sales & marketing experience to LGBTQ-focused manufacturer
Phoenix, USA – PHS International is pleased to welcome industry veteran Jenny Tse as the
newest addition to the company’s sales and development team.

s Sales & Product Development
Ninja, Tse will use her knowledge of
manufacturing and materials, as well as
a strong Rolodex, to help expand PHS’s
presence in the international adult retail
space. Tse comes to PHS following more
than two decades of adult retail and
development experience. With unique
insight into adult product manufacturing
and merchandising, Tse is well-prepared
to fortify the PHS team and contribute to
the company’s growth. “PHS is a perfect
fit for me and my skill set, and I’m exciting
to be part of a company that has truly blazed trails in the adult space – especially
for the LGBTQIA+ community,” Tse said “I
am fortunate to have experience in almost
every corner of the industry, from retail
and sales to development and manufacturing, and I know I can strengthen PHS’s
team with my supportive and friendly
work ethic.” In addition to supporting
PHS’s loyal customer base and building accounts, Tse also will be involved
with marketing, product education, and
developing existing product lines. “Jenny
brings a variety of assets to PHS; the fact
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that she can wear multiple hats and have
her hands involved in different sectors
of the company makes her especially
valuable to our small business,” PHS
International General Manager Michael
Merrill said. “Jenny is a tech wizard and
has brilliant product ideas, and her array
of talents are enviable. It’s hard to give a
title to what Jenny does, so we created
one uniquely for her.” PHS International’s
legacy as a gay-owned and inclusive
manufacturer – having been the first to
introduce Pride merchandise into brickand-mortar retail more than 20 years ago
– gives the company a special presence
in the adult industry, and Merrill said he’s
especially honored to have Tse join his
inclusive and colorful team.
“Being a rainbow business is something
near and dear to our hearts, and though
serving the LGBTQIA+ community is
just a portion of our product focus, it’s
an important part of PHS International’s
heritage,” Merrill said. “It means so much
to us to share our roots and legacy with
Jenny, who shares our core values of
inclusivity, accessibility, and true value.”

Weapons of Ass Destruction by Mister B
Amsterdam, The Netherlands - After the
success of the Mister B WAD collection,
they took the 24 top selling WAD dildos
and now offer them in the colour red as
well. “Black and Red goes well together.
These all red smooth dildos are specially
designed to give you the fucking of a lifetime,” Mister B describes the collection.

24 top selling WAD dildos
are now available in red
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From plugs, a horse-dildo, realistic dongs
to huge ass wreckers, WAD has them all.
The products are made in Europe from
high quality PVC and are compatible with
Water based and Silicone based lubricants. These Weapons of Ass Destruction
will be available from December 4th at
misterb.com
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Bijoux Indiscrets releases

12 Sexy Days Calendar Giﬅ Set
Not only for the holiday season
Barcelona, Spain – Pleasure accessory manufacturer Bijoux Indiscrets has released 12 Sexy
Days, a gift set featuring 12 of the company‘s iconic pleasure products and kinky fashion
accessories in a 12-day advent-style calendar.

Sexy Days guides women and
couples through 12 consecutive
days (and nights) of bedroom surprises,
like a set of metallic mesh bracelet hand
cuffs, a diamond-shaped vibrator, and
sparkling black nipple pasties. Each
evening, lovers can open a numbered
door to reveal a new sensual plaything
from Bijoux Indiscrets‘ best-selling brand
lines. Altogether, the curated gift set is
comprised of a MAZE tassel choker necklace, FLASH X sparkling nipple pasties,
the MAGNIFIQUE back and cleavage
chain, the KRISTINE vinyl mask, a belt
and garters from the MAZE collection,
the SHHH satin blindfold, the POM POM
tickler, a MAGNIFIQUE satin blindfold, the
DESIR METALLIQUE metallic mesh hand

12

The gift set is featuring 12 of
the Bijoux‘s iconic pleasure
products and kinky fashion
accessories

cuff bracelets and a metallic mesh collar,
and the TWENTY ONE vibrating diamond. Though 12 Sexy Days is similar to
a Christmas advent calendar and makes
a gorgeous holiday gift, Viegas assures
buyers and consumers that this is not a
Christmas-themed product. 12 Sexy Days
can be opened and enjoyed any time of
the year when lovers desire 12 days of
intimate fun.
The 12 products inside 12 Sexy Days
are valued at over $350 retail with an
RRP of $195. The company will have
retailer point-of-sale materials available for
both web and brick-and-mortar stores,
including online videos, banners, and high
fashion-quality photos shot in-house, as
well as window and display materials.

The Masturbator from REBEL

The black 'REBEL
Masturbator‘ has three
features: it vibrates, it has
a warming function and it
moves up and down
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Flensburg, Germany - The sex toys from
REBEL have a very prominent masculine
design and are specially designed for men.
REBEL has expanded its already wide
product range with the well-designed and
efficient ‚REBEL Masturbator‘ that is now
available at ORION Wholesale.
The black ‚REBEL Masturbator‘ has three
features that men won‘t want to do without
any more: it vibrates, it has a warming
function and it moves up and down. The
three different features can be controlled
separately with three buttons. The vibration
has seven different modes, it moves up

and down in seven different speeds and
its warming function is about 40 °C. The
sleeve is integrated into the case and can‘t
be removed but it‘s easy to clean with
lukewarm water and soap.
The masturbator can be recharged with
the included USB cable. It is delivered in a
high-quality cardboard box with a description of the product in various languages.
The packaging can be stood up or hung
up with the hanger in the middle. More
products will now fit in the sales space
because they are more compact. They
also take up less space when in storage.
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BELOU – An amazing invention
in a beautiful design
New from ORION Wholesale
Flensburg, Germany - ORION’s product managers work together with inventors when
developing innovative, new sex toys. The latest result is the sensational sex toy with the
registered brand name BELOU – a beautifully designed, remote controlled vibro-bullet with
a clitoral stimulator.

he sex toy’s trademarked design is
a real highlight – but it also has a
lot to offer too! The extremely beautiful
vibro-bullet provides double the amount of
stimulation – not only can it provide vaginal
stimulation, but it can also provide clitoral
stimulation with its stimulation arm as well.
There are 4 vibration modes in 4 speeds to
choose from. The modes and speeds can
be controlled separately using the buttons
on the included remote control (range:
up to 5 metres). The vibrations spread
throughout the bullet and go right to the
stimulation arm so that it can stimulate the
clitoris. The included silicone pillow can be
put over the stimulation arm for even more
comfort and gentler stimulation. There
is also another highlight: the vibro-bullet
is waterproof (IPX7) and that means that
it can provide pleasure in the bath or
the shower. The vibro-bullet can also be
recharged via induction with the included
charging station and USB cable. The
charging time is approx. 180 minutes and
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BELOU is a remote
controlled vibro-bullet with a
clitoral stimulator

the battery run time is approx. 45 minutes.
The stand-by time is approx. 120 minutes.
There is another highlight: once the toy
has been placed in the charging station, it
goes into ‚sleeping mode‘ and won’t react
to the remote control. The ‚standby mode‘
will only be activated once it has been
removed from the charging station. If the
toy isn’t in the charging station and hasn’t
been activated for two hours, it enters
‚sleeping mode‘ again which prevents the
battery from discharging completely. The
sex toy also has a travel lock which is very
practical for traveling. A button cell battery
for the remote control and a booklet with
customer information in different languages is included in the delivery. The BELOU
sex toy is available in black (item number
594040) and rose gold (item number
594059). It comes in a beautiful, high-quality box that also has an additional sleeve
around it as well. There are matching displays for the specialist stores that perfectly
present the product at the Point-of-Sale.

New and improved Duckies by Big Teaze Toys

Big Teaze Toys I Rub My
Duckie 2.0 is now available
at Eropartner Distribution
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Zwaagdijk, The Netherlands - Big Teaze
Toys upgraded their original duckies to
a new 2.0 version in the Classic and
Paris version.The I Rub My Duckie 2.0
has a stronger and quieter motor than its
predecessor, is equipped with 7 vibration
patterns and is completely waterproof.
The Paris version even has a real Svarovski crystal and a removable feather

boa. The powerful vibrations give a feeling
of relaxation and well-being, even in
the shower or in the bath, because this
massage duck is completely waterproof.
This massager can be used on the whole
body, for relaxation or even for relieving a
headache. And even for a more exciting
game it is the perfect vibrator. It is also a
great gift to receive or give away.
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ABS EXPOsed 2
Further events in planning
Ringwood, England - The very first ABS EXPOsed event took place earlier this year, and it
was such a great success that ABS did it all again on the 8th and the 9th of November, this
time in Dudley.

his time around, they had an
incredible attendance that included
guests from around the world - from
the UK and Spain to Cypress, Romania,
Sweden and even more! The ABS team
was on hand to meet and mingle with
guests, while 16 suppliers also
attended. They had 40 customers
attend this time around, with an
impressive demand for invitations to
their event, making it a big success. The
event kicked off with a bowling evening,
where their guests got to know one
another in an informal setting. The next
morning, the event kicked off with a
light breakfast, before ABS hosted an all
day shopping event from 9am - 5pm, as
well as training sessions hosted by Oxballs, Pipedream and Satisfyer. Guests
then regrouped for a quick lunch from
12.30 to 13.30. Some of their favourite
vendors attended the event, including
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Pipedream, Wicked, Rock Candy,
Doc Johnson, Ox Balls, Perfect Fit,
Bathmate, MLK, BMS, Nexus, Wet,
Clandestine, Rocks Off, Doxy, Clone
a Willy and Swiss Navy. The ABS
EXPOsed events focus on bringing
a personal feel to the business. ABS
do a lot of business online and on the
phone daily, and their customers and
suppliers are really at the heart of the
company which is why it’s so important
to build on these relationships face to
face. ABS really love getting together
with them once in a while to chat,
mingle and share ideas and knowledge
which really drives the industry forward.
These events are getting more popular,
and they’ve already had queries about
when their next EXPOsed event will be.
They’re actually planning one in the EU
soon and one in the UK for the Spring
of next year.

BLACK LEVEL

ORION is expanding the
BLACK LEVEL label
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Flensburg, Germany - From now on
many new highlights from BLACK LEVEL
for ladies are available at ORION Wholesale, some of them up to size 4XL. The
washable, shiny vinyl outfits from BLACK
LEVEL have been designed exclusively at ORION´s headquarters. They
stand out from the rest because of their
fancy styles that are in a sturdy stretchy
quality – this makes sure that the outfits
fit perfectly and are comfortable at the
same time. Both fetish lovers and fashi-

onable club-goers will love these shiny
erotic gems. All the items from the vinyl
label, BLACK LEVEL, will be delivered in
high-quality cardboard boxes with a detailed image of the respective product on
it and a description of the product in nine
languages as well. The packaging can
be stood up or hung up with the hanger
in the middle. More products will now fit
in the sales space because they’re more
compact. They also take up less space
when in storage.
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ONLY ONE WILL
CONTROL YOUR ORGASMS.
Mystim Cluster Buster – remote
controlled electrostimulator
Our new remote controlled electrostimulator is one of a kind:
Not only does our Cluster Buster feature 12 stimulation and
5 training modes (e.g. for kegel training), but he can control
an unlimited amount of e-stim toys at the same time.

www.mystim.com
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Call for sex toy reviewers:

be among the first to review Lovely 2.0
Desire-Sensing technology,
Krakow, Poland - Lovely Inc., the company behind desire sensing sex toy & app ‚Lovely‘ is
preparing to launch Lovely 2.0, a result of two years of development and improvement over
the existing Lovely.

he company is calling on all reviewers
to participate in Lovely 2.0 review
program, which invites each reviewer to
get a free Lovely 2.0 sample and invitation
to an affiliate program with a 30% ($41.7)
payout on each sale of Lovely 2.0. In a 4
week long study, 75% of the couples using
Lovely 2.0 reported increased sexual satisfaction thanks to Lovely 2.0 and it’s accompanying app, which provides couples
with personalized, sex-related inspirations
and tips based on their desires and sex
analysis made by two motion sensor inside
of the toy “We believe that there’s more
than meets the eye in Lovely 2.0 and that’s
why we invite all sex toy reviewers to participate in our brand new review program”
says Jakub Konik, Founder of Lovely
Inc. Lovely 2.0 features a Desire-Sensing
technology, which provides couples with
tips and inspirations based on their desires
and sex analysis made by two motion
sensors inside of the toy. These tips and
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inspirations can be viewed by the couple
after sex in the Your Lovely app and used
to enhance their sexual exploration and
communication, which results in an increased sexual satisfaction for both partners.
“Comparing Lovely 2.0 to a vibrating cock
ring is like comparing Apple Watch to a traditional watch. Sure, Lovely 2.0 also works
like a cock ring, but it does so much more
– just like Apple Watch does much more
that a traditional watch. We think putting
Lovely 2.0 up to careful eyes of reviewers
is going to emphasise that”. Couples using
Lovely 2.0 get in-app inspirations and tips
about sexual communication, exploration, positions, stimulation techniques and
more. Apart from that, Lovely 2.0 features:
remote control, rumbly vibrations with 8
patterns, estimation of calories burned
during sex, inductive charging (as the only
cock ring in the market), 2-hours of battery
life (with 60 days stand-by time), body-safe
silicone and is fully waterproof.

New releases at Dusedo
Amsterdam, The Netherlands - Dusedo has
taken several new products and collections
into their portfolio. First of all, there is the
Boneyard Piss Holer, a silicone urethral training kit with interchangeable vibrating bullet.
Soft touch silicone, graduated lengths
and thicknesses, Intense 7 speed bullet
vibration and stimulates the prostate. Safe
with all lubricants. Also new is the Colt Gear
Camo Submissive line, a durable masculine
camo fabric and padded PU leatherette
that were designed with both comfort and

Dusedo is permanently
expanding the portfolio with
brand new products
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erotic control in mind. With The Adjustable
Handled T-Leg Rim Seat by JimSupport
your customers can see, sniff, lick and eat
with a perfect view. All the dirty play one
might want with a well designed seat for
the play partner. Dusedo also have the
Model X Sling Frame Classic Size With Bag.
Last but not least, the Zizi Megamen Plug
Cocksheath is available in black and clear. It
is made from stretchy TPR. This Megamen
is updated with a cocksheath, with all the
features of the original the Megamen.
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New: EROpharm bright’n‘white
Intimate Whitening Cream makes the genital area shine
Hanover, Germany - The whitening of the intimate zone is becoming more and more popular
with both women and men. The new Intimate Whitening Cream from JOYDIVISION guarantees a safe and effective whitening of sensitive skin in the intimate area.

ith innovative, natural ingredients,
EROpharm Cream ensures a gentle
effect. The skin in the anal and genital
areas is more strongly pigmented in many
people. Although this dark skin caused by
melanin is completely harmless, for many
it represents an aesthetic deficiency.
EROpharm Intimate Whitening Cream has
been shown to lighten the skin within 8
weeks.The EROpharm line from JOYDIVISION is known for high-quality overthe-counter sexual products. With the
product bright’n’white Intimate Whitening
Cream the series closes a gap for women
and men who want a more beautiful and
even complexion in sensitive areas. Daily
use leads to a clear lightening and thus to
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The new Intimate Whitening
Cream from JOYDIVISION
guarantees a safe and
effective whitening of
sensitive skin in the
intimate area

an increased attractiveness. The natural
formula is particularly gentle on the skin
and can even be applied to the whole
body – also on the anus. In addition, the
bright’n’white Intimate Whitening Cream
has an anti-aging effect and the contained
organic aloe vera has skin caring and
moisturising properties. Panthenol protects against irritations and has a soothing
effect. Macadamia oil and shea butter
protect the skin from drying out and make
it smooth and supple.The packaging creates confidence and the recognition of the
popular and well-known EROpharm line
is given. As usual with JOYDIVISION, the
quality and product safety is ‘Made with
Love in Germany’.

XR Brands shipping ‚Booty Sparks‘
stainless steel plugs
Huntington Beach, USA - XR Brands
is shipping Booty Sparks, the latest of
their top-selling anal play product lines.
These anal plugs are made of affordable
nickel-free aluminum alloy and enhanced
with playful rose and heart accents at their
base to give shoppers something special
and beautifully body-safe for their booties.
Booty Sparks features five different designs
– Black Rose, Red Rose, Red Heart Gem,
Clear Gem, and Pink Gem – and available
in three sizes so anal players of all experience levels can bling out their booties.
Small offers two insertable inches at 1 inch
in diameter, Medium offers 2.5 insertable
inches at 1.3 inches in diameter, and Large
offers three insertable inches at 1.6 inches

Booty Sparks features five
different designs which are
available in three sizes
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in diameter. Each plug features a slim shaft
for comfortable and secure wear. The plugs
are also temperature sensitive and can be
warmed up or cooled to create a variety
of sensations. Booty Sparks anal plugs
are non-porous and clean easily with liquid
antibacterial soap and warm water. “Booty
Sparks has been a solid hit; anal plugs with
blingy accents at their base have been huge
this year and Booty Sparks gives users something solid, yet lightweight, to bring into
the bedroom,” XR Brands General Manager
Rebecca Weinberg said. “Sexy and playful
designs, a variety of sizes, body-safe materials, and the option of temperature play
– all at a competitive price point. We expect
Booty Sparks will be a big seller!”
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Eropartner stocks WARM & TOUCH
WARM Inc.
Zwaagdijk, The Netherlands - The founders experienced that the feelings, comfort, intense
sensations and emotions that warmth evokes can inspire deeper connections, a pathway to
shared vulnerability and a literal and figurative opening, both mentally and physically.

ince then, WARM Inc. has been
devoted to rigorously sourcing new
and innovative ways to bring the best
and smartest heat experiences. WARM
introduces the TOUCH Lubricant Automated Dispensing System and the WARM
Intimacy Products Warmer. TOUCH is
a luxuriously refined, automated dispensing system for warming the favorite
personal lubricants and massage oils. No
more slippery bottles, sticky nightstands,
spills or losing contact to get more. With
TOUCH, a wave of the hand and the
favorite lubricant or oil magically appears.
Featuring the patented Tender Technology,
TOUCH warms the favourite liquids within
two minutes to a silky, irresistible temperature. A aensual purple lighting guides the
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Now available at Eropartner:
products of the US brand
WARM

hand for easy use, day or night. WARM is
the only heat-based bedroom accessory
created with the sole purpose of safely and
effectively warming intimacy products for
ignited sensual experiences. Fully adaptable, WARM can heat items based on the
desired temperature. It’s signature Tender
Technology is compatible with a variety of
materials and safe for use with all types of
pleasure products including battery-operated and rechargeable. With an average
warming time starting at 20-25 minutes,
WARM can accommodate an array of
product sizes and shapes. Its sophisticated design allows WARM to discreetly
heat products while out in plain sight on a
nightstand, bathroom counter or even a
dining room table.

Tease & Please’s YOURGASM available at SCALA
Wijchen, The Netherlands - The new
YOURGASM kit by Tease & Please – now
ready to order at SCALA – comes in a
male and female version, plus the languages English/German and Dutch/French.
Each naughty game includes various
intimate accessories and 50 cards full of
thrilling masturbation challenges, enticing lovers to go on a sexy solo adventure. Tease & Please describes the new
YOURGASM game: “YOURGASM helps
you to discover what is really pleasurable
to you. If you don’t know, how can your
partner know? Give your sex life a boost
and pleasure yourself or be pleasured
by your partner, who can make you feel
amazing by using the challenges. It is
54

YOURGASM! Curious? YOURGASM is
available in two versions: one for women
and one for men. Of course, partners can
always swap the challenges. The exciting
challenges stimulate different areas: breaking barriers of embarrassment, seduction, pleasure, fantasies, discovering new
techniques, and erogenous and orgasmic
zones that will make your ‘usual climax’
pale…” The YOURGASM Men Only kit
contains a masturbation egg, lubricant
and 50 challenge cards. The YOURGASM
Woman Only kit contains a vibrating toy,
lubricant and 50 challenge cards. Packaged in a trendy, luxurious box, YOURGASM will capture the imagination in any
in-store or online display.
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Black toys with an extremely velvety soft surface (soft
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Buttr is ready for battle
at EDC Wholesale
For men with needs
Veendam, The Netherlands - EDC Wholesale introduced Buttr, specially designed for men
with needs. Each product from the Buttr collection provides an unforgettable experience
that requires dedication and perseverance.

he collection is now available for retailers to order at EDC Wholesale. The
bold, testosterone increasing brand with
a military look and feel offers a collection
of fisting toys and comes with a special
fisting cream, gel, and butter for anal penetration. The fisting lubricants are thicker
than the standard lubricants, making the
penetration smoother. It is gentle on the
skin, remains smooth for a long time and
is free from perfumes. Buttr is not for the
faint of hearts as it takes backdoor-play
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Buttr offers a collection
of fisting toys and comes
with a special fisting cream,
gel, and butter for anal
penetration

to the next level. The XXL butt plugs in
the collection are made for the demanding user who is ready for the next step.
The collection also provides a butt plug
training set for beginners This set consists
of three plugs in different sizes from small
to large. They are made of soft, flexible
silicone and feel comfortable. This extreme collection goes to extreme lengths
to inform the users with caution hazard
warning signs on the boxes to emphasize
the military look and feel.

Clitella

Clitella is available
at Eropartner

Zwaagdijk, The Netherlands - Clitella is an
oral clitoral stimulator that stimulates and
excites the clitoris with different speeds,
patterns and attachments. The feeling of
oral sex is now within reach.
Clitella‘s attachments provide different
stimuli and sensations, in combination with
the three different speeds and four different

movements, this small device provides large
orgasms. The balls and dots stimulate,
caress, tickle and excites. Clitella can also
be used to stimulate other sensitive areas
on the body sensually. Because this clitoral
vibrator has a handy size and can be
charged with a USB cable, it is a perfect toy
for traveling.

Cobeco Pharma’s Male collection
is a must have for all men

The cleaning wipes are a
must-have for all men who
are sexually active and in the
need of a quick clean up
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Berkel en Rodenrijs, The Netherlands Cobeco Pharma’s Male collection applies
to men of diversified backgrounds whom
all have different sexual preferences. This
collection contains lubricant, lotion, talcum
powder and wipes. The cleaning wipes are
a must-have for all men who are sexually
active and in the need of a quick clean
up. The cleaning wipes are multipurpose,

suitable for things such as cleaning the
body, penis or butt before and after sexual
activity. The delay wipes are formulated
with lotion that helps to delay the moment
of ejaculation, providing more control
to the man so he can last longer during
sexual intercourse. Both these wipes are
a unique travel companion, discreet and
conveniently packaged.
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COTR sales team grows with addition of
Corynne McPeters
Account Executive
New York, USA- COTR, Inc., the manufacturer behind top sexual lifestyle brands b-Vibe, Le
Wand and The Cowgirl, announced the addition of Corynne McPeters to their sales team.
The newly minted account executive brings with her six years of adult retail experience as a
sex-positivity advocate.

ailing from Philadelphia, McPeters
moved to NYC to attend NYU, where
she studied gender and sexuality, as well
as experimental and musical theatre.
She volunteered and later worked for
the NYU LGBTQ student center, where
she facilitated student clubs, coordinated lunchtime education seminars
about Queer Sexuality and Identity, and
led SAFE ZONE 101 and 201 trainings
for RAs, students and faculty. McPeters’ passion for sex-positive education
led her to NYC’s West Village Pleasure
Chest, where she took on the role of
customer associate and sex specialist
at Pleasure Chest in NYC’s West Village.
Since then, Corynne’s experiences
have shaped her quest to help create a
sex-positive world through consent-centered education and open conversation.
She’s taught numerous pleasure-cente-
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red workshops, private parties and public events such as the 2016 and 2017
Sex Expo in Brooklyn, N.Y. Corynne’s
journey in promoting sex positivity has
brought her to COTR, a manufacturer
that’s dedicated to creating modern,
high-quality products and prioritizing a
sex-positive, inclusive approach. “We’re
thrilled to welcome Corynne to the sales
team,” said Alicia Sinclair, COTR Founder
and Certified Sex Educator. “Her dedication to promoting sex positivity and
education reflects our principles exactly;
and we’re truly lucky to have her join us
in our mission. I’m very excited about
passion for COTR brands and her enthusiasm about our products.” Working
alongside Alicia Sinclair and the entire
team at COTR, Corynne is dedicated to
making sexual health knowledge accessible and advocating for sex-positivity.

New: PENISEX XXL extreme
PENISEX XXL extreme is
manufactured in
pharmaceutical quality and
is dermatologically tested
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Hanover, Germany - Men want XXL.
The unique supporting Penis-Massage-Cream XXL with XXL depth effect is
the solution. The cream guarantees a
flaming effect and with high-quality blood
circulation-promoting active ingredients
it was developed for particularly strong
men. The application is simple and at the
same time surprisingly effective. Simply
massage in and the effect unfolds after

only a short time. If it is too strong, the
man is too weak. PENISEX has been the
quality brand for over 40 years. The
PENISEX line from JOYDIVISION is
known for high-quality over-the-counter
sexual preparations. PENISEX is better
than ever before and will continue to
make it its business to provide a firework
of emotions with the highest quality
products ‚Made in Germany‘.
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Fantasy Lingerie now at ABS
A versatile range of sexy fabrics
Ringwood, England – Fantasy Lingerie features a range of themes - Tease offers lingerie for
flirty fun and really shows off the body with flattering, confident cuts.

ixen is an ultra sexy part of the range for
women who want an instant seduction
that really shows off their body. Curve is
designed for plus sized women who love figure-flattering cuts and fabrics that are sexy
and seductive while Play offers role playing
costumes that are designed for fantasy.
ABS stocked up on some amazing pieces
from the brand to cater for every bedroom
adventure. From the night service maid

V

outfit for fantasy play, to bondage inspired
2-piece lingerie sets and soft, sensual babydolls - there really is something for every
body and every fantasy in this range. The
Fantasy Lingerie range blends a versatile
range of sexy fabrics with flattering cuts that
put the figure firmly in the spotlight. Choose
from light, luxurious pieces for a flirtatious
look or pick bodycon lingerie that makes
every curve the star of the show.

A Naughty Note from KamaSutra
Wijchen, The Netherlands - The new
KamaSutra Naughty Notes are the perfect
way to make a loved one feel special (and
desired!). These greeting cards have a
playful, modern appeal that will certainly catch the eye in any in-store display.
Easy to upsell with toy purchases, these
cheeky cards are that little bit extra that
makes a big impression on consumers.
The KamaSutra Naughty Notes contain a
special (naughty) message and 3 samp-

le-sized KamaSutra drugstore products
such as a massage lotion and lubricant to
entice the senses and invite consumers to
put the words on the card into pleasurable action. SCALA stocks KamaSutra
Naughty Notes in 6 different formats, with
the right match for any occasion. Retailers
are also able to order a special Naughty
Notes POS display including 12 cards (2
of each format), allowing for maximum
product exposure in store.

B Swish updates the Bcharmed Classic
Los Angeles, USA - B Swish updates the
long-time selling Bcharmed Classic massaging ring with a new name and colors –
introducing the improved Bcharmed Basic.
Following in the footsteps of its predecessor, the new Bcharmed Basic is a unique
enhancement ring packed full of features.
Suited for couples play, the Bcharmed
Basic satisfies with a textured tickler made
of body-safe silicone with a 5-function
waterproof motor. New for the Bcharmed
60

Basic is an improved removable motor with
deeper vibrations and three new colors, including Slate, Reflex Blue and Black. Along
with a new name and colors the Bcharmed
is now a member of B Swish’s new graband-go line of Basics items, and arrives in
an economical peg-friendly foil bag with a
counter POP display box. The Bcharmed
Basic retains its original low MAP of $15.99
which includes batteries, new foil packaging
and POP display.
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Gildo glass toy collection
now at EDC Wholesale
27 different products available
Veendam, The Netherlands - The new Gildo collection includes 27 handmade glass toys, in
many different shapes, sizes, and curves for internal and external massages.

hese non-vibrating stylish toys are perfect for pleasurable intimate play and
sensual massages. Made from super-safe
toughened glass that can be heated or
cooled. This collection includes dildos
made of extra strong transparent glass. .
The dildos with a slightly bent shaft and
a bent tip are perfect for pinpoint stimulation of the G-spot and P-spot. The
stimulating ribs, dots, and nubs on the
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shaft provide extra stimulation with every
thrust. The double-ended dildos can be
used both anally and vaginally. Gildo’s
butt plugs and prostate massagers are
made of smooth glass and come with a
base or a firm pull ring, so it can be safely
removed at any time. The Gildo toys are
presented in an elegant box with an icy
diamond design to point out the temperature play options.

The Perfect Fit Brand Perfect Fit Male Masturbator

The Perfect Fit Male
Masturbator is available in
two versions: one with 'with
grips‘ and one without

Los Angeles, USA - Perfect Fit Brand
is back with their latest gift to men, The
Perfect Fit Male Masturbator. “This unique
masturbator features our proven ribs and
nubs design from our Fat Boy line,” says
Steve Callow, CEO of Perfect Fit,“but with
a larger opening and thicker wall construction to provide a wonderful feeling of
‚tightness‘ without needing to be squeezed
with your hand.” There are two models,
one with ‚with grips‘ (handles) and one wi-

thout, both made from Perfect Fit Brand’s
proprietary, super silky feeling SilaSkin. The
model ‚with grips‘ is a fat round cylinder
that has been molded to include handles
on both sides of the toy to insure a controlled grip—perfect for times when the lube
gets on the outside of the toy. The model
without handles is an octagonally shaped
cylinder. The Perfect Fit Male Masturbators
are textured with a graphic chevron pattern
to allow for a better grip.

Pavé by JOPEN exclusively available at SCALA
Wijchen, The Netherlands - The Pavé by
JOPEN collection is one of the highlights
this fall, with the range predicted to quickly
become a best-seller in the SCALA assortment. Presented to guests at eroFame
2018, Pavé by JOPEN created a big buzz:
“Guests were blown away by the beauty of
this collection,” says Susan Colvin, Founder
and CEO of JOPEN. Pavé is made from
Satin Finish Silicone and adorned with a
stunning diamond-like setting. Named after
62

classic Hollywood stars and iconic royalty,
Marilyn (dual motored rabbit-vibe), Liz (mini
finger stimulator), Grace (sleek lay-on stimulator), Vivian (silky wand massager), and
Diana (dual-teaser stimulator), each offers 7
incredible functions of vibration, pulsation,
and escalation. Grace, Diana, Vivian, and
Marilyn also offer 5 independent speeds for
each function. Pavé products are completely waterproof, USB rechargeable and
backed by JOPEN’s One-Year Warranty.
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Business as usual?
T h e a d u l t ma rket in 2018: A yea r in review

exclusive

No
f course, one could argue that there has
been no individual event that sent
shockwaves through the erotic market in
2018. There has been no individual product
that eclipsed all the others. There has been
no super company that pushed the competition to the fringes of the market. And despite
some politicians’ best attempts at upsetting
the apple cart, the global economy has not
collapsed, so there have been no major
outside influences, either.
However, it would be wrong to equate the
absence of a big bang to stagnation. Just
look at the online trade. The internet has
been remodelling the face of the sex toy
market for years since the effects of the
ongoing digitisation of society have been felt
much more clearly than in many other
industries. And this process has picked up
additional momentum in 2018 as big players
have been consolidating their market power
much more aggressively.
At the same time, other business models are
booming as well. Homeparties have been
particularly successful. And even the good
old brick and mortar stores, which have been
beleaguered for years, are hanging in there.
Shop owners have learned to diversify in
order to adapt to the changing marketplace.
There are sex shops with porn booths off the
highway, and there are female-oriented erotic
boutiques on high street, and even though
both are selling more or less the same
products, they are catering to entirely
different consumer groups. Which brings us
to the product side of things. And a lot has
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Matthias Poehl, editor in chief

The year is coming to a
close – the perfect time to
take stock and look back at
the trends and developments that have unfolded
over the course of the past
twelve months. Of course,
there is always a certain
level of subjectivity involved
when assessing the state of
the market and how it
compares to previous years.
The result of such a retrospective can vary greatly
depending on which factors
you focus on.
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happened on that front in 2018. The sheer
number of toys, lubricants, etc. that hit the
shelves every month continues to be
overwhelming, but there have been several
products that really stuck out from the
crowd, some because they were truly innovative, other because they put a clever spin on
a classic concept. Also, there are two
product categories that deserve special
mention: Firstly, there is sex tech, admittedly
a very broad and varied category, but also
one that has slowly and surely begun to
progress beyond its nursery stage in 2018.
Offering more and more additional value to
the consumers, these products are inching
ever closer to taking over the market. And
secondly, sex dolls are on the rise. There
have even been some early attempts at
creating real sex robots in 2018. Of course, it
remains to be seen how big and how
successful these product categories become
in the long run.
As you can see, the market has been far
from stagnation in 2018. As a matter of fact,
if you still rely on old strategies and concepts
in a marketplace as dynamic as this one, you
run the risk of being left in the dust.
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Yes
s far as the erotic market is concerned, the
year 2018 follows in the footsteps of previous
years that came and went with no major changes
– no shockwaves, no earthquakes. The old
problems are still the same, or they are back as
new problems: The supply chain is falling apart –
even though the ‚Wild West‘ is not quite as wild
anymore -, price wars, excess supply, product
piracy, the ongoing consolidation of the market,
with a handful of big companies controlling a
bigger and bigger share of the e-commerce
market, and the brick and mortar retailers still
struggling to stand their ground against online
competition … The list is long, and we all know it
by heart. The erotic market didn’t really penetrate
the mainstream in 2018, either. Is this a good thing
or a bad thing? You be the judge of that. Admittedly, the sheer number of potential customers and
the multitude of distribution channels in the
mainstream market are alluring, but at the same
time, many people fear that really pushing the
mainstreamisation of the erotic market would be
like opening Pandora’s box because many adult
companies would get steamrolled when the big
dogs of the mainstream market flood this new
playing field. At any rate, there are no big developments on that front, either. If the experts are to be
believed, the international erotic market continued
to grow this year, but there’s always the caveat that
this growth is largely limited to the emerging
markets. What does this mean for Europe? Well,
talking about stagnation would probably be too
harsh. Let’s put it this way: The pie hasn’t really
gotten much bigger this year.
But do not get me wrong, this has not been a
wasted year by any means. There are several

A
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positive developments worth
mentioning, the thing is just that
those changes already began before
2018, and that they will continue
long after this year is over. For
instance, there’s the ongoing
professionalisation of the industry.
The erotic market is growing up, and
one who has visited the last few
eroFame shows can deny this trend.
Naturally, there is also a never-ending evolution on the product side of
things. Be it design, functionality,
materials, packaging, etc.; the wheel just
keeps on spinning. There is a reason why so
many people wondered if this year would be
the beginning of the end for the traditional
vibration technology. Not to forget sex tech,
sex dolls, male-oriented products – those
have been other big buzzwords throughout
2018. But if you look at the larger picture,
none of these developments were big
enough to change the face of the industry.
Consequently, you couldn’t fault someone for
saying that 2018 was pretty much ‚business
as usual‘. But if you ask me, that is not
necessarily a bad thing. With all the changes,
shifts, and tensions going on around us, we
have enough to worry about, and it is

Randolph Heil,
editor

F E A T U R E

What‘s Hot This Holiday
e x c l u s ive

P l e a s u r e businesses a re ringing in th e sh o p p ing sea so n with a sex to y wish list

Sex toy consumers shop til‘ they drop from Halloween through Valentine‘s Day, so luckily it‘s more than just anyone‘s
guess as to what to stock when the beast of all gifting events rolls around.
All year long, pleasure businesses are analyzing sales and media trends, and pumping out lots of plastic, in anticipation of the Christmas rush, which is both an ending and beginning for capitalist ventures of the vibrator sort. The
holidays, as we lovingly and often begrudgingly call them, signal the close of the old year with a serious bang – possibly of an old, white-bearded guy landing reindeer on your roof, or maybe just the clang of a cash register drawer
slamming open – and the start of a new year that will undoubtedly bring more life-changing sex toys to add to next
year‘s list. And before you know it, we‘re all doing this crazy retail song and dance all over again.
While you were planning your next green-and-red merchandising display or sending a massive Excel spreadsheet of
new products over to your web designer, EAN was polling our pleasure industry pals to find out, “Which sex toy will
hit it big with consumers this holiday season?”
The HydroXtreme7 Wide Boy by Bathmate
- Michael Harrison, Videographer and Head of
Social Media at Bathmate
Bathmate is the industry standard for results-oriented penis pumping. All those air pumps might
be kinky fun and games, but only Bathmate
can promise a true cock workout that actually
widens and lengthens your member. The Bathmate team is plugging their latest model, which
fits larger guys with a girth over 6.5 inches.
“The HydroXtreme7 Wide Boy is a revolution
in Hydropump technology,” explains Michael
Harrison, Head of Social Media and Videography at Bathmate. “It has the same length
as the HydroXtreme7, but the added girth
of the HydroXtreme9 model. The king of all
cock pumps harnesses the power of water to
increase blood flow and circulation.”
Sliquid Organics Lubes & SHINE Toy
Cleaner - Erik Vazquez, Marketing Director at
Sliquid
If it ain‘t organic, it ain‘t worth much these
days, and that sentiment goes two-fold for
lubes. The Sliquid Organics lube line skips all
those harsh chemicals like stinging glycerin and
paraben in favor of soothing aloe and H20. Sliquid‘s SHINE toy cleaner follows suit with 95%
organic ingredients and a 100% vegan formula.
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“Every toy always needs two things...lots of
lube and a cleaner,” says Erik Vazquez, Marketing Director at Sliquid. “I think Sliquid Organics
Natural Gel (Aloe-based formula) and our
Sliquid Organics SHINE Toy Cleaner are two
gifts every person who buys or receives a toy
should also have. They are both certified organic products are the perfect accouterments to
any toy play.”
The Intense Dual Vibe Kit by Nasstoys Taylor Means, Sales Executive at Nasstoys
When it comes to sex toys, more is always
better than one. That‘s why you‘ll rarely find
a sex toy drawer with only a single, lonely
vibrator. Nasstoy‘s latest release features a
funky-shaped bullet and a remote with a twist
(it vibrates, too!).
“The Nasstoys Intense Dual Vibe Kit is the perfect way to spice up the bedroom this holiday
season,” says Taylor Means, a Sales Executive
at Nasstoys. “Two silicone, rechargeable,
remote control vibes keep both you and your
partner secretly naughty under the mistletoe.”
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Touch lubricant heater by Warm Janine Weisberg, CEO of Warm
It‘s chilly enough outside without coming in
from the cold to an icy drawer of sex toys
and freezing lube. The TOUCH lube heater
and dispenser solves all your sub-zero sex
toy problems by heating and dispensing
your lubricant with just a wave of the hand
under the sensor (just like those automatic soap dispensers in the mall). Not to
mention, TOUCH looks like a fabulous tech
decoration sitting on your night stand.
“Warm lube effortlessly falls right into your
hand, like magic! Shazam!,” exclaims CEO
of Warm Janine Weisberg.”
Cherry Dolls Real Sex Dolls by Cherry
Banana - Matt Smith, CEO of Cherry
Banana and Cherry Dolls
It‘s about time sex dolls diversified! Cherry
Banana, Australia‘s newest e-tailer, has
released their own line of silicone love
dolls with far more options than
brunette and blonde. These customizable
sex dolls can be tailored to your babe
fantasy, whether she‘s a purple-haired
Asian hipster chick or a pin-up girl with
Bettie Page bangs.
Tantus Beginner‘s Unisex Strap-On
Harness Kit - Ruby Ryder, Sex Educator
and Pegging Enthusiast at
PeggingParadise.com
Butt sex is in, and sex educators like Ruby
Ryder are busting down the doors for
men to experience the sublime pleasure of
booty play. Don‘t be surprised if pegging
becomes the next sex toy rage for men
of all sexual inclinations – it‘ll just be up to
their partners to figure out this hush-hush
desire.
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“Strap-ons are going to take this holiday
season by storm! It‘s the gift many men want
but won‘t ask for,” says Pegging-Positive Sex
Educator Ruby Ryder.
This beginner‘s kit by Tantus provides everything you need for a perfect first-time pegging
experience, including a super slender dildo to
calm those butt virgin worries.
Vivi by Aneros - Brent Aldon, Director of
Sales and Marketing at Aneros
Best known for butt toys, Aneros has debuted
the long-awaited VIVI, a smart Kegelciser that
puts pleasure into your intimate workout. Plus,
it‘s red, which makes this toy a shoe-in for your
holiday decorating scheme.
According to Director of Sales and Marketing Brent Aldon, the Aneros VIVI is made
of velvet-soft silicone and features external
and internal motors with 12 expertly tuned
app-controlled vibration modes that generate
a stunning variety of sensations ranging
from the delicately subtle to the exquisitely
intense.
The Perfect Stroke masturbator by Zero
Tolerance - Raymond Houtenbos, European
Sales Executive at Evolved Novelties/Zero
Tolerance
Feeling a little soft after all that holiday
dinner? No problem, as long you‘re using
The Perfect Stroke by Zero Tolerance. Use
the tiny suction control at the stoker‘s base
to release or add pressure during masturbation, meaning you can go in soft and up
the suction power as you stiffen out. The
sleeve‘s textured lining sends you over the
edge before it‘s time to head out the door for
yet another shopping errand.
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If you‘re on Evolved Novelties‘ good list, you might
get something special in your stocking this season
from European Sales Executive Raymond Houtenbos, who nominated this high-concept yet low-tech
toy for rubbing one out in peace after everyone‘s
finally departed your Christmas dinner.
Skyler by Maia Toys - Lisa Hanna Bauman,
President of Sales at Maia Toys
We know you‘re already planning on getting bent
this holiday, but in addition to consuming copious
amounts of alcohol, try bending something else in the
bedroom that doesn‘t result in a hangover.
Skyler by Maia Toys, nominated by company President of Sales Lisa Hanna Bauman, is a super flexible
rabbit-style vibe that you can bend and shake any
way your body desires. With 2 points of vibration, you
can rumble your G-spot and clitoris in perfect harmony without any awkward or uncomfortable angles to
throw off your path to pleasure.

This article is contributed
by Colleen Godin,
EAN U.S. Correspondent

The Rocking G Rabbit by CalExotics - Dr. Sadie
Allison, Author & CEO, TickleKitty.com
Combining the pleasures of G-spot stimulation along
with tantalizing clitoral caressing and easy-to-use
controls, the Rocking G Rabbit is sex educator Dr.
Sadie Allison‘s top pick for Christmas climaxes.
This dual-stim toy, which just so happens to be the
color of a pine tree, flickers across your clitoris with
two soft, silicone fingers while the G-spot rocker
creates that signature “come hither” motion praised
by Dr. Sadie as the ultimate move for internal orgasms. You‘ll never hear the lyrics to “Rockin‘ Around the
Christmas Tree” so innocently again.
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Full steam ahead into

the new year
exclusive

Eric Idema is confident
that EDC will continue
on its trajectory of
growth and expansion

E D C c o n ti n ues to gro w

EAN visited EDC the day
before Black Friday, the beginning of the holiday shopping
season. Of course, for the
wholesaler, the Black Friday
hubbub was already over
at that time since retailers
stock up for the craziness of
discounts and special offers
well in advance. However, the
Dutch company is also very
active on the b2c front, and
consequently, there was
an air of excitement and
anticipation in the EDC
head offices. “We are
well-prepared,” explained CEO Eric Idema. “Sound organisation and effectiveness
have top priority for
us.” Knowing this, it is
no surprise that EDC
already have their
plans for 2019 drawn
up, ready and waiting
to be realised in the
new year.

70% growth – that is the result of this year’s
business, as the head of EDC tells us. The company has benefited from the fact that several of
their competitors have stumbled in 2018, or that
they had to spend their resources on restructuring. At the same time, EDC’s international
expansion also contributed to the successful
results. “We entered the US and the Australian
markets, to name but two examples,” said
Idema. The company’s growth is also reflected
in the size of the team: EDC currently employs
120 people, making the wholesaler an important
employer in the province of North Holland,
which isn’t one of the strongest economic
regions in the Netherlands. With the University
of Groningen just a few kilometers away, there
is a constant influx of new blood, as Andre
Visser, the International Sales Director of EDC,
explained: “We offer internships and practical
semesters, and many of those who get to know
our company that way become permanent
employees later on.” When asked about his
predictions for 2019, Eric Idema tells us that he
does not expect the same phenomenal growth
rate as this year; 30% more business seems
to be a realistic goal, however. And the key to
achieving this goal is the aforementioned business effectiveness. At EDC, there is a constant
process of optimising the workflow, across all
departments of the company. For instance, the
team has created a special creative space for all
departments involved in product development,
the goal being to foster constant and immediate exchange while new ideas are developed
– direct communication, synergies, inspiration,
those are the keywords. EDC also want to optimise their performance in terms of marketing,
content, and reach. These plans also include
the creation of a special showroom, which will
be opened next summer, in conjunction with a
big in-house event. EDC’s b2b customers will
certainly be excited to hear this.
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The purchasing
team of EDC
takes care of
a multitude of
diverse tasks

And there are even more things that EDC is working on: In the first quarter of 2019, the wholesaler’s
website is going to get a new look, and the company’s
suppliers and customers will be able to provide input
to guarantee that the site meets everyone’s expectations. It probably goes without saying that, on top of
all that, there will also be new private label products,
and we can also expect to hear about more third-party
distribution deals in the upcoming months. To that
end, the company will create new storage space in
their warehouse. When asked about the capacities
of said warehouse, Eric Idema explained: “Sooner
or later, we will hit the limit but ... moving to another
location again? No, thank you. Fortunately, there is still
some room on the company premises that we can use
to create additional storage space!”
As mentioned before, several departments are
constantly working to optimise processes, reform
structures, and improve the workflow. One of them
is the purchasing department, made up of Miranda
Adam, Sjoerd Wijmenga, and Barry Schuiling. Striving
for more efficiency and optimised internal structures
– which obviously also has beneficial effects for the
company’s suppliers and clients – makes up a large
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portion of their work. As they all emphasise, their jobs
include much more than just finding new products
and purchasing them for distribution. “Of course, we
do that as well. We are in charge of what goes in the
warehouse, which new products are added to the
range, etc. But that is just a part of our responsibilities,” said Sjoerd Wijmenga, who has already been
with EDC for four years. His colleague Miranda only
had her official introduction to the erotic industry a
few months ago at eroFame, but she has previous
experience from working in other markets. She adds:
“We develop strategies that result in better effectiveness and flexibility. Which is very important when
you work with roughly 150 suppliers and producers.”
Since Miranda had worked in other industries before
and had only been with EDC for eight weeks when
we visited the company, we felt compelled to ask her
if and how the purchasing department of an erotic
company was different from a purchasing department in another market. “It is not different at all,” she
answered. “This is a market like any other. As far as
the work of the purchasing department is concerned,
the only difference is in the names of the products and
the marginal data.” What she likes most about her job
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Prepared for
'Black Friday‘

Eric Idema
explains how the
storage space in
the warehouse is
being optimised

at EDC is the flexibility with which the company
operates. The team continuously fosters and
develops new ideas, they always have an open
ear for the clients, and the goal is not just to be a
market leader, but to be a market leader that never stops evolving. As for the intricacies of their
job, Sjoerd Wijmenga points out the importance
of communication – with the suppliers, with the
clients, and with the other departments within
the company. “We listen to what everybody
has to say, and as far as in-house communication is concerned, we really work with all other
departments,” he told us. “At the end of the day,
the goal is to offer a great range of products at
the right price. Therefore, you have to be open
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to suggestions and requests from the clients and
suppliers, and to comply with their wishes as
much as we possibly can.” During his four years
at EDC, Sjoerd has experienced many changes
in the market, not least of all the shift toward
female-friendly products, erotic lifestyle, and
mainstream-compatible concepts. “The market
is very different from what it was like four years
ago.” But how does this never-ending change
affect the work of the purchasing department.
“The changes are what makes it so much fun!
We always have to stay up to date and keep
up with all the trends. Mastering this challenge is what makes a purchasing agent a good
purchasing agent!” summarised Miranda Adam.
Nowadays, the emphasis is not just the product.
The product needs to tell a story, it needs to provide an experience. That is the focal point. “We
are selling a concept that is custom-tailored to
the individual target audiences and their needs.
The product, the packaging, and the story are
closely interconnected,” Wijmenga added. And
since we were talking with a group of experts,
we also asked them what developments they expect in the immediate future of the toy industry.
Their answer: definitely more mainstream-friendly
products. And what about EDC’s plans? “We
can’t give away too much, but rest assured, that
we will continue to launch strong products, and
that we will continue to improve the effectiveness
and speed of our processes.”
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ETO Show Sponsored by

ETO SHOW IS BACK!!
THE UK’s ONLY DEDICATED ADULT TRADE SHOW RETURNS
10TH/11TH MARCH 2019 AT THE RICOH ARENA IN COVENTRY
To register for your

FREE entrance badge*
and for full Show details visit: www.etoshow.com

The ETO Show is a trade only event and strictly no under 18s, students or consumers will be allowed entrance.

FOR EXHIBITION ENQUIRIES PLEASE CONTACT JONATHAN KIRK
T: +44 (0) 7786 925080

E: jonathan@etoshow.com

@etoshow
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*Register now and we will keep you updated on all the exhibitors, Show news and Show promotions. Every person wishing to visit needs to register separately and just once.
All visitors must bring proof of trade status (business card, stationery, supplier invoices etc).
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CARNAL CONSOLIDATION ?
exclusive

M a r k e ti n g Ma tters
I’m hoping for a lot from you as we head
towards Christmas. Namely that your tills have
been ringing continuously for the past few
weeks in the run up to Christmas. I’m hoping
this carries on well into the New Year and into
Valentine’s Day too. I’m hoping you’re reaping
the rewards commercially. I’m also hoping
that you’re able to enjoy some down time as
well, with your feet up beside the fireplace and
perhaps clutching a well-earned (and generously
sized) glass of brandy to warm your proverbial
cockles this winter.

In his monthly column, Brian
Gray from Glasgow-based
erotic marketing agency
Lascivious Marketing offers
his thoughts on all things
marketing. This month he’s
pondering the survival options
for sole traders and micro-businesses short of time and
marketing budget.

But I also hope that while you have some time
away – even if just a day or two – that you
give some thought concerning the time and
effort you put into this industry and what you’re
getting from it in return. I certainly don’t want to
be casting a dour shadow on things: especially
when there should be an abundance of festive
cheer! That said, I do sympathise with the
struggles facing sole-traders or micro-business
owners working flat out to make something of
their business, and in turn, themselves.
It gives me no joy highlighting the fact that of
the vast majority of emails I receive from new
or established micro businesses reaching out
to me, their knowledge of marketing is next to
non-existent. Furthermore, it becomes obvious
there’s little to no marketing budget to speak of
and very little evidence even of a marketing plan.
It’s a depressing state of affairs.
Virgin founder Richard Branson famously said
that the best way to become a millionaire was to
start with a billion dollars and launch an airline.
I often wonder whether this maxim also holds
true in our industry.
The typical erotic entrepreneur has got a plethora of plates to spin: one minute you’re neck
deep in finance and accounts, the next you’re
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responding to customer enquiries, then you’re
liaising with suppliers, and so on.
Oh yes, and then there’s the marketing.
Content marketing and social media is a full
time job in itself. How the hell are sole traders or
two-person micro-businesses or partnerships
meant to be constantly thinking, conceiving,
designing, and creating and then distributing
valuable and engaging content to their key
audiences while also getting on with running the
company, doing all the more boring admin, the
company accounts, and so on?
If you’re in this situation, you generally recruit
someone in-house, outsource it to an agency or
freelancer, or muddle along upholding the status
quo, and consequently not see stellar improvements to your business or your life.
And let’s get one thing straight. Without adequate
marketing, your business is not going to survive.
And if you don’t have either the time or sufficient
money to allocate, things aren’t going to end well.
At least, not on your own.
But with all these competing demands for the
one thing that can’t be reclaimed – time – maybe
it’s the right moment to evaluate some other
options – radical though they may be – in order
that you can actually be properly rewarded AND
have some semblance of a life away from the
grind? Be warned however: it may inflict a degree
of ego-bruising. C’est la vie.
It’s perhaps time you found a partner. Or two,
or even a handful. Similar companies or erotic
entrepreneurs that together can offer huge potential and create something that can genuinely
create an impression within the industry, and be
exposed to new opportunities that could only
have been mere pipe dreams previously.
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If you’re all in the same boat, pool together what resources you have. This may take the form of tactical fusion
marketing. Or perhaps a deeper strategic partnership.
Getting even more serious are the options surrounding
the creation of a new umbrella brand that also still maintains your original brand and those of your new cohorts.
Consider an erotic equivalent to fmcg giant Procter &
Gamble, where the overall identity (P&G) is of miniscule
importance to consumers than the individual product
brands dominating their respective product categories.
Or, perhaps it’s time to say farewell to your old identity
and with your new partners, forge a completely new
entity, and with it a new brand identity and accompanying values.
And when I mention values, let’s highlight Virgin once
again, whose name throughout the years has appeared
in myriad sectors, from airlines to insurance to condoms
to cola. When it comes to ‘brand elasticity’, here’s your
case study. But what makes them able to compete in
such diverse business sectors isn’t accrued technical
knowhow or brilliance. Instead, it’s the shared values
possessed.
What things do you share with potential partners that
could result in a carnal coming together, or if you prefer,
a sexy synergy where 2+2=5 ? It could be shared geographic territory, shared product materials used (such
as wood, glass or metal), shared product or customer
niche, shared cause or desire to change something (i.e.
body-safe products) or a number of other things that
could be the catalyst for a tempting tie-up.
It’s about time now for my customary disclaimer. I’m
not for one moment suggesting any of these potential
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options will be a walk in the park. For instance, who’s
going to be boss? What’s the new corporate structure?
Who do you trust most to guide the ship and deliver the
profits so eagerly sought?
There may be some ego bruising and heart-tugging
moments if deciding to ditch all the individual brands.
But what’s more important: your ego or your bank
balance? Which one determines if your mortgage is
paid? If you can’t market your brand effectively through
either lack of time or money or both, then something
has to give. And pooling together to free up some vital
marketing resources which can move things along has
got to be something at the very least to consider.
However you choose to end 2018 and begin 2019
don’t forget one thing. You’re in the business of love
and lust; helping to provide your customers with smiles
and other wonderful sensations. Wouldn’t it be a crying
shame if you can’t enjoy such things (not to mention a
family and social life) yourself due to a lack of marketing
clout – and time?
Brian can be contacted at lasciviousmarketing.com,
found on Instagram @lasciviousmarketing or phoned on
+44 (0)141 255 0769.
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You can thank LELO for confining cheaply-

made, poorly designed products to the past
exclusive

1 5 y e a r s o f LE LO

2003 was an important year for the sex toy industry because many developments and
changes that began that year are still holding sway over the erotic market today. And it is
no coincidence that 2003 is also the year when LELO was founded. After all, this brand has
been a driving force behind many of these selfsame developments. Miroslav Slavic, Global
CEO of LELO, looks back at the roots of the company’s success story.

„

Hypothetically speaking: What would the
market for sex toys look like if LELO had never
existed?
Miroslav Slavic: If we are to speak only hypothetically, I believe it would have taken a lot longer
for sex toys to come into the mainstream if it weren’t for LELO. When we launched in 2003, there
was no ‚luxury sector‘ for sex toys so in that
respect, it seems that we have single-handedly
created the whole industry segment. So yes, you
can thank LELO for confining cheaply-made,
poorly designed products to the past.
And another hypothetical question: Had LELO
been founded this year, would it have turned
fewer heads than it did in 2003?
Miroslav Slavic: For sure. The sexual revolution has gone through a lot of positive
changes over the past 15 years, and sex
toys are no longer seen as something
belonging into obscure sex shops. Sex
toys have made huge strides in the
last couple of decades, they have
shed the innuendo and dimly lit
sex shops, moving to well-designed high street boutiques
and being created with more
consideration for research and
development.
Nevertheless, conservative
taboos about the usage
of sex toys are still present
globally, so we at LELO are
doing our best to break

Miroslav Slavic,
Global CEO LELO

M I R O S L A V

all of them. The more we see, accept, and talk about
pleasure products in unusual places, the more comfortable the public is with them.
Let’s talk about the early days of LELO: What compelled
the three original founders to start this company, and
why did they choose to get into the sex toy business?
Miroslav Slavic: You probably know the story of how
the founders tried to find a fortieth birthday present for
the woman who had it all. They settled on the idea of
a sex toy, yet their search on the streets of Stockholm
revealed a complete absence of products they could
feel proud of gifting; everywhere they turned were
cheaply-made, poorly designed items that were tacky
at best — and unhealthy at worst. This proved to them
that their idea of a ‚Pleasure Project‘ known as Volonte
was something worth exploring. There was a demand
that was not being catered to, and it was bigger than
they first imagined, so they left their jobs to work on this
new project full-time. The trio began drafting up plans
for how LELO would forge a way into the future.
LELO was founded on the principle that personal massagers intended for women should be designed with
women in mind and this remained the company’s ethos.
Combining Sedic’s passion for technology with Kalén
and Magnusson’s sleek and sophisticated approach
to design, the very first LELO prototypes were created.
Another thing that became clear right from the outset
was that LELO’s personal massagers would never be
seen as typical ‘sex toys’. As the idea began to settle,
this singular approach helped define a clearer direction
for the brand – not to mention providing the inspiration
for the now famous LELO name.
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Setting up a sex toy company in 2003 probably wasn’t
very easy for the LELO founding fathers. How much
resistance was there? Or did the world welcome LELO
with open arms?
Miroslav Slavic: 15 years ago, when LELO was launched, so little attention had been paid to sex toy design,
or what customers were actually looking for. Everything
was a thumb-suck, completely detached from what
women and their partners might want. So LELO saw an
opportunity to make a radical difference and set about
designing products to fill that void.
Of course, it was not easy to convince retailers that
customers would respond to this new approach to
pleasure. The initial reaction to what the team proposed was one of surprise and disbelief, so they had to
persuade business owners to give the uniqueness of
LELO a chance.
Of course, it was not simply a case of getting LELO products on store shelves, but to ensure they stayed there
in the long-term, and here, the importance of quality
cannot be overstated.
It was the passion of these early brand ambassadors
that caused sales in the boutiques to increase beyond
all expectations.When LELO started, the concept of a
‚luxury‘ sex toy didn’t exist. There was no such thing.
No one in the industry believed someone would want to
‚invest‘ in a sex toy, so no one even tried. 20 years ago,
sex toy brands prioritised low prices and high volumes
and assumed that was the only way to be successful.
Because of that, a lot of cheap, unsafe materials went
into intimate products, which is dangerous. Customers
became used to cheapness. That was all that was
available to them.
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LELO blew that all away. With one single product, our
original LILY massager, we proved that customers
wanted something better. The market was ready to pay
more for safe, beautiful sex toys.
That’s why, to us at least, the concept of ‚luxury‘ is
absolutely vital. Luxury goes beyond a price tag. It’s
about safe materials, beautiful design, a heritage based
on quality, and a true understanding of pleasure.
If you ask industry members about brands that really
changed the market, LELO is one that always comes up. How does it feel to have laid the foundation
for a product category that has become one of the
main pillars of this industry over the course of the
past fifteen years?
Miroslav Slavic: Ask anyone in the industry. They‘ll
likely tell you that a key to LELO‘s success has
been its passion for innovation - and a tendency to
always do the things you‘d least expect. LELO will
always remain to be a brand that would seek to lead
rather than follow.
LELO was founded on the principle that personal
massagers intended for women should be designed
with women in mind and this has remained the
company’s ethos.

What were the core values of the brand in the early days,
and how have they developed over time?
Miroslav Slavic: Simplicity and sleekness in design is a
key element of what distinguishes LELO from its competitors, and that has never changed. And what we always
aim for is to follow the path of innovation. That is a part
of our DNA and that definitely won’t change either.
When you think about LELO, you invariably start
thinking about Sweden, even though LELO has been a
global company for years. How did the Swedish roots
influence the brand, and how much of Sweden is there
still in LELO today?
Miroslav Slavic: The biggest influence of Sweden
can be seen in our designs. Scandinavian design has
a culture of blending form and function more than any
other design culture. Whatever the reason, we take
pride in creating pleasure objects that are sensuous in
look and feel, and that our customers can feel proud
about owning.
Today, LELO is much more than just sex toys. How
hard is it to expand across several product categories
without diluting what your brand is about?
Miroslav Slavic: Whatever we are launching, we are
following our main principle of innovation and satisfying
the customers’ needs. So the integral part about our
marketing strategy is to launch products whose inspiration comes from everywhere and to combine form
and function in a way that will stand out in this saturated
market. So our core values do not depend on the products that we are launching, instead we are living them
and combine them in everything that we do.
Would you agree that pioneers have no choice but to
live with the fact that others will jump on the bandwagon
and use your innovation as a springboard?
Miroslav Slavic: This is always true for pioneers,
but we do not see this as a disadvantage. Rather, it
motivates us to never stop innovating and pushing the
boundaries as such. It can only be seen as a positive
change that more and more brands are trying to make
toys that are part of a lifestyle, so sex and sex toys are
becoming something that can be put into the brackets
of ‚self – care‘, something about which the general
public can speak openly, thereby breaking the taboos
that have been present for such a long time.
If you look at today’s sex toy marketing, attributes such
as ‚luxury‘ and ‚brand‘ are thrown around an awful lot.
Does that make communication with the consumers
harder for LELO?
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Miroslav Slavic: To be honest, there are a lot more
competitors now than when we first started. But this
is not a problem, but rather an opportunity. Now more
than ever, we are working to be a brand that wants to
lead where others follow. So, it is not just about luxury
but rather about innovation, and that is at the core of
our brand.
The market for sex toys has changed a lot since LELO
was founded. Which trends and developments have
had the most profound impact on the market, and how
did LELO contribute to these trends?
Miroslav Slavic: As I’ve already mentioned, owning a
sex toy has become something that you are no longer
ashamed of, and many brands are making toys that can
be seen as a coffee table items.
Without any modesty, we can say that LELO not only
contributed to but created these trends. When we started, most women never considered buying a personal
massager, let alone taking genuine pride in owning one.
So LELO completely changed the perception of what a
typical sex toy might look like.
Let’s take a look into the future: How will the sex toy
market develop? Will modern technologies take over
the market, or will there still be room for more traditional products and concepts?
Miroslav Slavic: The nature of innovation in the sex
toy industry is the same as it is in every tech industry:
The trends are dictated by the consumer. Right now,
there is a trend towards more inclusive, sexually
progressive sex toys.

The products are no longer simply judged on how
pleasurable they are, but on how positive the attitude of
the brand is that made them. Hopefully, we will see this
trend continue and grow: Positive brands like LELO lead
the charge in smashing taboos, and that’s an important
and endless battle.
In the future, we can expect technology and humanity
to continue to combine more and more organically, until
the line between the two is blurred. A sex toy is already
a literal connection between technology and humanity.
In that respect, LELO sex toys are miles ahead of most
other technologies.
As technology and humanity intersect more and more,
so will sex toys and humanity, until sex toy ownership is
as ubiquitous as smartphone ownership (or whatever
the futuristic equivalent of a smartphone will be.)
But there will always be room for more traditional concepts since there will always be a part of the population
that values ‚traditional‘ things. The same as with print
newspapers - those are also still cherished by many.
What are LELO’s plans for the future, and how will you
continue to put your stamp on the market?
Miroslav Slavic: One of our goals is to push LELO
even more into the mainstream. The amount of LELO
customers has grown every year, but the way that
customer group is divided has always been the same.
According to our global sex survey, the audience is
50% male and 50% female, and 70% of our customers are in relationships.
Our younger customers are very open and passionate
about our products, and the older customers exhibit a
similar thirst for excitement, too. LELO’s long-term goal
is to bring our products to the mainstream. We are
always trying to find ways to introduce our products to
new audiences.
Apart from that, we will continue to focus on customer
needs, wants, and desires; that is what pushes sex toy
development forward, and this will never change.
How will you celebrate the anniversary?
Miroslav Slavic: To celebrate our anniversary and these
amazing 15 years, we have created a limited edition
15th Anniversary Collection. This unique and limited line
contains 12 electrifyingly elegant pleasure objects, embellished with an intricate LELO pattern on the handle,
made from 100% body-safe silicone, and with special
cases, available in both black zinc and pink with 18K
rose gold. LELO’s limited edition Anniversary Collection
retails for 2.500$ - the black collection, only 800 pieces
available, and 10.000$ - the pink collection, only 200
pieces available.
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These are products that FTM people need

so they feel and can act more like a man
exclusive

M i s te r B p r esents a n F TM co llectio n in co lla bo ra tio n with B uck Angel

„

Mister B launches a selection of FTM sex
toys. What exactly are FTM sex toys and why did
you decide to release this collection?
Tony de Wilde: At Mister B, we stand for
inclusion and times are changing since gender
norms are becoming more and more fluid these
days. We found that, at the moment, the industry
doesn’t really cater to the transgender community. There are products for trans men, but
you really have to look for them. Inspired by our
colleague Max Groen and his transition journey,
we checked out all the options and combined
the very best of all the FTM (female-to-male)
essentials and products we could find. These are
not just sex toys, but also STP’s (stand to pee’s)
packers, pumps, and the Buck Angel collection
created by Perfect Fit.

Gender dysphoria means that
a person can’t identify with
their biological gender. This
group – more exactly, the
Female to Male (FTM) crowd
– is the target audience for
a new collection of products
that Mister B presented at the
end of November. To learn
how these products address
the needs of trans men, EAN
interviewed Tony de Wilde,
Brand Manger of Mister B,
and Max Groen, After Sales
Specialist at Mister B, who
has undergone this very
transformation process. The
two tell us about the products,
the collaboration with trans
activist Buck Angel, and the
importance of inclusion – at
Mister B and beyond.

Are the toys in your collection developed especially for FTM consumers or did you assemble toys
which could be found in other collections as well?
Tony de Wilde: At the moment, it is an assem-

Tony de Wilde,
Brand Manager
at Mister B

bled collection of what is on the market. But
we are workshopping some ideas; for instance,
Mister B is releasing a lubricant with aloe vera
which has vitamin E, so it is smooth and takes
care of the skin.
Could you tell us about the products of the FTM
collection in more detail?
Tony de Wilde: Sure, we have several products,
from Packer Gear, including the Packer Gear
Jockstrap which you can use to attach the
Packer gear STP (stand to pee) and the Packing
Penis. And the Perfect Fit Buck Off Angel Stroker
is the first product designed specifically for trans
men to engage in stroking fun. Every man loves
to stroke, but not every man is the same. Perfect
fit has engineered this product using Buck‘s vision for how the product should feel and fit. Then,
we have the FTM cylinder from LAPD pump systems - this cylinder is specially designed for FTM
trans men, and its individually sold cylinder works
great with the Mister B pump set. To name a few.

Max Groen is one
of the of the driving
forces behind the
creation of the new
FTM collection
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Is there a product you are especially proud of?
Tony de Wilde: The product I am most excited about I
the Perfect Fit Buck Off Angel Stroker.
Max Groen: I am really happy with the Packer Gear
jockstrap, because it is a safe way to wear you packer
or STP and it keeps your junk in place.
To present this new selection, you are working together
with Buck Angel. Could you tell us a bit more about
him? What makes him the perfect person to present
these toys?
Tony de Wilde: Yes, we have the honour of working
with the amazing trans activist, entrepreneur, and public
speaker Buck Angel. His mission is to inspire people to
re-define gender and to foster a new generation as they
discover the fluidity of sexuality and navigate gender politics. His message of „It‘s not what’s between your legs
that defines you“ has sparked many a conversation and
opened minds to the important message that gender
is what you say it is for you, and that self-acceptance
is not only what makes a person happy, it‘s how others
come to understand you.
Since he is the one who designed some of the products
together with Perfect Fit, and is such a known face
within and outside of the community, I think he is the
perfect man to present these products during the release and meet & greet at our Amsterdam store.
For those of our readers who are not familiar with the
FTM scene, could you tell us a bit about it?
Max Groen: Nowadays, there is more awareness
regarding different genders. There is not only man and
woman but also a large variety of genders between and
around them.
But when I focus on FTM people, the most important
thing is that they suffer from gender dysphoria, meaning
they feel they are born in the wrong body.
In some countries it is easier to seek help for your
transition, in other countries it is not possible at all to
transition.
How important is it for this community to have a
collection of erotic products that caters specifically to
their needs?
Max Groen: In my opinion, they are not necessarily
erotic products. These are products that FTM people
need so they can feel and act more like a man. For
instance, when you are pre-op as a trans man, you
most certainly do not want to have the breasts because
they define you as a woman to the outside world. So,
you use binders, which flatten your chest. As a trans
man, you want to be able to pee standing up. So, you
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use a stand to pee device. As a trans man, you want to
have a crotch that bulges a bit, hence the Packers. As
a trans man, you want to feel sexy and these products
can help them feel more like themselves and therefore
more sexy.
How big is the target audience for the FTM collection in
your opinion?
Max Groen: It is not a very big market, but it is a growing market. It is becoming more and more important
to have FTM products which are easily accessible. And
Mister B caters to that need.
Do you have any advice for retailers on how to best
market and present those products in their stores?
Max Groen: Well, don’t hide them. Educate yourself
so you can educate your customers. Believe in your
product and know that you will have happy customers
leaving your shop after they have purchased a FTM
product.
Does Mister B have plans to extend the FTM collection
in the future?
Max Groen: We most definitely have plans to
expand the FTM collection! In January, we will
introduce our own lubricant line, and we are already
looking for the best Binders. Plus, we want to have
a larger variety of STP’s.

In November,
activist Buck Angel
presented the new
collection at the
Mister B store in
Amsterdam
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It’s our natural birth right to enjoy sex,

pleasure, and to self-love
exclusive

D r. S a d i e A lliso n o n h er wo rk a s a sex o lo gist a nd o wner o f TickleKitty.co m

„

Dr. Sadie Allison, you are a well-known
sexologist, entrepreneur, and author of multiple
books about sexuality. Before we talk more
about your work, would you introduce yourself
to our readers?
Dr. Sadie: Sure, but please call me Sadie. Growing up in the 1970’s in liberal San Francisco, I
wasn’t raised with negative messaging, shame
or guilt surrounding sex. So, when high school
came around, I was comfortable with my body
and sexuality and would initiate conversations
with my girlfriends about it. When I learned that
most of them were floundering in the bedroom
and weren’t having orgasms, I became their
go-to girl to talk about their questions and
insecurities. I became their safe place to discuss
intimacy and offer advice, and taught dozens of
girls how to achieve their first orgasm. Little did I
know this would one day turn into a successful
career.

With numerous books, TV and
radio appearances TED talks,
and articles in high-circulation
magazines under her belt, Dr.
Sadie Allison is definitely one
of the best-known sexologists
in the United States. In our
EAN interview, she tells us
about her job and her online
shop, ticklekitty.com

How did you become a sex expert? What where
the most important milestones in your career?
Dr. Sadie: My sex-advice hobby turned professional after I self-published my first book,
Tickle Your Fancy–A Woman’s Guide to Sexual
Self-Pleasure. From there my deep desire to
help women learn to orgasm flourished into a full
sex education book series.
Instead of shopping my book ideas around
to big publishers, the decision to self-publish,
promote and distribute the books myself was
one of my wisest decisions. It enabled me to
create a marketing and PR plan and pricing
structure that worked perfectly within the adult
novelty and home party industries. I can humbly
share that all six of my sex technique books are
award-winning, bestsellers and have sold over
two million copies.
With a growing business and more speaking
engagements I decided to further my education
and completed my doctorate from the Institute
Dr. Sadie Allison holds a Doctorate in Human Sexuality
and is a member of the American Association of Sex
Educators, Counselors
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for Advanced Study of Human Sexuality in San
Francisco.
I was then invited to give a TEDx talk and
presented the ups and downs of my journey
to becoming a sex educator called, Fearless
Giving–Turning Sexual Passion into Action.
And today, I’m branching out into the women’s
sexual health and wellness space and developing a new line of now-legal CBD-infused sex
products.
Sex is a very wide field to discuss... What are
the topics your readers are the most interested
in? Is there a core message you want to get
across?
Dr. Sadie: It’s our natural birth right to enjoy sex,
pleasure and to self-love – yet so many people
still need encouragement to shed old hang-ups
and cross over into the world of pure pleasure.
That’s the essence of Tickle Kitty books. They’re
to empower men and women to embrace their
sexuality fully, while providing dozens of how-to
techniques with tasteful illustrations, so they can
feel comfortable exploring. You can tell you’re
up for new pleasures just by the titles: Tickle His
Pickle–Your Hands-On Guide to Penis Pleasing,
Ride ‘Em Cowgirl!–Sex Position Secrets for
Better Bucking, The Mystery of the Undercover
Clitoris–Orgasmic Fingertip Touching Every Woman Craves, Toygasms! The Insider’s Guide to
Sex Toys and techniques, Tickle My Tush–Mildto-Wild Analplay Adventures for Every Booty
and Tickle Your Fancy–A Woman’s Guide to
Sexual Self-Pleasure. Yes, there’s a lot of a focus
on pleasure at Tickle Kitty!
In your opinion, what is the biggest misconception about sex?
Dr. Sadie: I never thought about ranking them,
but one that keeps popping up is the notion that
sex has to be a toe-curling, out of this world
experience every time. If only! Sometimes sex
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Dr. Sadie Allison curates every
product that she sells at TickleKitty.com

“TOY S A D D E N D L E S S
VA R I E T Y FO R P L E A S U R E ,
Z E S T TO S E X A N D C A N
G E T YO U O U T O F A
M U N D A N E R O U TI N E . “
DR. SADIE ALLISON

is AH-mazing. And sometimes it’s just meh. And often
it’s somewhere in between. Let’s face it, expecting
marathon sex with huge, multiple orgasms every time
is not realistic – especially when a quickie may be all
you need (and have time for!). Remember, the orgasm
isn’t what matters most, but rather the intimacy and
passion you share you’re your lover on the journey
there.
Besides blog posts, TED talks, and various media
appearances, you‘ve also authored six books about
sexuality. How do you choose the topics for your
books and what‘s most important to you when you
are writing?
Dr. Sadie: I do a lot of research in the publishing
marketplace, get feedback from my readers, and toss
in a bit of intuition. Even if a topic’s been written about,
they can sometimes feel too medical and skip past all
the good stuff – the “how to’s”. Our style is educational but doesn’t feel like a text book. The writing style
is quick to read, easy to understand, and humorous. They’re full of how-to techniques with guiding
illustrations that reveal the essential steps. In other
words, tasteful, useful and fun - because after all, sex
is supposed to be fun! You should be inspired and
aroused to try out my techniques right away. That’s
why I always encourage lovers to read the books
together. In bed.
What role could or should sex toys, lubes, and other
erotic products play to help people have better sex?
Dr. Sadie: This is one of those privileges of being alive
today, especially for women who are no longer limited
to phallic-shaped vegetables for playtime! Toys add
endless variety for pleasure, zest to sex and can get
you out of a mundane routine. They’re prescribed
often as relationship enhancers and can re-spark
things in the bedroom, creating more connection and
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excitement. And I always say,
“wet sex is better sex”, so having
a good lube on hand is a must.
Combine toys and lube and you
now have a party – for yourself,
for your lover, and for your imagination. Sex toys can also lead
you to discover new pleasures
for yourself and your partner that
you may not have realised. For
example, many women discover
G-spot orgasms, or female
ejaculation with the assistance of
G-spot toys. Now that’s a reason
to try one out!

Besides working as a sexologist, you are also running the
online-shop TickleKitty.com. How
do you choose new products for
your shop?
Dr. Sadie: I personally curate
every pleasure product found at
TickleKitty.com, so our customers know they’re in good
hands. We attend industry sex
toy trade shows each season
and meet with manufacturers.
Once we get samples, we do
thorough evaluations which
include our Tickle Kitty Toy Testers taking ‘em for a ride. When
we make our final selection,
it’s important that materials are
female body-safe and up to our
high-quality standards. We offer a
variety in each toy category with
a multitude of functions, features
and price points so all can enjoy – from the newcomer
to the aficionado.
Which sex toy impressed you the most in the recent
past? And why?
Dr. Sadie: The Womanizer is an amazing sex toy. It’s
designed with a new “air-pleasure” technology and offers many women an orgasm in less than 60-seconds.
This revolutionary sex toy is especially great for those
who’ve yet to enjoy their first orgasm. That’s why Ticklekitty.com has an exclusive Womanizer Kit, including
this orgasmic air-pleasure toy, my signature formula
lube, Slippery Kitty, and a bullet vibrator designed for
an entire night of pleasure.
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Being a (s)expert, are you satisfied with the range of products that are available in the market
right now? Is there still room for improvement
somewhere?
Dr. Sadie: I’d love to see a technology developed for customisable toys. Since no two
vulvas are alike, the ability to customise your
toy to your exact measurements and shape
would be amazing. For example, it’d be great to
purchase a dual-stimulator rabbit and choose
the material, girth and length of the shaft, the
type of vibrations and speeds you desire, the
type of the clitoral stimulator attached, and its
exact placement and angle.
What advice do you have for p
people who are
thinking about trying out sex to
toys, but are not
sure which one will meet their needs?
Dr. Sadie: Start simple and inexpensive.
t the bells and
You can always work up to
whistles of luxury toys a
and you don’t
need to break the bank when you’re just
wh erogenous
starting out. Decide which
exp
zone you’d like to explore
first. Is it nipple play? Is it clitoral p
play? Butt play?
o with a partner?
Are you playing solo or
wate
Do you want a waterproof
model
for bathtub play? Ju
Just be aware
t try several toys
that you may need to
before you find what pleases you
O Remember,
most – and that’s OK.
it’s the journey of sex
sexual exploration
that’s all the fun. If you’re looking
Ticklek
for ideas, Ticklekitty.com
has a
section devoted just to you: Toys
Newcome
for Newcomers.

Dr. Sadie Allison has
written a number of
books on sexuality

Many of our readers are retailers selling love toys
in brick and mortar stores where service and
advice are pivotal. Do you have any suggestions
for them, so they can offer their customers the
right amount of support?
Dr. Sadie: As long as they’re friendly and empathetic, the most important part of customer
support is having a deep understanding of
human sexuality, and how that meshes with
physical pleasure. In 2002 when I wrote the first
ever compact, illustrated guide on sex toys and
techniques called Toygasms!, I intended it to
be a starter guide for consumers, but it quickly
became a training manual at the retail level for
new sales associates. Toygasms!, along with my
other books, gave retail associates in essence
the well-rounded training on human sexuality
they needed.
In your opinion, what are the most important
trends that are shaping our sexuality at the
moment – be it in regards of erotic products
or in a different field?
Dr. Sadie: The trend I’m seeing – and the
trend I’m leading – is sexual self-care and
wellness for women. Today, women are
embracing their sexuality like never before. They’re taking care of themselves and
their needs, and not holding back. My role
in this renaissance is helping women have
more comfortable sex, and therefore more
pleasurable sex. Luckily, here in California
and many other states, medicinal cannabis is
now legal, and I’m developing an all-natural
CBD-infused sex product line for women.
Stay tuned…
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A phenomenal year!
exclusive

O s c a r He i j n en p redicts f urth er gro wth f o r th e industry

More consumers are showing interest in sex toys, and
more markets are opening up
to these types of products,
therefore, we can expect more
growth for the erotic industry
in the upcoming years. This
is Oscar Heijnen’s prediction,
and his confidence can’t be
dampened by the internal
problems in the industry or
by external factors such as
the fact that the booming
global economy seems to be
slowing down. However, this
is far more than calculated
optimism – it is a man’s utter
confidence in the abilities and
adaptability of his company.
And if you know SHOTS, you
know that this confidence is
well-founded.

Oscar Heijnen is confident
that his company is on the right track

„

Oscar, looking back at the developments
in our market this year, what conclusions do
you draw?
Oscar Heijnen: A phenomenal year! Online
retail is still expanding fast while brick and
mortar is slowly shrinking, although innovative entrepreneurs are still very successful
in this segment. Air suction products have
nabbed a bigger market share but all other
areas have grown as well. We are still moving
around in a global, fast-growing market and
I see most of the companies in our industry
enjoying a good end of year.
In your opinion, has much changed in the
market compared to previous years?
Oscar: I have the feeling that 2017 and 2018
have been very similar, so no major shifts as
such, but I think that growth, in general, will
continue for several more years. More and
more consumers are interested in our products and conservative markets are steadily
opening up.
What positive developments have do you
see, and what developments are worrying
you?
Oscar: Price wars are still a major concern
for the distribution market but on the other
hand, we are quite used to it and know how
to handle it. Most of the time it’s just temporary but companies can’t keep on working
below minimum margins. Price fighting is not
our thing and we don’t participate in this kind
of behaviour, it’s all short-lived and we are in
it for the long run. Innovation and improving
service levels are our main goals. And we see
that it works!
And how do you rate the year for your company? Are you satisfied with the results?
Oscar: Like every year before, I can proudly
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state that this year was the best year in the
history of the company. Business in the US
has grown according to plan and Europe has
grown above and beyond any of our expectations, so right now, you are talking to the

“S H OT S N E V E R S TO P S
A N D TH AT ’ S B E C A U S E W E
C A N ’ T ! W E E N J OY I T TO O
MUCH AND IT’S IN OUR
B LO O D TO D O W H AT W E
DO BEST AND INVEST IN
TH E F U T U R E . “
OSCAR HEIJNEN

happiest man in the industry. Our plans for
2019 are ready to be put into action and we
expect to step up our game once again.
SHOTS never stops, but this year you‘ve
been on the move even more, investing in
infrastructure and employees, expanding the
product range, and so on. Has SHOTS already reaped the rewards of this hard work, or
were those investments targeted long term?
Oscar: You’re right, SHOTS never stops
and that’s because we can’t! We enjoy it too
much and it’s in our blood to do what we do
best and invest in the future. It puts a huge
smile on all our faces! The faster we grow,
the more inspired we are to do more, and it
brings a positive vibe to our headquarters.
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The SHOTS America LLC building in Santa Clarita, California

We always invest to reap the rewards quickly while
also keeping our long-term vision. I think we combine those elements well to keep up the pace. I was
raised in a family business environment and I still
invest like a family business. You never know what
the future holds but I hope that this business stays
in the family for generations to come.

“M O R E A N D M O R E C O N 
SUMERS ARE INTERESTED
IN OUR PRODUCTS AND

What were your highlights this year in terms of the
market and your business?
Oscar: Well, the first thing that springs to mind is
travelling between two continents for the SHOTS
Parties. What a marathon that was! One party in the
Netherlands and one party in LA with only a couple
of days between them. That being said, I wouldn’t
have had it any other way, we got to celebrate
in true SHOTS style with all our loyal worldwide
customers on both sides of the pond. Then I’d have
to add the team. I am extremely proud of the entire
SHOTS team. This year, we have seen many new
faces join our ranks and together with the experienced team we already have in-house, they have
performed above and beyond any expectations.
The SHOTS family is not only getting bigger it’s
becoming more international. We now have two big
warehouses and offices in the Netherlands and in
the USA as well as sales offices in Canada and the
UK. That provides us with the challenges that we
thrive on and makes the success taste extra sweet!
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C O N S E RVATI V E M A R K E T S
A R E S T E A D I LY O P E N I N G
U P. “
OSCAR HEIJNEN

Where will our market go from here? Do you see big
upheavals coming? Or will 2019 be a similarly ‚stable‘
year as 2018?
Oscar: Nothing ever stays the same at SHOTS and
that goes for the international market too, as both
are always on the move. The question is whether
we will continue to make the right moves in 2019,
as we have done in the past. I’m confident that we
are on the right route, as our track record shows, we
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The head office of SHOTS Europe in Beneden-Leeuwen, the Netherlands

know how to ‚dance‘ to the beat of the market. The
company has grown so large so quickly that the
possibilities to invest or try something new become
much easier.
The economic climate in Europe is good in many
countries, but dark clouds are on the horizon ... Brexit, economic sanctions, possible trade wars, tariffs,
etc. Are you worried that the erotic market could be
affected by a shrinking global economy?
Oscar: Strangely enough, I like economic problems,
because it’s during these times that the cards get
shuffled again. We consider ourselves very self-aware and are alert to any possibilities that may arise
at any given time. We can easily add new lines or
products to our assortment and even consider takeovers of smaller companies. Anything is possible
in the next couple of years, given the fact that this
industry always performs well during tough economic times. That, at least, has been my experience
so far. We are well prepared for Brexit, as we are
firmly established in the UK. Trump?... to be honest,
he has been good for business in general, and I
expect it will stay like that.
Can you tell us something about your plans for the
coming year?
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Oscar: For now, we will carry on down the same
road that we have taken for the last few years. With
a bigger and ever-expanding crew, we can take on
even bigger workloads. With more innovative designs and patents, we can move more volume and
focus on the growth of this exciting business. Not
to forget all the new markets we have to explore! In
other words, we will kick ass and I can’t wait!
The market is constantly changing - we hear this
statement over and over again, but how does
SHOTS adapt to the changing environment and
cope with those challenges?
Oscar: I’m super proud of how my team always manages to foresee most of these changes and how
they then turn them into a success story for SHOTS.
I predict we will be keeping all our plates spinning
and all our balls in the air for a long time to come.
What are your wishes for 2019?
Oscar: I wish everyone good health and a lot of
luck, happiness, and prosperity for 2019. I would
especially like to thank all our loyal customers and
suppliers for the success we have experienced and
continue to enjoy together. Oh, and let‘s not forget
to thank our competitors for moving at a snail’s
pace? Happy New Year, everybody!!
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We want men

to lead better lives
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M al
a l e E d ge a nd Jes-E x tender - a nd th e No bel Pea ce Priz e?
One of the big topics in the adult industry is the so-called orgasm gap, i.e. the fact that women don’t have orgasms as often as men do. However, there is also a penis gap, as proven
by a recent MaleEdge & Jes-Extender chart. This graphic shows the average penis sizes in
countries across the world, from Congo and South Korea, and between the smallest and
the biggest average, there is a 9cm difference. Of course, this leaves a lot of room for interpretation and speculation, which is why we asked Klaus Pedersen for an interview. And as
it turns out, this is not just about penis size, but about world peace.

„

28% and 19% - these numbers represent
the documented growth in penis length and
girth following six months of training with MaleEdge or Jes-Extender. With data like that,
do you even need other sales arguments?
Klaus Pedersen: One would think not! You
have a good point! But of course, we need
to offer our proven results in a way that
shows guys their growth potential and also
that they can continue to grow for as long
as they keep using our products, and that
what we deliver is very safe, and fully natural.
Results like this often sound too good to be
true, so we present quite a bit of supporting
argumentation.
Of course, this kind of growth doesn’t happen overnight, and it requires many hours of
training. But what happens if someone keeps
on training further and further? When do you
reach the end of the flag pole? Is there a
biological limit to penile growth?

Will Klaus Pedersen, Managing Partner Danalife
& DanaMedic, soon be Secretary General of the
United Nations Penis Council?
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Klaus: No limit, even though it sounds
strange! The reason being that the process
we use is a fully natural way of generating
permanent cell growth, and this is not limited
to any size by way of logic. Our devices can
be elongated to the extent a client wants.
And some of our clients who report in to our
double-money-back guarantee personal diaries show this by achieving continued growth
for a long as they keep up their penis-fitness
training (our label for what they actually do is
penis fitness since side effects also include
better stamina, improved sensation, and
erections). The good side is of course the
‚permanent‘ side, so any effort done offers a
lasting result for our clients.
So, your penile traction method is backed
by scientific data, and there is solid proof
of the growth effect. Unfortunately, you can
find ‚proof‘ of pretty much everything on
the internet, and we seem to have entered
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Erect Penis sizes around the world

After first MaleEdge / Jes-Extender training period
Before

Before

After

18cm (7,1")

17,5cm (6,9") 22,4cm (8,8")

23,1cm (9,1")

You have made it a point to present MaleEdge and Jes-Extender
16,3cm (6,4") 20,8cm (8,2")
as their own product category,
BELGIUM
Permanent Penis Growth. Why was
that step necessary?
15,7cm (6,2") 20,2cm (7,9")
Klaus: Well, adult trade clients,
EGYPT, BRAZIL, ITALY
retailers, did not understand how
we stood out at first. And very of14,7cm (5,8") 18,9cm (7,4")
ten, we have been listed alongside
SCOTLAND, GREECE, SWEDEN
other products and categories
which do not make sense for the
14,2cm (5,6") 18,2cm (7,2")
consumer in any way. BenchmarNORWAY
king us only against other single
13,2cm (5,2") 16,9cm (6,7")
product types at first did not really
RUSSIA, JAPAN, AUSTRALIA
get us where we needed to be
for purchasers and consumers to
12,7cm (5") 16,2cm (6,4")
IRELAND
fully understand how we stand out
with our here-only solution. So,
10,2cm (4") 13cm (5,1")
talking to retailers and wholesaINDIA
lers made us understand that we
needed to simplify the definition of this ‚category‘
for them – so to say, we labeled ‚immediate‘ going
over ‚inter-mediate‘ to our ‚permanent‘ and set
different types of products into each category. This
has worked very well and has also opened the way
for an upsell understanding in the trade on how to
actually push more solutions for clients who are
maybe just looking at one solution to start with.
And of course, it also makes us stand out with our
here-only offer vs. what else can be purchased in
the adult market.
CONGO

ECUADOR

16cm (6,3") 20,5cm (8,1")
DENMARK

15,2cm (6") 19,5cm (7,7")
FRANCE

14,5cm (5,7") 18,5cm (7,3")
GERMANY, ISRAEL, CHILE

14cm (5,5") 17,9cm (7")
SPAIN, CANADA, UK, TURKEY

13cm (5,1") 16,6cm (6,5")
USA

10,9cm (4,3") 14cm (5,5")
CHINA

9,4cm (3,7")

After

leads who need to have more details come their way to truly believe
what we offer.

12cm (4,7")

SOUTH KOREA

Open for
interpretation: The
penis size graphic

a phase where everything is called ‚fake news‘ by
someone. Do many people doubt the data and
proof you offer?
Klaus: But of course, they do, and rightly so,
since as you mention, there are many fake claims
around. Men´s perception of ‚data‘ and ‚documented‘ is blurred by many sources clouding their
belief in who can document as real results. And
who can offer a guarantee on permanent growth?
Therefore, we have our 24/7/365 support (telephone and online), where we talk with many client
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You also created another category, called Penis
Fitness. Why was that important to you?
Klaus: In short, to make people understand that
there is no golden pill or other way to grow yourself
quickly and easily. You need to invest training time,
have stamina and dedication, as with any other
form of fitness for your body. And we feel that we
also offer ‚Male Wellness‘ since the related results
of our products often lead to more self-confidence,
self-esteem etc. for our clients. So, doing Penis
Fitness very often leads to Male Wellness. It‘s
not only the centimetres that grow, but also the
customers’ personal experience of being bigger
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and more competitive in the bedroom or locker
room, etc.
Do the consumers see the correlation between a
bigger penis and improved male wellness, or is
there usually a need for your partners in the retail
trade to emphasise that aspect?
Klaus: As I just mentioned, we know that the correlation is there - but this might be the most difficult
part of getting our message across. In short, we
want men to lead better lives, and we know that for
many of our clients, this is exactly what happens
when they succeed with our traction devices.
But it´s a hard sales pitch on the floor or online
for many adult sellers, seeing how this is quite an
intimate issue for many.
Jes-Extender launched in 1995, MaleEdge in 2008.
When did the segment start gaining real momentum? When did your products go from being
medical devices to being lifestyle products?
Klaus: Somewhere around 2006-2008, when we
launched the MaleEdge brand, we saw a need for
lifestyle-based experiences also regarding the issue
of ‚feeling too small‘ so to say. We took the products away from harder, more ‚adulty‘ issues and
talked to consumers about how they could actually
be helped, and that this help could perhaps also
lead to growth on a personal level as well as on a
physical one.
You have published a chart that is comparing penis
sizes on a global level. My question is: How do you
come up with a national average penis size for a
country, and who gathers the necessary data?
Klaus: Data is gathered ‚in bundles‘ so to say from
various sources. There is no international ‚index
of penis sizes‘ available and the results are taken
from various research and have been compiled as
thoroughly as possible to show a line-up of national
sizes.

or Sweden rank lower, at position 8th and 9th,
respectively. How can differences like that be
explained?
Klaus: We do not know for a fact why the differences are as listed. Genetics of course, but why
single countries are where they are on the chart is
not clear. Regions do seem to bench-mark close to
each other for example.
Some of the countries where the average penis
size is on the lower end are known for a very aggressive foreign policy. Coincidence?
Klaus: With a smile, I would say yes, since historically, many of the smaller-sized nations seem to
have been on the very pushy side towards other
countries. Penis envy springs to mind!
Looking at it that way, one could argue that the
world would be a more peaceful place if all men
used MaleEdge & Jes-Extender to get a bigger
penis. Do you agree?
Klaus: I think you are hitting it home here!!! Joke
is good, and we would be happy to contribute to
world peace in this way of course! A ‚Bigger Penis
Day‘ would be next, and of course the United
Nations Penis Council also.
Are there plans to launch a campaign to secure a
Nobel Peace Prize nomination for MaleEdge and
Jes-Extender?
Klaus: I will second that! If all men would benefit
from what we deliver in the way of Male Wellness,
we would indeed be up for having a part in a more
calmer and safer world … Will you be the one to
list us for the Nobel Awards, Matthias?

The pole position on this chart goes to Congo, while South Korea brings up the rear. The difference
between the first and the last position is almost
9cm! So, is there a “penis gap”?
Klaus: Indeed, there is! And a big one at that. Myths on penis size and who is biggest and smallest
etc. in some way seem to be confirmed.
Your own home country, Denmark, ranks fourth,
but neighbouring countries such as Germany
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Eva Amour isn’t just a shop, Eva is a way of life
exclusive

D a n i e l M i l l er p resents E va Amo ur, a n o nline sh o p with p erso na lity

Eva loves luxury and extravagance. Eva has a penchant
for the finer things in life. Oh,
and did we mention: Eva is
not a real person. Instead,
Eva Amour is the creation
of Daniel Miller and Dave
Powley – it is the name of their
online shop, set to launch
shortly, which will offer exactly
the type of products that a
woman like Eva would love.
In our interview, Daniel Miller
tells us more about the concept for evaamour.co.uk.

Daniel Miller will
use his experience
from other projects
to guide Eva Amour
to success

„

Danny, you are about to launch a new
online shop for sex toys, and it will be different
from any project you have been involved in
so far. What direction are you taking with this
project?
Daniel Miller: We started retailing many years
ago in the hardcore end of fetish gear and
products, as this is what we knew inside out.
Dave (my husband) and I both have experience in this, and it seemed like a natural starting
point for us.
After retailing in this niche sector for so long,
we have decided to take things in a new direction by opening our first retail store aimed
at couples looking for luxurious, high quality sex toys and lingerie. It’s been an
education for us, although we’ve
made sure that we’re doing it
properly. We’ve asked for
opinions and input from all
genders and sexualities so
that our new store appeals
to the right audience. We
didn’t want to dictate to our
customers what we think
they should be using and
wearing, which is why we’ve
had expert opinions from people
who are experienced in the adult
industry, right up to the shy person
who is looking through an adult store
for the first time. We want to get it exactly
right the first time, and thanks to our research,
we’re pretty confident we will do this.
For those of our readers who don‘t know your
previous projects and products, could you tell
us a bit about yourself and your work?
Daniel: Where do we start? Ha ha! It began
many years ago with The Kinksters Adult Store. This is our hardcore fetish and BDSM adult
store, and is still growing vastly! We’re always
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adding new products to our wide range, and
our customers seem to love our selection. We
often appear with a stall at retail events such
as Manchester Pride too!
We also run a Gay fetish event called KINK
(www.kink-club.co.uk). This runs around five
times a year, and is held in an amazing fetish
venue, complete with a range of bondage
furniture for guests to use! The venue has a
full adult license, allowing people to have sex
anywhere in the club, a very rare thing to have
these days!
You may also know us as the PlayHarda.UK
Wholesale team! We offer a range of metal,
leather and rubber products to retailers and
wholesalers. We were at eroFame last year
showing off our range, and we had an absolute blast!
We’re also the guys behind Slube, the bath
based lubricant! We offer distribution to
wholesalers of this amazingly versatile coloured and scented powder based lubricant,
which you can use for a romantic bath, as a
lubricant, for massage, for wet & messy play
… the list goes on! You may have seen us
at eroFame and the ETO show with our big
bathtub full of Slube!
Your new online shop will be called “Eva
Amour“. Why did you choose this name?
Daniel: We thought long and hard about
the name. Late and sleepless nights were
common! We wanted to keep things sounding
luxurious but erotic at the same time. Eva
Amour was suggested after months of research. The more we looked into it, the more we
fell in love with it.
Eva is Hebrew for life. Amour is French for
love. This message fitted perfectly. And it
created our tag line, “Love Life”. You can buy
from Eva Amour to improve your “love life” and
our products can help you “love life”!
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What does it take in today‘s crowded market
for an online shop to stand out and attract
customers?
Daniel: You have to stand out in the
crowd. You need to do things differently.
Offer something no one else does. Make
your customers feel special and make them
want to keep coming back, time and time
again.
We have carefully planned Eva Amour to do exactly that. Eva will offer customers a fun, informative
and interactive way to shop. We’ll be regularly
testing our customer experience to see how we can
improve and provide the customer with the experience Eva Amour is all about.
Could you tell us a bit
more about the concept
of Eva Amour and how
it will stand apart from
other shops?

Daniel: We are bringing Eva
Amour to life! Eva is a classy
lady who likes the finer things.
“ E VA I S H E B R E W FO R
She likes to be surrounded
by luxury and extravagance.
LIFE. AMOUR IS FRENCH
But Eva won’t pay more than
FO R LO V E . TH I S M E S S A G E
she thinks she should. This is
reflected in our new store. This
F I T T E D P E R F E C T LY. “
is Eva’s selection, with prices Eva
would
be happy to pay.
DANIEL MILLER
The character of Eva Amour has been
designed by local artist Larry Walker-Tonks,
who has created Eva perfectly.
Eva’s social media channels will be voiced by Eva
herself, inviting customers to view the products in
her range and interact with her fans.
We’ll be offering an affiliate scheme. This will allow
other companies such as fetish club owners,
bloggers and media writers to earn money from
any sales they generate through their advertising.
Our innovative system allows them to log in, see the
orders they have generated and see how much they
have earned!
Eva strongly believes in fairness and we’ll be launching Eva’s Ethical Policy to reassure customers that
all of our products adhere to Eva’s ethical standards.
Before any product that we add to our store, before
any social media post that we publish, before any
blog that gets submitted, we will always ask ourselves … “Is that what Eva would want?”

If not, then we won’t list
the product. We won’t publish
the social media post. We won’t
submit the blog.
This is Eva’s store.
Behind the online
shop‘s concept
there is a digital
person: Eva

Since the persona of Eva plays such a huge role in
your concept, could you describe her in more detail
to us? Why did you choose to create exactly this
character in the first place?
Daniel: Personifying the name of a store is something that isn’t seen in the industry, and we felt
that by creating Eva, we would bring something new
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and exciting to the industry. Eva Amour isn’t
just a shop, Eva is a way of life. By buying
product from Eva’s store, you’re buying into
the concept and her beliefs. You’re finding
out new things, exploring products you never
thought you would. You’re trying products that
you know you can trust.
We’re not in this industry to buy cheap, sell
high. It’s about quality. It’s about experience.
And this is what Eva firmly stands for.
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“ PE RSONIFY ING THE
NAME OF A STORE IS
SOME THING THAT ISN’ T
SE E N IN THE INDUSTRY,
AND W E FE LT THAT BY

When Eva chooses products for the shop,
what type of customer does she have in mind?
Daniel: Eva chooses products based on their
quality. If it doesn’t meet Eva’s standards, it
doesn’t make it to her store. Eva generally
chooses product that would appeal to those
looking for luxurious things, without breaking
the bank.
From beautiful vibrators, to luscious lingerie
and even a range of menswear and toys, Eva
Amour will be a great place to shop, whether
you are a first timer looking for something
special or an experienced couple looking for
something new and exciting to try.

C RE ATING E VA, W E W OU LD

As part of your concept, you are also going to
work closely with bloggers. what role does the
blogging community play for the consumer?
And what will this cooperation look like?
Daniel: We’re working closely with numerous
bloggers including the fantastic Violet Fenn.
Violet will be helping us to engage our audience and create a buzz about Eva’s store.
We will include an “Ask Eva” feature on our
website, allowing customers to ask for more
information on particular subjects in the
bedroom. These can then be turned into blog
posts, giving our customers content that they
actually want to hear about.
We feel that blogging is an amazing tool
for customers to find interesting tips in the
bedroom, and to find out more about new
products and experiences with them. It can
help boost sales, spread the word and create
excitement with a further reach. It also allows
customers to have someone they are able to
relate to, and in the case of Eva Amour, they
will be able to relate to both Eva and a blogger
they know about.

You have created an ethical trading policy for
Eva Amour. Could you tell us more about this
policy? Do you think that the ethical aspect of
erotic products and the manufacturing conditions are something that has been overlooked
by many?
Daniel: We feel that ethical trading is a
very important part of the industry today.
So many people buy toys without thinking
about how they were made, where they
have come from and who has made them.
Eva’s Policy will include discussions with
manufacturers and suppliers about these
conditions and if they don’t meet Eva’s
Ethical Policy, Eva won’t be happy to work
with them. It’s a reassuring way of letting the
customer know that their pleasure isn’t at
someone else’s misery!

BRING SOME THING NE W
AND E XC ITING TO THE
INDUSTRY.“
DANIEL MILLER

When will the website go live and do you have
already any plans for the time after launch?
Daniel: We expect to launch in the next
couple of weeks, in time to hit the Christmas
market.
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All in all, it was another

very successful year for pjur
exclusive

H i gh l i gh ts of 2018 a t p jur

Alexander Giebel,
founder and CEO
of pjur group

„

A lot has happened this year. What were
your personal highlights?
Alexander Giebel: We had a lot of highlights
this year. Top of the list, of course, is the
launch of our three new products for women
– pjur WOMAN Aloe, pjur WOMAN Vegan
und pjur WOMAN After YOU Shave. The
products have had an outstanding response
in every part of the world where we’ve launched them so far. I’m particularly pleased
about that, obviously. Another highlight was
the acquisition of pjur group USA, which had
already achieved great success at various
trade fairs as pjur group North America. Our
‘pjur love – gives you more’ campaign was
a huge success, too, not just in the US but
also in Australia, Asia, Russia, and Europe.
Our marketing and PR team did an outstanding job there, and as CEO, that makes me
very proud.

pjur group looks back on a
very successful business year.
Alexander Giebel talks with
us about the highlights of the
past 12 months and his plans
for 2019.

Once again, you received several awards this
year. Are there any that you are especially
proud of?
Alexander Giebel: I was particularly pleased
this year to win ‘Sex Lubricant Company
of the Year’ at the XBiz Europa Awards,
as it is awarded using an official voting
system, which allows retailers and
consumers to vote for their favourite
company. The fact that so many of
them voted for pjur spurs us on in
the work we are doing. Of course,
we were also very pleased with the
two EAN Erotix Awards in the categories ‘Sexual Wellness Company
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of the Year’ and ‘Best Marketing Campaign’
for ‘Gives you more’, as well as the SIGN
Award for ‘Best European Lube Company’.
Our pjur love and pjur med product ranges won awards in Australia, and we also
received an XBiz Award for ‘Sexual Health
& Wellness Brand of the Year’ in the US. So
all in all, it was another very successful year
for pjur.
What are your plans for 2019?
Alexander Giebel: Since our ‘Gives you
more’ campaign was such a roaring success
around the world with pjur love, next year
we want to expand this to our other product
categories, pjur med and pjur SPA. We have
major advertising campaigns and PR events
planned, but we are also planning to offer
product training for our customers, and lots
of other promotional activities, too – in the
US, Europe and Australia. We also anticipate
launching more new products that we think
the retail market will love.
What message do you have for our readers?
Alexander Giebel: On behalf of everyone
at pjur, I would like to sincerely thank all our
retailers and customers for the confidence
they have shown us this year. It is thanks to
them that we are able to keep making new
products of the highest quality in Germany,
and their excellent support and embracing of
our range of products, which we would love
to expand on further, was key to the success
of our campaign. We look forward to another
successful year together in 2019!
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Our motto is – Play the way you like, and we’ll heat it up!
exclusive

A n i n te r v i e w with Ja nine Weisberg, co -f o under o f Wa rm, Inc. a ka Ms. Wa rm

WARM and TOUCH are two
products born out of the
real-life experience of Janine
and LJ, the founders of
WARM, Inc., and this experience has gone on to change
the life of many sex toy users.
The principle at the core of the
two products is actually pretty
simple as both are all about
warmth, but it is the execution
that makes the difference,
and in that regard, WARM and
TOUCH are really turning up
the heat. Janine Weisberg,
the co-founder of WARM,
Inc., tells us more about the
products and how they continue to stand out in the sexual
wellness market.

„

Since when has WARM been around?
Janine Weisberg: The inspiration for our
namesake product, WARM, happened in 2013.
The minute I felt a warm pleasure product, I knew
I wanted to bring this concept to the masses.
But before doing anything, LJ and I wanted to
be sure we could produce something worthy of
the time and energy it would take. We started
the product development process and Warm,
Inc. was born once we were certain we could
build the product we envisioned. TOUCH was
in development when WARM launched and
thank goodness it was because we had several
customers ask if they could warm their lube in
WARM. Based on these initial requests, I knew I
needed to be able to offer our customers a product compatible with WARM that could deliver
lube as deliciously and irresistibly warmed as
we had done for toys. And, I’m proud to say we
accomplished that!
Which ideas, philosophies, strategies, and concepts did you have when starting the brand?
Janine: The very first foundation of our products
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and brand is that what we make must be
inclusive. To the best of our ability, the products
we create work with how you like to play. Our
motto is - Play the way you like, and we’ll heat
it up! It is important to me that everyone be able
to experience the incredible effects heat and
warmth have on our body and minds during
intimacy. WARM and TOUCH were developed
to work with a wide variety of pleasure products,
lubricants and oils. Everybody is different, and
everybody has different wants and needs. WARM
works with your favourite toys and TOUCH, with
your favourite liquid-lubricants and oils. Your play.
Your way. Hotter!
How did you come up with the idea for WARM?
Janine: LJ is an incredible lover with an engineer’s mind. He had experimented with how
to make toys feel as amazing as possible for his
partner for a long time. Warm, Inc. was born the
night he pre-warmed some of my favourite toys
for me. What I experienced was an orgasm so
intense it inspired a company and got him a very
devoted girlfriend!
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Did you already have points of contact with the erotic
industry or did you move into uncharted waters?
Janine: We would have to invent a new shade of green
to express how naive I was starting this adventure! I was
fortunate to make some contacts right at the beginning
that I still consider to be amongst my most trusted. I am
so thankful for their guidance and encouragement. We
knew we had the ability to develop and manufacture
amazing products, and the guidance and introductions
from some truly incredible industry folks sharing their
wisdom, is what made launching into the marketplace
possible. I had never had so much on the line before
and felt very small amongst a sea of glossy, savvy, and
accomplished companies. I was delighted to find the
industry to be genuinely welcoming and supportive.
This has truly been one of the most fun and rewarding
endeavours I have had in my life and I am so grateful for
it every day.
Can you explain your two products, WARM and
TOUCH, in more detail?
Janine: That’s my favourite thing to do! WARM, at its
most basic, is a highly engineered, sensuously designed, carbon and vegan-leather based warming device
that preheats sex toys and accessories for exciting
sensations and deeper orgasms.
TOUCH, is an exquisite powerhouse of features and
details, while remaining incredibly simple to use. Lube is
amazing! What TOUCH does is elevate your experience
of using it. TOUCH’s sultry and sleek design holds your
lubricant cleanly and safely and whenever you desire,
delivers it warm right into your waiting hand. It’s incredibly sexy. Wave your hand and Voila! Warm lube or oil
in the amount you desire magically appears.
Both products are designed to work with your favourite
accessories and lubricants to induce deeper and more
powerful orgasms, activate anticipation and arousal,
and also provide well-appointed storage between use
so that your favourite pleasure products stay safe and
clean while also being perfectly hidden in plain sight,
which greatly adds to the erotic appeal of playing with
them.
Many people share that their toys are stuffed into sock
drawers or hidden under the bed. Lube bottles get
sticky and can accidentally cause cross-contamination.
Not very sexy when you are wanting to feel erotic. Our
products allow you to keep them accessible and even,
enticing. Making time for sex and coming together to
share intimacy, is something we have all heard can
be an issue in relationships. Seeing WARM on your
nightstand as you walk through your room is a strong
cue to remember make time for sexual pleasure. Being
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“ TH E M I N U T E I F E LT A
WA R M P L E A S U R E P R O 
D U C T, I K N E W I WA N T E D
TO B R I N G TH I S C O N C E PT
TO TH E M A S S E S . “
JANINE WEISBERG

Janine Weisberg,
co-founder of
Warm, Inc.
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able to effortlessly reach out and have TOUCH deliver
the right amount of lube you like right into your hand,
warm, silky and inviting … it all goes a long way to
supporting desire and anticipation for intimacy.
Our products are like foreplay at the touch of a button
that culminates in a powerful and elevated pleasure
experience!
Both products use your Tender Technology. Could you
tell us more about that?
Janine: Tender Technology is at the heart of our
products. LJ is our master engineer and personally
developed and tested every component and feedback
system inside our products. He is really is amazing.
Perhaps the answer is more, who is behind it, and that
would be LJ; aka Mr. Warm. His 30+ years of engineering is what’s behind our Tender Technology.
Tender Technology is a unique system of heating components that is the result of his dedication to creating
the energy-safe elements, system feedback programs,
and body-safe interfacings, brought together and
specifically designed for the purpose of heating up all
the things that bring us pleasure. The way the different
elements come together and talk with one another is
like a symphony of engineering greatness. I’m probably
biased, and it still is a true statement Lol!
LJ’s job was to figure out how to heat every toy, ac-

cessory, and lube I brought to him- safely, consistently
and effectively without degrading, damaging, dulling,
or shorting any of them out or disrupting their effectiveness. Then warm them up again and again and again
perfectly, every single time. He did it. Tender Technology
was born, and we officially launched Warm, Inc.
Something I like to share is why were we so passionate
to do this. Heat is a powerful energy that is intrinsically
linked to our vitality. We are literally,
biologically hardwired to react
positively to it. Heat and warmth
are proven to create positive asso“ H E AT A N D WA R M TH A R E
ciations between people. Those
P R O V E N TO C R E AT E P O 
associations deepen bonds and
strengthen our sense of connecS I TI V E A S S O C I ATI O N S
tion. Then there is the physiological response we experience to
BETWEEN PEOPLE.“
warmth. Without geeking out too
JANINE WEISBERG
much, our body and mind have a
very potent reaction to the sensation of heat. The right temperature
in the right place sends our entire
pleasure response into overdrive!
Nerve endings get excited, tissues swell, blood flow
increases, our brain lights up, all the things we need
to experience pleasure as profoundly as possible.

WARM and TOUCH
will be distributed by
Eropartner in Europe

I N T E R V I E W
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Research has even connected the sensation
of warmth to embodied cognition, that is, our
emotional perception of others is more positive
when we are also experiencing the sensation of
warmth. Heat and its profound effects on the way
we experience pleasure both with our bodies and
our minds excites me and I love sharing it with
people.
The purpose of your products - to heat toys,
liquid-lubricants, and oils – is obvious, but
you‘re aiming for much more: deeper connections and maybe even deeper relationships.
How do you convey this message?
Janine: You’re so right, the basic premise
of our products is clear – add heat, increase
pleasure. And yes, there are deeper effects
and benefits from using the products that are
as equally amazing. Since the beginning of
our beta-testing and still continuing in emails
we receive from our customers, there is a
common theme we hear which is this unexpected and welcomed increase in anticipation,
arousal, and desire as a result of using WARM
and TOUCH.
Good sex starts in the mind – WARM and
TOUCH activate your mind the moment you
turn them on, allowing you time to enjoy
the sensation of anticipation, feel desire stir
in your body, and increase your sense of
arousal. All before you have even touched
each other!
The element of warmth added to toys and
lube creates a powerful and elevated pleasure
experience. And the experience of anticipating feeling your favourite pleasure products
warmed, more sensual, and with toe-curling
delicious sensations heating up for you; turns
out to be a built-in feature that encourages
you to get present with how you are feeling
and what you want, have a moment to enjoy
and become aware of your body becoming
aroused. That space to linger in anticipation
for a minute is what heightens the sense of
mental stimulation and arousal. The combined
effects of heat and anticipation create an increase in arousal and can significantly deepen
the sense of connection. Using WARM and
TOUCH has proven to have significant potential to create a deeper sense of connection.
Sex toys, even warm ones, could never replace a partner you enjoy being with. They can

TOUCH is an automated
dispensing system for warming
lubricants and massage oils
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and do, enhance both partners sexual pleasure. WARM and TOUCH are the result of the
pleasure LJ encouraged me to enjoy. What
these products do is incredible. Him being the
guy who brought them to me doesn‘t suddenly make him an ‚option‘ or ‚replaceable‘, it
actually made him the one I don‘t want to be
without. Bringing that kind of sexual experience to others is definitely worthy of being my
life‘s passion.
There is so much vulnerability around sex.
You are not only revealing and sharing your
physical body and everything you love or
maybe don’t love so much about it, but your
very personal desires, cravings, wants and
needs. Being able to communicate with your
lover is imperative for a healthy satisfying
exchange and yet at times, it is challenging.
But, without it, we do not get to experience
the most rewarding aspect of intimacy which
is true connection.
Using WARM and TOUCH to instigate intimate
moments is a flirty and less vulnerable way to
ask for what you want. Couples rank this high
as a complaint when asked about dissatisfaction in their relationships. Asking for what you
want can be one of the most vulnerable parts
of being intimate with someone. And not getting what we want and need, has a direct and
profound long-term effect on a couple‘s ability
to maintain their sex-drive for each other. Knowing that, still doesn’t make it easier. Warming
a toy does.
For Mr. Warm and I and many others, these
products help facilitate and navigate our
conversations. They also set them up in a way
that reduces potential shame triggers and
even potential for re-trauma exposure.
What I also experienced that night LJ warmed
my toys and what our customers have confirmed they are also enjoying, is a most elevated
orgasmic experience! One that bonded me
and continues to do so, deeply to my partner.
What LJ did that night is so much bigger
than ‚warm toys‘, and it sure does keep me
coming back to him to experience more of
just how hot we can be together!
How long have you been working on your two
products, from the initial idea to the finished
product?
Janine: From conception to launch, each
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WARM warms vibrators, dildos, und other
accessories via the
touch of a button

WARM is compatible with
a variety of materials and
safe for use with all types
of pleasure products including battery-operated
and rechargeable toys

product got a year devoted to development and testing. WARM was launched first and TOUCH followed
a year later. WARM took longer to get to market as
we were starting from scratch on everything to make
a product that had never existed before. TOUCH
benefitted from all the groundwork that went into
making WARM a reality.
How have your products been received by the industry,
the trade, and the consumers? Which challenges did
you have to overcome to establish your products?
Janine: I think as with many things in life, our greatest
strength is also our biggest challenge. These are completely new products based on a concept many people
haven’t explored. That means on one hand, the world
is our oyster, and everyone is a potential new customer!
And on the other hand, it also means product education
is needed on every level. I love the moment when I see
the ‚light-bulb‘ has clicked on for a customer, retailer,
distributor; about what these products do and are capable of! These are definitely a ‚Once you get it, you get
it‘ type product. And, once you feel what they can do
and experience all the thought that has gone into them,
so the end result is a seamless, erotic, heightened, pure
pleasure-based experience that incorporates right into
your intimacy, they really do quickly become a ‚How did
I live without this?!‘
People are very excited about them and the reception
has been great. Customers love them. I know this from
our interactions and follow-up after purchase.
Working with our distributors and retailers how to best
showcase the products is definitely a key component
that continues to evolve as consumer awareness continues to grow!
Which target group are you aiming at, and what does
this clientele expect from your products?
Janine: The target group keeps expanding due largely
to the feedback we receive from different demographics
about how the products have helped them and even
been a part of healing on some level for them. That
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feels really special to me personally. These products
can be as simple as sexy, hot fun and that alone is a
wonderful thing. And we are learning more and more
how deeply they are benefitting people working through
trauma, healing from surgeries, going through a trans
process, libido and body temperature side-effects from
certain medications and even the changes brought on
by menopause have all been shared with us as having
received benefit from having our products. Just like
heat, the benefits of this product are endless and continually resonate with new consumers every day.
What can you tell us about the pricing of your
products?
Janine: One of the first things LJ and I agreed
on is our products needed to be of the highest
quality, long lasting and luxurious to use. These are
investment pieces that will be a part of someone’s
sexuality longer than the toys and lubes they use
with them. Needs change, bodies change, wants
change. WARM and TOUCH will be beautiful and
still working through every new favourite pleasure
product you find and through many, many, bottles
of lube you will love!
The quality of goods customers receive when
they purchase a Warm, Inc. product is on par
with its price. Both products passed SGS testing
with flying colours and will well be 5, 7, 10-year
products every customer can benefit from having
in their sexual tool-kit. Product life will of course be
affected by user care and maintenance. And, all
our products have a 1-year manufactures warranty.
Excellent quality coupled with infinite uses is what
really directed our pricing strategy.
Toys that heat up are becoming more prominent
in the industry, an added confirmation to what our
beta-testing revealed two years ago. Heat makes
what feels good, feel amazing! With one WARM,
all the toys can be warming toys. There is a really
sweet looking toy I am aware of that warms, and
retails for $195. One toy costs more than a WARM.
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Things I thought about while we were in
product development: What if the heating
element in a toy breaks? That toy is going to lose its lustre even if it still works in
every other way, you know you’re missing
something. What if you outgrow that toy and
want something new? That is a $195 toy that
just doesn’t do it for your anymore. What if
the heating part is amazing, and it is buzzy
and you need rumbly, or vice- versa, or the
toy itself just doesn’t quite feel the way you
like or hit the right spots. One WARM makes
every toy a warming toy for $149. Every toy
you love and know works with your body can
now also be a warming toy. Fun fact another
customer was excited about, WARM can
also magically turn any toy into a luxury toy.
Warming even a basic vibe or dildo and suddenly you are feeling like Beyoncé with her
famous solid gold sex toys. Everything feels
sexy and decadent when it is pre-heated and
waiting for you.
When retailers ask me about our price points,
for me it’s an opportunity to educate how
WARM can not only help save their customers money in the long run, which goes a
long way in building customer loyalty and
trust, it really is the perfect product for them
to invest in.
And TOUCH? TOUCH has an unexpected
added incentive built in for retailers. By
making using lube effortless and irresistible, it also creates an increase in use. When
customers buy a TOUCH they find they are
now buying a lot more lube! Funny story, I actually sent a bottle of a customer’s favourite
lube to him as his only complaint with our
product was he was going through twice as
much lube now Lol! Of course, I wrote in the
card, ‚Thank You for TOUCH’ing so much!‘
I couldn’t resist. He wound up buying both
products and sent me a thank you. I really
love it when our customers share their stories
with us.
What can you tell us about your distribution
channels? Where can the consumers buy
your products?
Janine: We currently work with two distributors in the US who sell into brick & mortar
retailers. We also have our house accounts of
retailers who were our 1st early on-boarders.

Recently the products have been incorporated into numerous Lifestyle play-clubs
and vacation destinations. And of course,
our products can also be purchased on our
website, ExperienceWarm.com.
Would you mind telling us a few things about
your distribution strategy for Europe?
Janine: Our team has been very cognisant
about bringing on distributors in a strategic
fashion. We want to really invest in our partners with spiff programs, discounted demo
units, ad placement, organic promotion and
more. Because we are a tight-knit team it is
imperative we work with distributors who are
as excited about the product as we are. They
essentially become like family. Eropartner has
an amazing reputation in the industry and
we were very excited when Chris expressed
his interest in our products. The enthusiasm
he shared, along with his team members, is
congruent with our vision to WARM up the
world and get people TOUCH’ing!
We are proud of the four-month exclusive we
are sharing with them and are excited to set
the stage together for our launch into Europe
with these category defining products.
Which advice do you have for retailers so
they can achieve the best-possible success
with WARM and TOUCH in their stores? How
should the products be marketed?
Janine: Over the past two years, we’ve
definitely learned quite a bit about ways to
ensure WARM and TOUCH are sold best.
First, demo units in-store are imperative so
that customers can feel how warm toys and
lubes really makes a difference. Heat is such
a visceral experience and that makes these
products great to guide customers to.
Here, our greatest strength is also a challenge. Customers probably won’t even know
what their questions, needs, or concerns
might be while experiencing this new product
concept. Sales staff being able to share
some of the key features and product value
I talked about, can be very useful. Finding
out what toys their customer already has
and wants to have will guide sales staff how
to highlight these products in a way that will
equate highest value for the customer.
We have heard from our retailers that experi-

Mr. and Ms. Warm: LJ and Janine
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Janine is excited about the positive feedback to WARM and TOUCH

menting with where to display the products in-store
for their unique customer demographic can have
a big impact on sales. Some great locations are,
obviously by the glass and stainless toys, and
also in the kink area where sensation and temperature play are a more familiar pleasure. WARM
doubling as safe and cushioned storage is perfect
for customers who have breakable toys or a need
for discretion. My favourite spot is near anything
anal. What WARM and TOUCH do for anal play
is quite possibly ‚new standard‘ setting! Many of
the sexperts, bloggers and educators who have
received the products call them Game Changers!
Of course, making sure the demo units are on is
kind of important too lol! TOUCH fits in nicely with
your lube displays and near the cash register as
a lot of customers walk in, get the lube they want
and walk straight to the register. They are already
in a lube frame of mind, demoing what they are
missing is easy!
Do you plan on further expanding your brand?
Janine: LJ and I do have other concepts for bringing more warmth to the right places, and there
are a few projects we are exploring with possible
partners. Right now, we are having fun expanding
the brand and building consumer awareness that
sex can be even hotter! There are still a lot of
customers we haven’t met yet who can benefit
from WARM and TOUCH, getting it to them is my
main priority.
What is your opinion on the current situation in the
market? Is there too much buzz about sex tech?
Janine: There is a lot of buzz about technology
in the world. It seems logical our sexual realities
would mirror that. We have access to new experiences never available before, I can understand a
high level of excitement and energy around that.
Adding the intensity of sexual energy and drive to
the rapidly expanding possibilities new technologies provide, well, it is our human nature to be
much like kids with a new toy. It is going to be our
everything while it is shiny and new. And, that isn’t
necessarily a bad thing. There are many people
enjoying connections and sensations in new ways
who maybe were struggling or finding it difficult to
experience what they desired. That sure seems like
tech-positive is aligned with sex-positive. Bringing
people closer together, to me, is always a good
thing! If sex-tech can help achieve that than I celebrate the buzz!
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WARM is compatible with
a variety of materials and
safe for use with all types of
pleasure products including
battery-operated and
rechargeable toys
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Our focus is on embracing technology
and designing innovative products

exclusive

E l v a Ye p r e sents th e Pea k Perf o rma bra nd f ro m Singa p o re

„

When was Peak Performa founded and what
is the philosophy of the company?
Elva Ye: The Peak Performa brand was born
in 2016 and is headquartered in Singapore. All
of our products are conceptualised, designed,
and developed in-house. Our vision is to create
high quality, innovative toys for generations to
enjoy and invigorate their sexual performance.
The philosophy of Peak Performa is rooted in our
relentless drive for creativity and the pursuit of
excellence beyond customers’ expectations. As
a result, our products are distinct and stand apart
from the rest of the market.

Modern design and new
technologies are at the centre
of Peak Performa’s activities.
During the first year of its
existence, the up-and-coming
company from Singapore
focused on masturbators for
men, presenting an impressive range of quality products.
Now, they have shifted their
attention to the female audience, introducing a line of
products for women under the
Yakvza label. EAN interviewed
the Business Development
Manager of Peak Performa,
Elva Ye, to learn more about
the young company and its
products.

Is there a bestseller among your products that
you would like to present to us in more detail?
Elva Ye: We have two brands now, namely Peak
Performa which caters to men, and Yakvza for
women which we have launched this year.
We developed a number of Peak Performa toys
within the last two years. I have two favourite
products at the moment, namely Dream Rocket
and Dreamliner. Each has its unique selling points
and I am certain customers will be thrilled with
their exceptional performance and quality.
To begin with, Dream Rocket is made of
high-quality TPE that can withstand multiple
washes and yet retains its elasticity to suit all
sizes. More importantly, you do not have to
be concerned with the issue of backflow or
leakage. Hence, you can even use it when you
are sleeping or simply lying down on your bed.
Whether you are playing with it manually or
hands-free, masturbation will never be the same
again with the Dream Rocket collections.
Dreamliner is a compact masturbation cup that
offers customers the choice to play conventionally or with attachments. Unlike a typical masturbation toy, Dreamliner is made of Pureskin material
that mimics the tenderness and softness of real
skin. The vibration and suction attachment complements the three types of Dreamliner sleeves
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and enhances the stimulating effects. With the
additional strong suction cup attachment, customers will never have to use their hands again to
masturbate.
What is the underlining strength of these
products that sets Peak Performa apart from its
competitors?
Elva Ye: There are a lot of reasons why Peak
Performa products stand apart from the competition. But most importantly, our focus is on
embracing technology and designing innovative
products that meet the needs of customers
and same time enhance their performance and
pleasure levels.
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market, we believe that there are still ample opportunities and avenues for growth that are still unmet.
Your company is based in Singapore. How is the acceptance in the Singaporean society when it comes to
love toys in general and masturbators in particular?
Elva Ye: From my observations and years of experience
in the market, the adult industry is growing, with people
of all ages and genders becoming more receptive to
love toys. It is no longer a taboo to walk into an adult
shop and shop for toys. While many consider Singapore to be a small country or little white dot, you would be
surprised by the number of adult shops we have here.
Where can retailers turn to if they want to sell your products in Europe? Do you work with distributors here?
Elva Ye: We are open to opportunities and look forward
to collaborating with distributors from Europe. They can
visit our website www.peak-performa.com or contact
us directly via info@peak-performa.com .
Why did you choose to promote your products as performance boosters instead of focussing on pleasure?
Elva Ye: These are two very important points that many
in this industry focus on today. But for Peak Performa, it
is the ultimate synergy – a combination of performance
boost and pleasure that contributes to the success of
our brand.

What can you tell us about Peak Performa’s plans for
the future? Are there plany for additional lines?
Elva Ye: Peak Performa and Yakvza are just the tip of
the iceberg. There will be more products coming up in
the pipeline which will be revealed at a later stage, and
we look forward to exploring more collaboration opportunities with distributors soon.

Masturbators for men have become increasingly popular in the past few years. Which trends do you see in
this market segment? Have we reached the pinnacle of
the growth for male toys?
Elva Ye: The market for masturbators is still growing,
and in my opinion, it is growing more exponentially than
ever. As technology improves, the world is becoming
smaller and more people are exposed to adult toys.
There are no specific trends to highlight in this industry.
But one important thing I learnt that applies to every
trade is to think out of the box and create products out
of the norm. Our company does not simply replicate or
enhance products already on the market, but it pioneers
the market with innovative toys for urban males to
improve their lifestyle.
With the Yakvza brand, you release products for women. Can you tell us more about this collection and why
did you choose to go in this direction?
Elva Ye: The name Yakvza is probably familiar to many.
Similar to our philosophy, we create female toys to
empower women in this modern society to love and
protect themselves more.
Although there are many female toys available in the
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We really do want to be

there when our customers need us
exclusive

F E TCH ta k e s custo mer service to th e nex t level

„

On Friday, November 2nd, FETCH entered
a new era in customer service. What exactly
does your new service look like?
Nigel Glenn: When we launched FETCH back
in January this year, we were very clear that we
wanted to truly deliver when it came to meeting
the needs of our customers. We always intended to do something from a delivery perspective that completely exceeded customer
expectations. Our industry leading, same day
delivery service ticks that box very firmly. Not
only that, but to be able to have it delivered
to the customer within three hours really does
give FETCH the WOW factor.

In 2019, Nigel Glenn wants to expand
the 3-hour delivery service across the
whole of London

From a logistical perspective, how does this
work for your customers?
Nigel: The service is available seven days
a week for orders place between 10am
and 6pm. These hours are extended at the
weekend, so customers can order from 6am
through until midnight on a Friday, Saturday
and Sunday (last order on a Sunday is 6pm).
Orders can be placed either online at the
fetchshop.co.uk webstore or by phone on
the FETCH Order Hotline. Whilst we test the
water and make sure we can deliver on our
promises, customers living within a seven-mile radius of our Clapham store location can
currently take advantage of this service. We
hope to be able to role this out to cover all of
London early next year.

It has not even been a full
year since FETCH was born,
starting with a brick and
mortar store in London, which
was soon followed up by an
e-commerce shop. Recently,
the company has taken steps
to optimise their customer
service. Nigel Glenn, one of
the heads of FETCH, tells us
more in our EAN interview.

Is this service usable for all your products or is
there something like a minimum order value?
Nigel: Absolutely! Everything in the store is
available for 3-hour delivery. Great service does
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not involve us putting unnecessary restrictions
on our customers. If they want it and it’s in
stock it will be in their hands within 3 hours. As
you’d expect, the largest demand so far has
been weekends and evenings, with toys and
lubes at the top of the sales league.
What costs are incurred for customers who
use this service?
Nigel: Clearly this is a premium service. However, we wanted to make it as affordable as
possible to encourage our customers to take
advantage of this unique service. As nobody
else in the sector offers this type of service, we
used the UK supermarkets as a guide in respect of pricing, also taking into consideration
the direct cost of getting the product into the
customers hands. At £9.99 for same day delivery within three hours, we believe this service
represent amazing value for money. The service
is FREE when customers spend over £200. We
are delighted that 90% of orders placed so a
far have been delivered within 90 minutes.
From the sound of it, this service is something
that no one in our industry has offered before.
Is that correct?
Nigel: As far as we know this is absolutely a
FETCH first. Like we have said before, we really
do want to be there when our customers need
us. Whilst at this stage the offer is not 24 hour,
it’s success will determine any future extension
to the service currently available.
Did you have to overcome many technical
hurdles before launching the service?
Nigel: It really has been a labour of love to get
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“ I F YO U WA N T I T A N D
WA N T I T FA S T, TH E
CHOICE IS SIMPLE...
G O F E TC H ! ”
NIGEL GLENN

this up and running. From the technical development
within the site, mapping the post-code regions that
we could realistically reach and working with our own
drivers to make the service as streamlined and simple
as possible. Basically, if you are ordering to a location
we can reach, within the agreed time parameters,
then the service will show as available when you
arrive at the checkout.
This certainly makes for a great customer tool, but of
course it also raises questions, such as: How will this
service pay off?
Nigel: We’ve been up and running for two weeks
now and have already exceeded our initial expectations. Customer feedback has been incredibly
positive, and we’ve made some people’s weekends
much more fun than they had expected. Anything
that gets people talking and ramps up awareness
about the FETCH brand, our service and offer can
only be a good thing.

FETCH has been offering the new premium service to their
customers since November 2

How does this service fit in with the other delivery
options already available to your customers?
Nigel: We offer a comprehensive range of delivery
options to our UK customers, with tracked second
class Royal Mail as standard. For those customers
who want things faster and we offer a next working
day DPD service. Click and Collect is becoming
increasingly popular, and it’s not just people who live
in London who use the service, with tourists ordering
stock in advance of their visit to guarantee availability
when they collect. DPD also handle our international
deliveries and customer around the globe love the
service with the myDPD app giving them much greater control over how, where and when they receive
their order. For those who just want it NOW, the same
day 3-hour service really does raise the bar. If you
want it and want it fast, the choice is simple...
Go FETCH!
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To live, laugh, and love!
exclusive

L o v e h o n e y ’s Tra de Sa les Tea m lo o ks ba ck a t th e events o f 2018

The year is nearing its end,
and EAN asked the Trade Sales Team of Lovehoney to sum
up the highlights, the changes,
and the developments that
left their mark on the market
in 2018. And of course, Kate
Hodgson-Egan, Laura Wood,
Jade Bawa, and Sabrina
Earnshaw also tell us what
they hope for in the new year.

„

Before we talk about 2018, can you briefly
explain how long you have been working in
Lovehoney‘s Trade Sales Team, how you
came to join Lovehoney, and what you did
professionally before your time in the erotic
industry?
Laura: I started out working in the Lovehoney
warehouse six years ago, which was a great
way to learn about the business and how the
company operates. I then joined the trade sales
team over three years ago. Time flies when
you’re having fun!
Sabrina: I celebrated my six-year anniversary at
Lovehoney Trade in September, that went fast! I
studied at the University of Bath and joined the
company straight after my Masters, just when
Lovehoney had pitched and won the license for
the Fifty Shades of Grey The Official Pleasure
Collection.
Jade: Prior to Lovehoney, I was working for
an adult toy distributor. When an opportunity
came up at Lovehoney in 2016, I jumped at the
chance; I’d admired the brand for many years
and relished the opportunity to work with the
inspirational co-founders, Neal Slateford and
Richard Longhurst.

Sales Consultant
Laura Wood

Kate: I’ve been with Lovehoney since July
2016, I joined after spending 14 years with an
adult distributor. Lovehoney was my customer
whilst I was there and I had a great working
relationship with the team from the start. I have
always had so much respect for the co-founders
Neal and Richard, and what they have achieved.
The Lovehoney brand stood for something I
wanted to a part of.

Sales Manager
Sabrina Earnshaw

Comparing 2018 to the years before, what big
changes have you seen in the market for sex
toys?
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Jade: Sex toys are becoming more mainstream
and less taboo. More people are talking about
sex in the media and our PR team have been
inundated with requested from channels who
would have previously never covered sex toys or
sexual wellbeing.
Sabrina: There is more innovation and technology in the sex toy industry and this year we
launched Uprize, the first remote controlled,
Autoerect vibrating dildo.
Laura: I feel like there is more focus on establishing brands and growing brand recognition
rather than just producing new product. There
is an abundance of different toys out there so
manufacturers are looking at new ways to reach
customers. Many new collections launched in
the last couple of years have been backed by
huge marketing campaigns both in our industry
and in the mainstream, designed to attract new
customers and to build a loyal customer base.
The market is changing all the time. Have the demands of your job also changed over the years?
Sabrina: Our customers are much more savvy
and it has been great to see how the market has
adapted to this with better quality products and
packaging, more investments in point of sale
material and retail training.
Laura: One of the changes in my job has been
spending more time with customers face to
face. It is very important to build those relationships and be out on the road, regularly meeting
with customers and ensuring their staff have
the training and information about your brand.
As end consumers are learning more about our
industry and familiarising themselves with our
products, they are demanding more information before buying into a brand or purchasing a
product. In addition, we have a rise of custo-
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Sales Executive
Jade Bawa

International Sales
Manager Kate
Hodgson-Egan

mers demanding social responsibility of brands, which
means I have to be ready to answer new, more challenging questions and ensure the stores are confident
in our products.
Kate: My role changed this year and I have had to split
my time working closely with all my account managers
to grow my knowledge on customers and territories
I hadn’t previously worked with, such as Australia,
Germany and France.
What were your highlights of 2018?
Laura: Winning the Best Sales Team award at the
ETO awards in July! It was such a great achievement,
especially as the awards were voted on by our customers.
And are there also moments you’d rather forget?
Jade: The long hours flying! As I travel often, the jet
lag can really hit me, I’m always on the lookout for
remedies.
Kate: Checking into hotels at midnight to find they’ve
cancelled my reservation...this has happened so many
times!
What was the funniest event or story in your business
life this year?
Laura: I have to say Mike, from Stark Distribution,
imitating Kate’s iconic laugh in the bar at eroFame this
year… (sorry Kate!)
Sabrina: Going through customs with samples in your
luggage is always interesting... Uprize has been a hit
with Customs Officers and I have even been high fived
and asked for catalogues!
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How will you spend Christmas and New Year?
Laura: Christmas is my favourite time of year as I
love the markets, decorations, the festivities and not
forgetting the mulled wine. The run up to Christmas is
really busy for me as I like to squeeze in as much as I
can but Christmas day is all about visiting family and
friends, eating and drinking way too much!
Sabrina: I plan to relax with my family in Devon and
maybe switch off my mobile phone for a few days.
Christmas is the feast of love ... Do you have any tips
for all those who are looking for some unique gifts for
their loved ones?
Jade: The Fifty Shades of Grey There’s Only Sensation
24 Days of Tease advent calendar of course is much
sexier than the chocolate advent calendars!
Laura: Gifting is my favourite part of Christmas,
I spend months picking the right presents and
wrapping them. I would say don’t underestimate
making something by hand or putting together a little
hamper of random goodies. Things are always more
special when you’ve put some time and thought
into it.
What are your wishes for 2019?
Laura: To live, laugh and love!
Sabrina: A very successful, happy and healthy year.
Kate: To grab every opportunity and create wonderful
memories.
Jade: To spend as much time with my friends and
family when I am not travelling.
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For our anniversary, we had

some great oﬀers for our customers
exclusive

A n n i v e r s a r y celebra tio n: 6 yea rs o f Intima in No rrkö p ing

„

You celebrated the 6th anniversary of
your Norrköping store on 10th November.
Isn‘t it usually the five or ten-year anniversary
that gets celebrated?
Daniel Amneklev: The celebration is not
really 6 years for our store. We opened our
first store 14 years ago, but we moved to a
bigger and better location 6 years ago and
started to count from there. Last time we
had a celebration was 3 years ago when
Puma Swede visited our store. After that,
we planned a 5-year celebration but it was
cancelled because we thought it would be
more fun to have a 6-year celebration in a
sex store.

Special discounts, giveaways, and sweepstakes – the
customers of the Intima retail
store in Norrköping, Sweden,
were in for a special treat on
November 10. The reason: the
store’s six-year anniversary.
Why six years, you wonder?
Why not five or ten, as is
customary? Daniel Amneklev,
head of Intima, has an interesting answer.

Ice cream with SystemJO topping

Always a good sign: A long line of
people at the point of sale

Intima has been part of the cityscape of
Norrköping for years. Is your brick and mortar store already iconic?
Daniel: I really don´t know if our store is iconic. Intima is the only store in our category in
Norrköping and we are located in the middle
of the city‘s biggest shopping street. So, I
believe that many think about our store when
they want to buy new love toys.
What is the secret of success in the retail
business?
Daniel: Our biggest success is that we
have both, an online shop and a physical
store. Our customers know that the product
range in our online shop is available from our
store. It is really a good thing also to have a
physical store when you have an online shop
– this way, you have more personal contact
whit the costumers, and you learn more
about what they really like and want.

Daniel Amneklev
and his team

The customers were in the
mood for shopping

How did the people of Norrköping respond to
the anniversary celebrations?
Daniel: It was very appreciated by our
customers.
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Is this interest proof that the subject of sex toys is
now free of any taboos?
Daniel: Unfortunately, no. This type of store is still taboo for many people but of course it’s getting better
and better each year.
Did you have any special promotions for your customers that day?
Daniel: For our anniversary, we had some great offers
for our customers. The first 60 customers got a nice
goodie bag with some great products. 50 of the bags
were worth over 30 EUR and 10 of them were nearly
90 EUR each. Every costumer who was lined up outside the store got a free chip with our logo that they could
use in our Lucky Wheel where they could got some free
lubes, discount coupons, and a free love toy. When they
bought products, they got more chips for the wheel.
Our costumers really loved this idea! We also had an
ice cream bar where the customers could browse a full
range of delicious lubricants from SystemJO on top.

The store was buzzing from the
moment the doors opened

Did many regular customers drop by or did you also
discover a lot of new faces?
Daniel: Well, in the beginning it was mostly well-known
regulars. During the day, many friends, family members,
and colleagues of those known faces dropped by, and
of course many new faces as well.

Intima is a well-established
store on Norköpping’s biggest
shopping street
The Lucky
Wheel

Which products are in high demand among your
customers at the moment?
Daniel: During this kind of event, everything sells
well, and of course we also had many of the products
on special offer. Womanizer is still one of our bestsellers and this year’s record goes to the clitoris oil ‚Oh
Holy Mary‘ from the Nuei brand in Barcelona.
Did you advertise the anniversary beforehand? Which
media did you use to spread the word?
Daniel: We didn’t have any paid advertising for this
anniversary. We did have some flyers in our store and
we created a group on Facebook where we invited
our friends.
How would you describe the situation in the Swedish retail market? Are your colleagues, competitors, and you satisfied?
Daniel: I have to say that there are many in the
industry who are having a hard time. It is extremely
competitive these days, especially among the
online shops.
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It was the right

opportunity at exactly the right time
exclusive

L i l i a n a B r e nninkmeijer is SC ALA’s new C a lE x o tics B ra nd Amba ssa do r

SCALA has taken the next step in their exclusive business partnership with CalExotics. To
that end, they have hired Liliana Brenninkmeijer as the company’s CalExotics Brand Ambassador. Liliana, who has already been working in the industry for several years, took the time
to tell us about her new responsibilities, the challenges that await her, and the goals she
wants to achieve.

„

Before we talk about your involvement with
SCALA, it would be great to hear about yourself
first. Can you tell us a bit about yourself?
Liliana Brenninkmeijer: I am Liliana Brenninkmeijer: ambitious, energetic, determined,
emphatic, and a social butterfly, ready for a
new challenge at SCALA 2.0. I have a university
degree in Psychology, specialising in consumer
behaviour, and have been involved in the erotic
industry for nearly 7 years. After work hours,
you can often find me in my kitchen, as I love
cooking, or at boxing lessons, as I also like to
challenge myself physically. I have a very social
personality and therefore spend most of my free
time with friends and family. You’ll put a smile
on my face when you take me out for dinner,
to a cultural event, the cinema and concerts, or
indulge me with some sneaker shopping as I am
building quite the collection… When the weather
heats up in summertime, I like to cool down at
the beach (I am very lucky to live just around the
corner from it) or let my hair down at a – preferably techno - music festival. I travel a lot – both for
my work and in my private life – and love visiting
new places as it truly expands your horizons and
introduces you to new traditions, cultures, and
social conventions; all things that enrich the way
you see the world and how you choose to live
your life.

Liliana Brenninkmeijer has joined SCALA
as their new CalExotics Brand Ambassador

How did you come to join SCALA?
Liliana Brenninkmeijer: It was the right opportunity at exactly the right time. During my Psychology studies, I worked part-time in B2C erotic
retail at a boutique called PureLust in Amsterdam.
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After graduating, I was recruited by LELOiAB as a
Business Development Manager Benelux, representing high-end brands such as LELO, HEX and
Intimina. Though I really enjoyed my time there,
learning all about consumers trends, brand exposure, product functionality, and more, I started
craving a new challenge that would allow me to
take the next step in my career. This is where my
previous work experience at PureLust comes in.
When one of my former colleagues mentioned
that SCALA had made an impressive transformation to SCALA 2.0 and that it might be a perfect
match for my desired switch. A few clicks later, I
was on SCALA’s website where I stumbled upon
the CalExotics Brand Ambassador position: the
right opportunity at exactly the right time. I met
with Walter and Trudy, the owners of SCALA 2.0
and we instantly clicked, the rest – as they say –
is history…
What excites you about the new challenge? Why
is SCALA the right choice for you?
Liliana Brenninkmeijer: My new position as
CalExotics Brand Ambassador challenges me to
use my skills and knowledge to find new, creative
ways to boost brand awareness and exposure
on a European level. The position is very versatile
and enables me to work with a wide variety of
people, ranging from our valued retailers, the
fantastic CalExotics team but also our own
SCALA crew: as I’ll be dedicated to maximising
CalExotics’ exposure by working closely in sync
with our sales, marketing, and supply chain
departments. Though SCALA 2.0 is a well-established name with a rich heritage in the industry,
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the company also has a bright, ambitious, and young
team – which creates an exciting mix of experience
and innovation, with room to grow; both on a personal
and on a corporative level.

“ M Y N E W P O S I TI O N A S
C A L E X OTI C S B R A N D A M 

What exactly are your responsibilities as Brand Ambassador?
Liliana Brenninkmeijer: As the CalExotics Brand
Ambassador, I will be travelling across Europe, visiting
our customers at their retail locations to help them
maximise their CalExotics potential. During client visits,
I’ll inform them about all the new CalExotics products,
the brand’s extensive product portfolio and will aim
to answer all their questions regarding the SKUs and
collections. The goal is to make them as excited about
CalExotics as I am: as I see how much retailers can
profit from raising the brand’s awareness amongst
their end-consumers. My role will also see me advising
retailers about in-store product presentation and
POS-options. I aspire to listen carefully to our retailers
and to find out what they need from us – SCALA – to
help them succeed, finding new, creative ways to
meet their needs. This can be anything from finding
– or creating - the right POS-materials for their store
with the help of our graphic designer to an in-depth
product training for the store’s own sales assistants:
the possibilities are endless.

me to interpret a customer’s situation in detail and
translate it into solid advice catered exactly to their
specific store.

And how will you tackle these multifaceted tasks?
Which ideas, visions, plans etc. do you want to implement?
Liliana Brenninkmeijer: We need to focus on those
retailers that have big potential, yet don’t know how to
fully realise it yet. The main goal – as explained earlier
- is to increase CalExotics’ brand awareness and
exposure, which in turn will increase sales, both for
SCALA and for our customers. Product trainings, retail
trainings and offering the right assortment for a specific
target-audience are key factors in this. I am fortunate
to have extensive experience in consumer behaviour,
consumer trends and product development, allowing

To what extend will the experiences you‘ve made in the
past help you in your new field of action?
Liliana Brenninkmeijer: My experiences in B2C and
B2B erotic retail, business development, PR and Trade
Marketing, and consumer psychology are all important
attributes I bring to this new CalExotics Brand Ambassador position. My professional background enables
me to advice retailers from the brand’s perspective,
but it has also thought me how to approach consumers in a non-intimidating, engaging way about erotic
subjects – vital to promoting brand awareness amongst
the end-consumer in a store environment. In the erotic
industry – or any retail industry - psychology is such
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BASSADOR CHALLENGES
M E TO U S E M Y S K I L L S
A N D K N O W L E D G E TO F I N D
N E W, C R E ATI V E WAY S T O
B O O S T B R A N D AWA R E 
NESS AND EXPOSURE ON
A EUROPEAN LEVEL.“
LILIANA BRENNINKMEIJER
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“ C A L E X OTI C S C R E AT E S
I N N O VATI V E , U S E R 
F R I E N D LY, A N D T R E N DY
PRODUCTS MADE OF PRE
M I U M M AT E R I A L S , PA C K 
A G E D I N C O N T E M P O R A RY,
E Y E  C ATC H I N G WAY S . “
LILIANA BRENNINKMEIJER

an important factor when it comes to understanding
your end-consumers’ needs, wants and desires: and
it can help clarify a lot of questions about why certain
products or product presentations generate bigger
results than others. I hope to shed a light on this subject with our SCALA clients and enlighten them about
the thrilling possibilities that understanding consumer
behaviour offers.
What are the strengths of the CalExotics brand in your
opinion?
Liliana Brenninkmeijer: CalExotics creates innovative,
user-friendly and trendy products made of premium
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materials, packa
ag in contemporary, eye-catching
packaged
ways. The Cal
E
CalExotics
designs aren’t just thrilling to
use, they are a
also thrilling to look at; making them
a quality, non-int
t
non-intimidating
choice in erotic novelties
that every consum
m deserves in their love life! Another
consumer
thing about CalEx
x
CalExotics
that I love is its involvement
with varies foundations and charities, giving something back to the world and donating part
of ttheir profits to worthy causes. An
ex
x
example
of this is its Inspire collection
wh
h
where
for each product sold, a donation iiss made to the Living Beyond Breast
Canc
c foundation. Though CalExotics is
Cancer
one o
of the biggest brands in the industry, it sst
still manages to maintain a great
eye-fo
or
eye-for-detail
and personal approach to
erotic pleasure, creating collections to heighten intimacy and truly
im
m
improve
its end-consumers’ experience
ence. The brand has a match for every
preference, entry-level, and budget. An example?
The Jack Rabbits collection, which offers simple and
budget-friendly rabbit-vibes for beginners – yet also
includes state-of-the-art bunnies for more experienced players. Or, as CalExotics states, “There is a right
bunny for every honey”. Its high-level of commitment
to delivering the very best in adult novelties resonates
in each and every CalExotics collection, with a strong
focus on product quality, brand experience, and great
cohesiveness between the products.
CalExotics has been a major player in the European
market for many years. Is there still room for improvement?
Liliana Brenninkmeijer: CalExotics already has a winning formula and is – as you just confirmed – a solidly
established name in the European market, but as is
the case with everything in life, there is always room
for improvement. Not necessarily for CalExotics as a
brand, as its already big on innovation, listening to the
end-consumers, and creating collections that are bang
on trend – the improvement lies more in promoting
a better understanding of what the brand can offer
retailers. Raising brand awareness and giving retailers
the tools to maximise their CalExotics potential is key
to expanding the brand’s presence in the European
market. The unique thing about CalExotics is how
closely the brand monitors consumer demands and
actually listens to what people want – instead of overloading the market with mediocre products. CalExotics
is truly making the difference, we are simply creating
new, creative ways to spread that message!
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Tenuto is very exploratory, from how you

wear it to the type of vibrations you choose
exclusive

M y s te r y Vi be p resent th eir f irst p ro duct f o r men a nd co up les
MysteryVibe’s first product, Crescendo, stuck out due its great flexibility and adaptability to
all kinds of love play. Now, the start-up presents their follow-up, and Tenuto adheres to the
same principles that were established with Crescendo - the difference being that Tenuto
was developed to be worn on the penis; however, MysteryVibe put great emphasis on making it a product that could and should also be used by couples. In our interview, company
CEO Soumyadip Rakshit tells us more about Tenuto and the challenges of creating such a
sex toy.

„

Originally Tenuto is a musical term,
meaning that the musician should hold
a note for its full length. How does
this translate to your newest
product with the same name?
Soumyadip Rakshit: Like
Crescendo, Tenuto is also
a musical term – as you’ve
noted. While the exact
meaning of Tenuto depends
upon context, it either
enhances the duration or
dynamic of a musical note
– thus indicating that the note
should be played slightly louder
or held longer. Drawing on that
defi nition, Tenuto can offer the potential
to enhance the duration and potency of sex.

Soumyadip Rakshit, CEO of MysteryVibe

You describe Tenuto as „The wearable
vibrator for men“. While vibrators for women
are common in the erotic industry, a vibrator
for men calls for some explanation. How
exactly does it work?
Soumyadip Rakshit: Tenuto is the only
product designed for penises and couples
that stimulates multiple pleasure points.
Users can also customise the location and
the pattern and intensity of vibrations.
Tenuto focus on the wearer and receiver’s
pleasure and is versatile enough to adapt to
most body shapes. It has 6 motors which
are all individually controllable through a
beautiful app.
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The exciting part about Tenuto is that there’s no
one way to use it. It was originally designed to
be worn around the shaft, like a traditional cock
ring, with the base of the device emitting vibrations through the perineum to the prostate.
That said, some may discover that the stimulation works best at the glans of the penis, or more
directly along the shaft - and you can even try
turning it around.
Tenuto is very exploratory, from how you wear
it to the type of vibrations you choose. We want
Tenuto to prompt you to ask questions like “I
wonder how it will feel if I try it this way” - which
can hopefully lead to more sources of pleasure.

Much more than just a nifty cock ring:
Tenuto by MysteryVibe
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Why did you decide to develop a toy for men?
Soumyadip Rakshit: While Crescendo, our first
product, was meant for all genitalia - we seemed
to get a lot of feedback that people with penises
wanted a toy made JUST for them. After hearing this
time and time again, we decided that was exactly
what we’d do.
We also feel strongly that society’s perceptions of
men’s sexuality is severely limited due to outdated
social stigmas. It’s not black and white, and the
pleasure potential that could be achieved if you
thought of sex in a more exploratory fashion (rather
than goal-oriented) are boundless. Unfortunately,
the social narrative tells men that they don’t “need
help” and that their sexuality is “simple”, so a lot of
them live their lives never expanding their definition
of sexuality or pleasure. We want Tenuto to not only
allow for this, but to encourage conversations about
men’s sexuality as a whole and hopefully open up
our social narrative around it.

“ U N FO R T U N AT E LY, TH E
S O C I A L N A R R ATI V E T E L L S
M E N TH AT TH E Y D O N ’ T
‚ N E E D H E L P ‘ A N D TH AT
TH E I R S E X U A L I T Y I S
‚ S I M P L E ‘ , S O A LOT O F
TH E M L I V E TH E I R L I V E S
N E V E R E X PA N D I N G TH E I R
D E F I N I TI O N O F S E X U A L I 
TY OR PLEASURE.“
S O U M YA D I P R A K S H I T

Like its predecessor, Crescendo, Tenuto can also be controlled via MysteryApp

Would you say, that the oft-used term “couples
toy” is also a fi tting description for Tenuto?
Soumyadip Rakshit: Tenuto can of course be
used solo or as a couple, but it certainly stands as a
couples toy in more ways than one. It can be worn
during foreplay or during intercourse and is a great
way to add a whole new series of sensations to sex.
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How did the experience of creating your fi rst
product – the smart vibe Crescendo – help you in
developing this toy?
Soumyadip Rakshit: Crescendo, and the insanely positive feedback surrounding it, showed
us that people want versatile, customisable products. As mentioned, we also learned that penis
owners are interested in high-tech products just
for them – a demand which the market currently
doesn’t do a great job of satisfying.
We also learned that couples enjoy exploring
together - especially when the toy can provide
pleasure for both parties. This isn’t always easy
to engineer - which meant we really put a ton of
thought into the construction and effects of
Tenuto to ensure it was as effective as possible
for as many different people as possible.
The development of Tenuto took about two years,
a really long time when compared with other sex
toys. What were the biggest challenges and how
did the product change over time?
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Soumyadip Rakshit: The challenge was really to
create a product that fit as many different body shapes and sizes as possible while catering to a diverse
range of pleasure zones. It really required thinking
outside the box and re-imagining the potential for a
penis product.
Our engineering and design team played around with
several different design concepts (we had dozens of
concepts & renderings) before we came upon the final
idea for Tenuto. We wanted to create something that
was versatile but also stimulated very specific areas,
which truly was a complex balance to strike.
Just like your previous product, Tenuto can be controlled via app. What exactly can the user control this
way?
Soumyadip Rakshit: While you can play with Tenuto’s options manually, the app allows you to create
different shapes, use new inbuilt vibes, and engage in
partner play through live control.
We are constantly adding updates to the app in order
to make it more dynamic and engaging.

“ T E N U TO I S TH E O N LY
P R O D U C T D E S I G N E D FO R
PENISES AND COUPLES
T H AT S TI M U L AT E S M U LTI 
PLE PLEASURE POINTS.“
S O U M YA D I P R A K S H I T

When will the Tenuto be available for retailers and distributors? Where should retailers turn to if they want to
add the product to their range?
Soumyadip Rakshit: The first batch of Tenutos is
currently in production and will start shipping at the
beginning of October. These have already been pre-ordered by our customers. The second batch of Tenutos
will start production next month as soon as the first
batch is shipped. This is for retail and will be ready to
ship from early December, in time for Christmas!
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MysteryVibe found a distribution partner in ST
Rubber. How did this cooperation come about?
Can retailers turn to ST Rubber for POS materials
and other support as well?
Soumyadip Rakshit: We met Werner from ST
Rubber at eroFame last year and started building
the relationship from there. ST has been a great
partner, with an extensive reach across Europe
and close control over how our brand is presented across all channels. Retailers can get all the
support they need from the wonderful team at ST,
including training, POS, and materials.
What can you tell us about MysteryVibe’s plans for
the near future?
Soumyadip Rakshit: We’re going to continue to
focus on creative, unprecedented designs that
provide unique paths to pleasure and also prompt
important conversations. Furthermore, we’re
going to work on creating smart, interactive, and
connected toys that are extremely safe and secure
through careful, conscious technological consent
techniques. We’re a brand that is inspired by
technology, but that aims to put humans and their
safety, comfort, and happiness first.
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Give your sex life a boost and surprise

yourself with the pleasure of YOURGASM
exclusive

We n d e d e n B ra ver p resents h er new p ro duct

„

How did you get the idea for YOURGASM?
Wende den Braver: The internationally treasured
brand for erotic games, ‘Tease & Please’, proudly
introduces YOURGASM - the exhilarating game
for solo sex! Women in particular still find it
somewhat taboo, but why shouldn’t you treat
yourself to unrivaled climaxes? The inspiration
for developing a product such as YOURGASM
was actually quite obvious. We often hear from
women (though also from men) who yearn for
more sexual pleasure and enjoyment. Research
shows that knowledge of one’s own body and
the related sexuality is an excellent starting point
for great sexual experiences. As a result, those
who are familiar with their own body can drastically increase pleasure, all the more if they open
up to the enticing toys available. YOURGASM
beautifully helps every man or woman familiarise
themselves with the many opportunities offered
by masturbation, in a natural way. I believe it will
motivate women to ‚experiment‘ and help them
get to know themselves (even) better.

eroFame took place at the
beginning of October, and
as usual, many new products premiered at the trade
convention. One of them
was YOURGASM, the latest
innovation from MOODZZ BV,
a product that opens up new
avenues for both, men and
women to better get to know
their bodies, their wishes and
urges, and ways to satisfy these wishes by trying different
kinds of masturbation. In our
EAN interview, Wende den
Braver tells us more about the
new solo sex toy

YOURGASM includes a set for men and a set
for women. What products can be found in
these sets?
Wende: YOURGASM WOMEN includes a vibrating toy, lubricant, and 50 cards, each featuring
an original and, above all, enticing masturbation
variation. And we certainly couldn’t leave out
a set for men. YOURGASM MEN includes a
masturbation egg, lubricant, and 50 cards full
of exciting masturbation challenges. Both men
and women are guaranteed surprisingly intense
pleasure during this liberating exploration of
themselves.
Let’s not forget that solo sex provides many other
advantages: self-confidence, reduced stress,
higher chance of having a satisfying orgasm, and
people truly become more comfortable in their
own skin which facilitates improved sleep.
The tantalising challenges provide stimulation
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on countless fronts and eliminate false notions
of shame. In doing so, they provide additional
pleasure, seduction, enticing stimulation, the
discovery of various techniques and erogenous
and orgasmic zones – your ‘usual climax’ will
pale in comparison! For men… your erection will
become harder and your stamina will increase.
In short, it even improves your sex life with your
partner.
Make love, start with yourself - With YOURGASM
you’ll discover exactly what arouses you. If you
don’t know, how can you expect your partner to?
Give your sex life a boost and surprise yourself
with the pleasure of YOURGASM.
Who is the target audience for YOURGASM?
Wende: We originally designed this product for
women but during product development and

YOURGASM MEN includes a masturbation egg,
a lubricant, and 50 cards
full of exciting masturbation challenges
YOURGASM WOMEN
includes a vibrating toy,
a lubricant, and 50
'Challenges for
Solo Sex‘ cards
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The premiere of
YOURGASM:
Wende den Braver
at eroFame 2018

“ M A K E LO V E , S TA R T W I TH
YO U R S E L F  W I TH YO U R 
testing, we quickly realised
that men are also enthusiastic
about the product and enjoy
challenging themselves with
the many exercise cards.
Quite naturally, it’s also a
popular gift for the singles
in our midst; for everyone
looking for more variation,
self-discovery and wanting to
tease themselves to exciting
new heights! Who wouldn’t
want that?

G A S M YO U ’ L L D I S C O V E R

much will YOURGASM cost
in stores?
Wende: The retail price of
YOURGASM will be between
19.99 and 24.99.
Where can retailers get your
YOURGASM products?
Wende: These products can
be purchased via Eropartner:
www.eropartner.nl
The games are now available
in Dutch-French and English-German versions. We expect to launch additional
language combinations soon.

E X A C T LY W H AT A R O U S E S
YO U . “
W E N D E D E N B R AV E R

Do you think that there aren’t enough products for
inexperienced sex toy buyers?
Wende: YOURGASM is a new product and a true
eye-opener for solo sex. This became abundantly clear
during eroFame - we’ve rarely had so many positive
reactions to a new product!
Another important element factoring into the purchasing
decision of most first-time buyers is the price. How
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For more information
about YOURGASM, go to
www.teaseandplease.eu

Do you have any advice for retailers on how to present
and market YOURGASM in brick and mortar stores and
online shops?
Wende: We think that YOURGASM deserves a place
on the display counter or on the homepage of each
web shop. Make love, begin with yourself! The satisfied
customer will definitely return…
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For Love to Love,

pleasure is the only true luxury!
exclusive

A n n e - L a u r e Lesa ge p resents new Lo ve to Lo ve p ro ducts

„

When did you launch Love to Love and
what was your motivation to establish your own
brand?
Anne-Laure Lesage: The brand was officially
launched at a design fair in Paris in 2004. It was
driven by the desire to sell fun, safe, and ergonomic sex toys.

Next year, the Love to Love
brand will celebrate its 15th
anniversary. Being able to
thrive in this market for such
a long time is a clear sign of
success and consistency. As
we near the big birthday, a
number of new products have
been added to the diverse
Love to Love range, with
Wonderlove being a particularly remarkable addition.
Anne-Laure Lesage, Business
Developer at Lovely Planet, tells us more about the
new products and shines a
spotlight on the history of the
brand that was launched in
Paris in 2004.

What does Love to Love stand for? What‘s the
philosophy behind the brand?
Anne-Laure: Love to Love was inspired by the
hippie spirit and values like ‚Peace & Love‘ and
‚Make Love not War.‘ As a result, the brand now
has its own tagline: ‚Think French, Make Love.‘
Born from the motto ‚Sex, Fun & Rock’n’Roll‘,
Love to Love has been fueled by the desire to
create products which combine great design and
pop culture. Toys, erotic cosmetics & gifts are
often designed in collaboration with prestigious
pop artists such as Marine Peyre, Milo Manara,
La Fille d’Ö, Ora Ïto, and real soon… Apollonia
Saint-Clair. Love to Love wants to invite people
to enjoy life freely, because for Love to Love,
pleasure is the only true luxury!

brand image, Love to Love opens the sex toy
market to a wider audience than other brands.
How big is the current product range of Love to
Love and what kind of products are there?
Anne-Laure: Love to Love offers three ranges
and around 100 different products:
Toys like vibrators, rabbits, clitoris stimulators,
vibrating eggs, plugs, cock rings, masturbators
and prostate stimulators, erotic cosmetics, and
gifts.
What are the unique selling points of Love to
Love? How are your products different from
those of your competitors?

The brand is almost 15 years old - how has it
changed over the years? And how have you
succeeded in keeping the brand up-to-date and
always reflecting the latest trends in the erotic
market?
Anne-Laure: The Love to Love brand and
products put artistic diversity first, and combine it
with an authentic idea of fun. By following those
instincts, Love to Love has created products that
are timeless, modern, and always up to date.
Last year, the team also redid the entire packaging design.

New from
Love to Love:
Wonderlove

Who is the target audience for Love to Love?
Anne-Laure: ‚Newcomers‘ to pleasure items.
People who are looking for new experiences and
naughty games. Through its product range and
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Anne-Laure Lesage,
Business Developer
at Lovely Planet
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Anne-Laure: When Love to Love was launched,
the team chose to work only and exclusively with
resellers in order to give them full benefit of the
margins. What makes Love to Love stand out in
addition to the originality of its products is the great
appeal to newcomers, and the mainstream dimension, which helps advance the democratisation of
the erotic market.
What can you tell us about the pricing of Love to
Love?
Anne-Laure: Love to Love has positioned itself in
the mid-price segment but we also have a line of
premium products with high-end packaging.
What measures have you taken to make the brand
known and give it a strong presence in the minds
of the consumers?
Anne-Laure: Since its creation, Love to Love has
been featured in a lot of mainstream magazines:
Cosmopolitan, Closer, Elle, GQ... In addition to
that, Love to Love is continuously refining its social
media strategy, and there are a lot of partnerships
with the press and social media influencers. Moreover, the brand highlights its presence through
targeted public events.
You are introducing new products from the Love
to Love brand. Is there a standout, and if so, could
you tell us more about it?
Anne-Laure: Wonderlove is one of our new products. It’s the best clitoris G-spot vibrating egg of
the market.
How did the team come up with the idea for this
new product and how does it reflect the Love to
Love brand?
Anne-Laure: Wonderlove was created to deliver a
fun toy, suited for couples, with a wireless remote
control – a toy that offers internal and external
stimulation and guarantees a clitoral orgasm each
time you use it.
The idea was born from a hand drawing, followed
by several years‘ of ergonomics research to make
the product easy to use and efficient. It fits the life
of Love to Love’s customers and embodies the
idea of being free. This product is so discreet, you
can use it everywhere at any time.

Anne-Laure: It has been available since the end of
November, so we invite our retailers to place their
orders. Displays and brochures have been created
to support retailers.
Where can European trade members get Love to
Love products?
Anne-Laure: From distributor Lovely Planet. Just
visit the new website.
Are there plans to expand the brand Love to Love
in the future?
Anne-Laure: We have several new products in development for 2019 and 2020. Just so you know:
Love to Love is working on the funnest toys in the
market!

Two highlights
among many in the
brand history of Love
to Love : Oh Oui and
Sex Bunny

When will the new product be available and will
there be POS materials for retailers?
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Satisfyer Luxury is our first luxury line, and the wishes of our
customers have been the basis upon which it was created
exclusive

S u c c e s s f u l p remiere a t ero Fa me

„

You premiered the new Satisfyer Luxury
line at eroFame. Are you happy with the
feedback?
Jerome Bensimon: We started receiving
feedback right after the premiere, and it
was overwhelming. We had already begun creating awareness for the products
through ads weeks before eroFame, but
when our partners and their trade customers actually got to see these products and
feel the first-class materials, the response
was unanimous. We had already heard that
people were impressed with the design, but
not even we expected this kind of euphoric
feedback. Obviously, this makes us very
happy and very proud. Our customers were
particularly impressed by the materials. We
made it a point to use natural materials such
as hand-brushed aluminium, stainless steel,
leather, and liquid silicone. So, no chromated
plastic, but instead, you get buttons made
from stainless steel, etc. Also, we made the
deliberate choice to focus on hand-crafted
elements – 75% of the product are made by
hand while most products are usually 95%
machine-made. That was another element
that people really liked.

eroFame has always been a
popular launch pad for new
products, so if everybody is
talking about your product
or collection after the show,
that’s definitely a promising
start. Looking at the positive
feedback Satisfyer Luxury
has received, the toy line has
every chance of becoming
another big success for Satisfyer. Jerome Bensimon, Satisfyer’s Vice President of Sales,
explains why the new luxury
line turned so many heads.

Satisfy
The Satisfyer
li
Luxury line

Luxury is a very elastic concept. In your
opinion, what does a sex toy or a sex toy line
have to bring to the table to really deserve
the luxury label?
Jerome: The way we see it, luxury toys
have to meet three important criteria, and
our three new products definitely do. 1) The
product needs to be made from luxurious,
high-quality materials that clearly set them
apart from other product lines – the kind of
materials that people would also look for
when buying jewellery or accessories such as
handbags. We don’t use chromated plastic,

Jerome Bensimon,
Vice President of
Sales, Satisfyer
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Each Satisfyer Luxury
product is accompanied
by a special display

we use real stainless steel. High-quality leather
and liquid silicone are also part of our selection of
materials, and they add to the kind of sophistication that make a toy a luxury product. 2) The design
has to be modern, innovative, a little bit futuristic,
and you definitely want intuitive and ergonomic
controls. That is a very important element for us.
For instance, our products have stylish decorative
elements the likes of which you’d expect from
renowned brands such as Apple Mac, and while
most products in the market are machine-made,
ours are mostly hand-crafted. 75% of the production process is done by hand in order to achieve
the best-possible result. And 3) You need a little
bit of extra glamour. If you look at our three Luxury
products, you can tell at first glance how much
attention we paid to the details, e.g. the colour
schemes or the buttons: The chrome borders
around the buttons are not made from chromated
plastic, but are real stainless steel, which adds to
the look but also the feel of the product. Details like
these make our toys true luxury products. And let’s
not forget the packaging. If you sell a luxury toy,
the packaging also needs to reflect a love of detail.
In the case of our products, we even included a
high-quality bag to make sure every customer wish
was met.
There is no dearth of luxury collections. How do
you want to position Satisfyer Luxury in this competitive segment?
Jerome: Satisfyer Luxury is our first luxury line,
and the wishes and requests of our customers
have been the basis upon which it was created.
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It is very important for us to be able to present
something new and refined to our customers
whenever we launch a product, and of course,
there are the tried and true Satisfyer standards:
top quality, presented at an unrivaled price-quality
ratio, with class-A materials like hand-brushed
aluminium, leather, and liquid silicone, and above
all, no plastic. So, to get back to your question.
First and foremost, we position our new line as a
new line of Satisfyer products for women, and we
are excited to have a luxury collection to offer to
our customers now.
When people talk about luxury products, a term
that is often brought up is ‚affordable luxury?‘ Do
your products offer affordable luxury?
Jerome: They definitely do. We always strive to
bring our customers the best-possible quality
at the best-possible terms. Offering the perfect
price-quality ratio has always been, and will always
be our credo, and that is also true for our Luxury
toys. With our Luxury line, the customers get toys
boasting a design and a quality you’d usually only
see from big brands outside the erotic industry,
brands like Apple Mac. And you get it at fair prices
starting below 100 euro.
So, there are three products in this new collection.
What are their unique selling points?
Jerome: The best way to describe how these
products stick out is to describe the products
themselves: Satisfyer Luxury Haute Couture and
Prêt-à-porter have a ring made from extra-soft
liquid silicone that smoothly encircles the clitoris
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and provides the proven Satisfyer pressure wave
stimulation. The intuitive controls allow you to
choose your personal favourite from 11 intensities
to enjoy the feeling of contactless clitoral stimulation. Thanks to the ergonomic shape, Satisfyer
Luxury Haute Couture and Satisfyer Luxury Prêt-à
porter fit into your hand ergonomically, and the
structured leather on the upper side makes for a
wonderfully smooth feel. The design is topped off
by golden and rose-gold elements from real metal
and a silky corpus in elegant white and pink.
The design, brushed aluminium surface, and the
ergonomic curves of Satisfyer Luxury High Fashion
are highlights in their own right, and on top of that,
this toy also offers contactless Airpulse stimulation
with 11 programmes. The shape of High Fashion
makes for comfortable use, further adding to the
appealing feel of the toy.
Who is Satisfyer Luxury made for? Who is the
target audience for these products?
Jerome: As always, we make our toys for modern
women who enjoy lifestyle toys and won’t accept
compromises when it comes to quality. Our target
audience is wide and varied, therefore, we always
try to strike the perfect balance between modern
technology, carefully selected materials, great
design, and an appropriate price point – and so far,
we have managed to find that balance with each
toy we create.
Two of the new Satisfyer Luxury products include
leather elements. Of course, leather has a great
feel, but isn’t it also a tricky material for a sex toy
when it comes to hygiene?
Jerome: While developing these toys, we have invested a lot of time and money doing research, and
we picked a type of leather that is a) very easy to
clean and b) well-known enough so the customers
understand the advantages very quickly. Moreover,
we have only used leather in places that do not
come into direct contact with the intimate area. By
refining the surface and structure of the leather, we
have ensured that these toys are easy and hygienic
to clean and easy and hygienic to use.

ment. Just look at brands such as Chanel, Prada,
or Hermes. But of course, we want our Luxury
toy collection to be for all consumers groups,
so we also have a toy that boasts high-quality
metal elements, from hand-brushed aluminium to
stainless steel control elements. The decorative
details are created by hand, same as with the two
other Satisfyer Luxury products. In short, this toy
represents a great option for vegans to also enjoy
all the advantages of our Luxury line.
What POS materials have your created to go along
with the new collection, and what advice do you
have for retailers (online & brick and mortar) so
they can achieve the greatest-possible success
with Satisfyer Luxury?
Jerome: We make it a point to support the retail
trade, and we will remain faithful to this strategy
with Satisfyer Luxury, offering free POS displays
to the trade members. For each Satisfyer Luxury
toy, there is a different display, and with the marble
and stainless-steel look, they are bound to become
THE visual highlight of any store. As for sales
advice, I’d suggest positioning the display near the
counter area. This way, the customers are bound
to notice them, and you get maximum exposure for
the product.
Are there plans to add more products to the Satisfyer Luxury line??
Jerome: There are lots of plans and ideas, and as
Satisfyer has proven in the past, we usually have a
surprise or two up the sleeve. I can’t and won’t go
into details about our plans right now, but I can assure you that with Satisfyer, the fun and excitement
never stop.

Also, won’t the inclusion of leather elements be a
red flag for consumer groups such as vegetarians
and vegans?
Jerome: Admittedly, leather is a material that is
viewed critically by certain consumers, but real
leather is an important element in the luxury seg-
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In Germany alone, there are roughly 14,000 people

who are infected with HIV without knowing it
exclusive

E X AC TO is a H IV self -test f o r h o me use

ecoaction GmbH and Deutsche AIDS Hilfe, the national German AIDS
organisation, have joined forces to bring the first HIV self-test to
Germany and Austria. EXACTO, as the product is called, was
developed by French company BIOSYNEX and it is approved as a
medical product and CE-certified. Oliver Gothe, the head of
ecoaction GmbH, explains the importance HIV self-tests.

„

In October, the first
HIV self-test for home
use was launched in
Germany and Austria.
The first question that
comes to mind is: Why
did it take so long?
Oliver Gothe: Until
recently, the legal stipulation in these countries
was that HIV tests
could only be taken at
general practitioners,
public health offices,
or special AIDS Hilfe
centres. However, the
latest generation of HIV
self-tests is so easy to
use that the German legislators saw no reason
to prevent them from
being freely available
any longer.

Oliver Gothe, Director of
ecoaction GmbH
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Is it correct that the
German minister of
health demanded that
such self-tests be
introduced, and that the
national German AIDS
organisation, Deutsche
AIDS Hilfe, is supporting the launch?

Oliver: HIV self-tests won’t just be available
to consumers in Germany; they are already
available in many other European countries,
and they will become available in even more
markets in the near future. In Germany, the
legislators feel that it is very important to also
offer additional assistance apart from the
self-test. So, if you do the test and the result
is positive, you can get support, assistance,
and suggestions on how to proceed via phone
or online. This is where Deutsche AIDS Hilfe
comes in. They are well-prepared for this task,
after all, they have established a tightly knit
network of counsellors across Germany.
Why is it so important to be able to self-test
at home? Anybody can do a HIV test at their
doctor’s office ...
Oliver: In Germany alone, there are roughly
14,000 people who are infected with HIV
without even knowing it. Taking a HIV test
and then undergoing HIV therapy could
prevent them from ever getting AIDS. It could
literally save them from becoming severely
sick, maybe even dying. The combination of
test and therapy can also eliminate the risk
of infecting sex partners with HIV. Studies
in other countries have shown that many
people are hesitant to take these tests at a
doctor`s office. There is still a psychological
barrier. By offering self-tests that you can
take at home, you significantly lower that
inhibition threshold.
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EXACTO will be distributed
in Germany and Austria via
ecoaction GmbH

While ecoaction GmbH will distribute EXACTO - as
the self-test is named - in Germany and Austria, the
test is being produced by French company BIOSYNEX. What can you tell us about this company, and
how did this collaboration come about?
Oliver: Well, the initial collaboration was with
Deutsche AIDS Hilfe. Together, we looked for a HIV
self-test that combined great reliability and ease of
use. Also, you had to be able to see the results of
the test as soon as possible. EXACTO is being produced in France, and unlike other, Asian products, it
offered exactly what we were looking for. As a result,
Deutsche AIDS Hilfe e.V will officially recommend
EXACTO, and it will be the only HIV self-test to actually bear the logo of the organisation.
At present, only three self-tests are approved as medical products, bearing the CE seal of quality, and
EXACTO is one of them. Are there many products of
questionable quality and reliability on the market?
Oliver: You will find a lot of companies on the
internet that offer cheap HIV tests, often calling
them AIDS tests. The CE symbol is a good indicator;
if a product doesn’t bear this symbol, consumers
shouldn’t take the risk. Instead, they should choose
certified, reliable tests. Retailers are in a perfect
position to advise the consumers on which tests to
buy.
So, how easy is it to do the test? Is it fool-proof?
How long does it take to get your result?
Oliver: A drop of blood is sufficient for the HIV test,
which establishes the presence of antibodies to the
virus. The tests are very reliable if 12 weeks or more
have passed since the time of infection – in some
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”HIV SELFTESTS WON’T
J U S T B E AVA I L A B L E TO
C O N S U M E R S I N G E R M A N Y;
TH E Y A R E A L R E A DY
AVA I L A B L E I N M A N Y
OTH E R E U R O P E A N
C O U N T R I E S , A N D TH E Y

cases, the body takes a while
to produce antibodies. Thanks
to the illustrated instruction
manual, doing the test is very
easy. It usually only takes a few
minutes, and about 10 minutes
later, you have the results.
How reliable are the results?
Oliver: 99.9% reliable.
How much will the test cost?
Oliver: Roughly 20 euro.

Which channels of distribution
will you use to market EXACTO?
much potential does this
M A R K E T S . “ How
test hold for retailers?
Oliver: We want EXACTO to
be sold by specialised retailers,
because they can answer the
questions consumers may have
about the test. As for the potential, the HIV self-test
has been available in France for 1.5 years, and it is
very successful. For the German market, experts
predict a yearly potential of about 400,000 HIV
self-tests.

W I L L B E C O M E AVA I L A B L E
IN EVEN MORE
O L I V E R G OT H E

What do retailers need to know about EXACTO to
be able to offer qualified advice to their customers?
Oliver: We have created educational materials,
specifically for retailers, and they can order these
information brochures for free. All retailers have to
do is send an e-mail to info@ecoaction.de, and we
will send the materials to them.
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It all depends on meeting the right people
„
L a d i e s N i gh t H o me Pa rties ex p a nds to B elgium

exclusive

Your company Ladies Night Home Parties
has taken the first step out of your home
market, The Netherlands – now your parties
are also be available in Belgium. Can you tell
us how did it happen?
Eric Vonke: Well, we had already collaborated for a year or two with Belgian sexologist
Kaat Bollen, who is quite famous here in
Holland and Belgium. We asked her to keep
an eye out for Belgian people she thought
would fi t in with our company because she
understands our business policies and the
way we work. A few months ago, she found
Sara Taels and introduced her to us. Sara
used to work for Beate Uhse as a sexologist
as well, so she knows her way around the
industry. The moment we met Sara
was the moment we
decided we would
make the move to
Belgium. A logical
next step, because
as you know, they
speak Dutch like
we do.

Due to the geographical and
linguistic proximity between
the Netherlands and Flanders, the Dutch-speaking
part of Belgium, expanding
into this market seemed like
a logical move for Ladies
Night Homeparties. Taking this step also marked
the Dutch company’s first
foray outside of their home
market. Are there plans to
expand even further? Eric
Vonke, the head of Ladies
Night, tells us in our EAN
interview.

So, are your parties
only available in the
Dutch-speaking part
of Belgium or everywhere?
Eric: Actually, we are
concentrating to the
Dutch-speaking part
of Belgium right now.
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Have you had to change anything about your
concept for the Belgian market, or can you
use your existing system?
Eric: We can use the system we already have
in place with just a few small changes.

What about the competition in Belgium? Surely there are already established companies
in the home party market …
Eric: Yes, there is a competitor, but we never
look at the competition because we believe in
our own strength and uniqueness. We have
done parties in Belgium close to the Dutch
border in the last few years and were always
asked to come to Belgium because the
Belgian clients like what we do and how we
approach things. It is not just a sales night …
it is so much more with us, while our competition seems to be more sales-oriented.
You have two experts for your venture in
Belgium, who act as ambassadors for Ladies
Night. Who are they?
Eric: Kaat Bollen is a famous Belgian sexologist who has had lots of appearances on
TV. She is an established sexologist and has
written several books. Sara Taels is also a
sexologist who has worked for Beate Uhse
before.
What do you expect from these two experts?
How does it benefit your activities in Belgium
to have these well-known faces on your team?
Eric: First of all, they are connected. Our
launch parties were for the biggest magazines
and a lot of famous influencers and famous
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Belgian women were present at these parties.
The other thing is that they have a different way of
approaching things. They educate all of our agents
about sexology and they have lots of knowledge to
share.
Which channels do you use to promote your parties
in Belgium?
Eric: We promote our parties through influencers,
magazines, our existing client base, and of course
through Google and our social media channels.
Can you already tell us about the initial response?
Eric: To be honest, it has been quite overwhelming.
People in Belgium are used to the parties hosted
our competitor, but now they see that it is much

more fun and educating the way
we do it.

“ W E NE V E R LOOK AT THE
Are there considerations to
expand into other neighbouring
countries?
W E BE L IE V E IN OUR
Eric: For now, we have no such
plans. We are already extremely
OW N STRE NGTH AND
busy doing what we do and
we want to do it the right way.
UNIQUE NE SS.“
But we never say never. It all
ERIC VONKE
depends on meeting the right
people. We tried taking the franchise route before, but we want
to maintain full control, so if we were to expand, they
would be working with and for us.

C OMPE TITION BE C AUSE

Ladies Night Home Parties will rely on existing structures and strategies for their new activities in Belgium
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I am looking forward to the next 15 years!
exclusive

Ke r i n D e Fr a ncis h its h er 15-yea r a nniversa ry a t Do c Jo h nso n in Ja nua ry

„

You have been working in the erotic industry
for a long time, and you started out very young.
Was there even a professional life for you before
joining this industry?
Kerin De Francis: There is really no professional
back history. My first real job was in the industry.
As a matter of fact, I have been in this industry
since I was 19. But please, let’s not get into how
old I am now. Suffice it to say, I have been part of
the biz for quite a while. But it’s worth mentioning
that I already started working when I was 13 –
from being a temp in restaurants to office work to
working in retail. I think everybody should spend
some time in the service industry because it really
changes your view of things.

It is no exaggeration to say
that Kerin De Francis is a
veteran of the erotic industry.
After all, she started working
for a distributor in the US at
the tender age of 19. A few
years later, she moved on to
Doc Johnson – and she has
stayed with the company for
the past 15 years. EAN asked
Kerin about her career, her
mentors, and about the hot
button topic of women in the
erotic industry.

those days! For instance, I had never seen a sex
toy before. And the only porn I had ever watched
had been a cheap flick on VHS that a friend and
I found while browsing through my parents’ stuff.
New Beginnings was a big company, and they
sold absolutely everything that was available at
the time – toys, VHS, pocket books, magazines,
BDSM, lubricants ... you name it, they had it.
Getting a grasp of all that during my early years in

What made you decide to sell silicone penises
and vibrators?
Kerin: I was at a strange place in life after high
school. I went to college half the day and had to
work the other half. I combed through the job
offers in newspapers, and one day, I stumbled
across a job ad placed by an ‚adult company‘, looking for someone to work in their office
part-time. It sounded interesting, so I went for it.
The company turned out to be distributors New
Beginnings. I got an interview, and they hired me
right on the spot. The rest, as they say, is history.
Thinking back to your early days in the industry,
which memories stick out?
Kerin: Again, I was 19 when I started in the industry, so there are a lot of lasting memories from
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Kerin De Francis
started working in the
industry at age 19
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the biz is still a very vivid memory. And of course, there
are all the interesting, colourful characters who’d show
up at the office of New Beginnings.
How did you manage to navigate the multitude of
tasks and challenges that go along with working at an
erotic company? And how did you progress on the
career ladder?
Kerin: I really started at the lowest rung of the ladder
at New Beginnings. They hired me as a part-timer fort
he office, but I quickly started doing phone service
and helping with projects. Soon enough, I ended up in
order registration, and from there, I went on to become
assistant to Lavi Yedid – who is now holding the reigns
at NS Novelties -, and after that, they gave me a position in sales. I spent ten years there, and I forged really
close relationships with my colleagues and customers
during that time. There weren’t many women in the
industry back then and I think it helped a lot that I was
young and didn’t try to make any excuses about what
we were selling. That really prepared me for my job at
Doc Johnson. At the time, there was only one woman
at Doc Johnson; she was in the sales department, and

she was about to retire. She showed me the ropes, but
I am someone who likes to find my own way, and there
were many things I taught myself. I wanted to make
Doc Johnson a more active partner for our clients and
their business plans, and I always had the will to go
where I was needed. Many of my colleagues in sales
have followed the same path, and as a result, it has
become much easier to establish
client relations.

“ I H AV E B E E N TO S O
MANY TRADE SHOWS
I N M Y L I F E , A N D TH E 
R E H AV E B E E N S O M A N Y
G R E AT M O M E N T S . “
KERIN DE FRANCIS

Where there people who helped
you along the way?
Kerin: Lavi Yedid was a great
mentor. Throughout the first
15 years in the business, I was
either working with him or for
him. Again, I was really green
when I started. From the very
first day, he imparted his strong
work ethic onto me. He believed
in me and supported me at a
time, when few women did what
I was doing. He made me strong,

Kristen Denton
(Account Executive)
and Kerin De Francis
(Director of Sales)
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whether I liked it back then or not. Then, there is Ron
Braverman, who allowed me to take all the things I had
learned to the next level when he hired me to represent
his company. He also believed in me, he believed that
I could go out there and get the job done. He has kept
Doc Johnson’ production in the US, even in difficult
times when many others outsource production to Asia,
and I greatly respect him for that. That is something that
is very important to me and I am proud to be working
for someone who holds these views. If you believe in a
brand, it becomes much easier to talk about it. Ron also
kept Doc Johnson a family business, which is very rare
nowadays. So, Lavi Yedid and Ron Braverman - they
were great teachers, and I will never be able to thank
them enough.
What is it like working for the biggest producer in
the industry?
Kerin: Doc Johnson never stands still. Largely, this has
to do with the fact that we are a producer, and there is
always action in production. By the way, there is great
interest in how we make our dongs and masturbators;
we have had many camera teams at our production facilities, and this kind of exposure helps change people’s
perception of our industry. There is also a lot of travelling
involved because our team is constantly on the road to
spread the word about our great new products. It only
happens rarely that we are all in the same room.
What do you like most about travelling and visiting
trade shows?
Kerin: Oh, I have been to so many trade shows in my
life, and there have been so many great moments. I
don’t think I could pick a favourite. They were all special
in their own ways. Sometimes, you have an extraordinary fair stand and you are proud of how everything
looks, sometimes you win an award that feels really important to you ... Also, you meet colleagues you haven’t
seen in ages, and you have an opportunity to catch up
with them. Obviously, it is also great to invest a lot of
time in establishing contacts at trade shows and then
seeing it pay off when they place an order. Then, there
are the parties where we all meet, where sometimes
things get out of control and craziness ensues like you
wouldn’t believe. Of course, I would never talk about
such incidents.

the industry. It is impossible to list all the changes. When
I entered the industry, VHS was still the big thing. You
could make a lot of money selling tapes. Then came
DVD, and you could still generate lots of profit selling
those. Then, content went online, and suddenly, there
wasn’t much money to be made anymore. On that
note, I really admire the cam girls who are doing everything on their own, who are their own boss and make
money doing things the way they want to do them. I
love that! I had customers from the brick and mortar
trade who were hesitant to even buy soap on a rope
because in their neck of the woods, that would be legal
grounds to send them to prison. Today, we have pretty
stores all over, with a friendly and inviting look, where
customers can shop freely and without constraints. It
wasn’t that long ago that our industry only existed in the
shadows. So, it’s great that we have an open discussion about sex and sexual wellness today. Women have
played a large part in these developments. The LGBTQ
community obviously also had a lot of influence, and
most of it would not have been possible without the internet. This is a natural evolution, and it is far from over.
We will continue to discuss, explore, and celebrate the
many facets of human sexuality for centuries to come.
What are your plans for the future?
Kerin: In January 2019, I will celebrate my 15-year
anniversary at Doc Johnson. I still can’t really believe it.
It doesn’t feel like that much time at all. Doc Johnson
is my family. In good times and in bad times, I wouldn’t
have wanted to be anywhere else. I will continue to
travel, to spread our message, to meet new people, to
have fun with my friends and family ... We have a lot to
offer to the community. So I am looking forward to the
next 15 years!
This article is contributed
by Colleen Godin, EAN
US correspondent

The erotic market has changed a lot since you started
working in the industry. In your opinion, what are the
most positive developments, and how have women
contributed to them?
Kerin: Gee, so much has changed since my first day in
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No one can resist a good

product at an aﬀordable price
exclusive

Valentino Laucoski, pioneer of the
Macedonian erotic market

Va l e n ti n o L a uco ski ex p la ins h is reta il stra tegy
Originally, Valentino Laucoski wanted to be a lawyer, but then he discovered an even
greater passion: providing entertainment to the masses – first in the form of VHS tapes,
then as a musician in a rock band! He then used the money he had made in his musical
career to open his first brick and mortar store for adult products in Skopje, the capital
of Macedonia. That was in 1995. Today, he pursues a dual strategy, running a brick and
mortar store as well as owning an e-commerce shop. EAN spoke with Valentino about his
business model and the plans he wants to realise when Macedonia becomes a member
state of the EU.

„

When we interview retailers from across
Europe, we often ask them about the competitive situation in their country. In this case,
that question seems moot. After all, you are
the only retailer for adult products in Skopje,
the capital of Macedonia, right?
Valentino Laucoski: Technically, no. The
truth is that there is another retail store.
But we are the only store that is truly erotic,
woman-friendly, and modern, offering a wide
range of toys, cosmetics, and lingerie.
How does it feel to have the only store of this
kind in the whole city? Would you consider yourself a pioneer of the Macedonian adult market?
Valentino: Macedonia is very small country with
a small buying capacity. Population is less than
2,000,000 so we can cover the needs of the
entire market and then some. We offer products
at competitive prices, even though we have no
significant competition here. We are competing
mostly with ourselves, but even in that case,
we take the competition game very seriously.
In other words, we are constantly adjusting our
prices to be as affordable as we can be. We are
not waiting for somebody else to come and do
that for us. My goal is to meet Amazon’s or even
Ali Express’ prices for most of the products, and
I don’t think that this is impossible.
When did you open this store, and what was
your motivation to try your luck with adult
products?
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Valentino’s store is situated in
Skopje, the capital of Macedonia in
the south eastern part of Europe

Valentino: I successfully studied law and I wanted
to be an advocate, but I discovered that trading with
video cassettes was very profitable, and I lost the
motivation to work with judges and people‘s problems. Instead, I wanted to work to satisfy people‘s
pleasures!
Therefore, I started to sell video cassettes via mail order back in 1989 when Yugoslavia still existed. During
that time, I still studied law. Later, I opted out of studying, and for the next two years, I earned a living as a
member of popular rock band. After that, I retired from
music and invested the money from my rock music
days to open my first brick and mortar store in 1995.
The market has changed a lot throughout the years
– today, the focus is on couples, sexual health, and
sexual wellness. Is that also the case in Skopje?
How has the Macedonian market developed?
Valentino: The Macedonian market is developing
‚Fifty Shades of Grey‘ style. People see something
on the internet or in the cinema and then they come
to my store to try it live in their bedrooms.
And how have you responded to these changes?
Valentino: We are more than ready to stock up and
offer these products to our customers. We constantly monitor the market and update our offer with
high quality toys, lingerie, and cosmetics.
What are the developments and/or problems that
have the greatest impact on your domestic market
right now?
Valentino: Frankly, I can‘t provide a precise answer
to this question. My main task is to order quality products at the best prices and then sell them on to the
consumers at affordable retail prices.
Who are your customers, how well-informed are
they when they enter your store, and what products
and brands are they interested in?
Valentino: Almost all of the customers are well-informed thanks to the internet. We do our best to
keep our site updated with useful data, so most of
them enter the store with a picture of the product
that they are interested in. Most of the customers
are interested in vibrators, dildos, and masturbators.
There is not quite as much interest in fetish products, and trailing that is DVDs.
There are many new products that make use of modern technologies? Do the Macedonian people like
those, or do they prefer more conventional toys?
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Valentino: My customers like everything. Fancy
silicone vibrators are as popular as realistic dildos
and vibrators. Many customers only buy lingerie
from my store, stockings and bodystockings in
particular, and maybe cosmetics. Other customers
buy a combination of different products, but we are
most happy with the returning customers. Returning
customers are a sign that we are doing our job well.
Which factors have the biggest impact on the
consumers’ purchasing decision? The brand? The
price? The quality? The design? The features?
Valentino: Everything must be in harmony. In other
words, as much as possible for as little as possible.
That is the formula. I can guarantee you that this
formula works everywhere. No one can resist a
good product at an affordable price. And when I say
affordable, I mean well-adjusted.
How do you choose the products you buy for your
store?
Valentino: I do it intuitively. I use my intuition and
information and requests from my customers. And I
fare very well with this strategy.
Like many retailers, you pursue a two-pronged
strategy, with a brick and mortar store on one side,
and an online shop on the other side. Is that the only
way to be successful as a retailer for adult products
in today’s marketplace?
Valentino: Of course. Without a website, you are less
than nothing in the market. The internet is the best
way to approach the customers. Potential customers
can look at the products and decide what they like in
the peace and quiet of their homes and then come
to my store or order for delivery. Likewise, without a
brick and mortar store, you lose at least half of the
customers, because there are many people who
want to take a look at the actual product.
Do the people who come to your brick and mortar
store also visit your online shop, or are those two
different groups? Also, are there differences in what
customers buy online or in-store?
Valentino: There is only one group, and they use
the internet AND come to the store. I used to have
three brick and mortar stores, but I closed two of
them because there was no point in running all
three. Now, one store serves as showroom and
store and everything. I think that less than 10 % if
people come to my brick and mortar store without
looking at the products beforehand on the internet.

I N T E R V I E W

In many markets, e-commerce is booming. What is the
situation in Macedonia, and is there a lot of potential
for growth in this segment?
Valentino: Macedonia is no exception. People like
to buy from their homes. But real growth is where
the good prices are. I follow the best practices from
Amazon, Ali Express, and some German sites that
sell products with a very low profit margin. I am
happy with lower margins, but bigger turnover. The
effect is the same, and you are more competitive.
If you sell online, you basically have to compete with
every retailer on the internet. Isn’t that a bit scary?
How do you manage to stand your ground against
this massive competition?
Valentino: It is not scary to me. Not at all. There is
no massive competition if you work with micro expenses. If you are the shop owner and don‘t need a
secretary, if you don‘t need unnecessary things like
a fancy office or a big car, and if you are not paying
rent for expensive store locations, you can compete
with anyone. Also, if you aren’t too lazy to chat with
China or the US every morning and order directly
from the source, you will get 50 % lower prices on
nearly the same products that are offered by EU
distributors – who are mostly repacking Chinese
products anyway. And yes, you have to be patient
enough to cut expenses for expensive fast airline
cargo services and use slow sea transport instead.
Competition is a problem for people who are used
to live in comfort and who must pay salaries, social
insurances, and transport costs for employees at
unnecessary working places. Competition can‘t
stand it if you have good cost effectiveness. Many
colleagues are speaking against lowering the prices.
I say: If I can fly from Skopje to Hannover for 10 EUR
with a low-cost airline, why do I have to ask for 50
EUR for vibrator? For me, it is simply illogical to demand 50 EUR for a simple vibrator when somebody
charges you 10 EUR for a two-hour flight.
Macedonia wants to become a member of the EU
and NATO. What would that mean for your country?
Do you expect a great economic uprising?
Valentino: I don‘t have time to wait ages for the
Macedonian economy to rise. I have a different plan.
The very first day when Macedonia becomes a EU
member, I will start selling my products online everywhere in the EU at the same prices as Ali Express
or cheaper, and we will ship faster than Ali Express
without custom taxes because Macedonia will be in
t e EU.
the
U Thiss iss going
go g to be a great
g eat opportunity
oppo tu ty for
o me.
e
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I‘ve always loved working with foreign customers.
I was not eager to do this before some German sites
started to beat the prices. But now I am saying: OK,
let‘s play. Macedonian salaries are much lower than
German salaries, so we can work with lower-paid workers and be competitive in the adult retail business.
And how would these changes affect your business
in the long term?
Valentino: The business will grow, but nowadays,
you must be aware of potential crises and be careful
not to move forward too fast. That could cost you
nerves, money, and health. A good night’s sleep,
sun, and peace of mind – those are the most important things in life.
What are your plans for the future? Could you imagine opening a second store in Skopje or in another
part of Macedonia?
Valentino: No. There is no need. I already had three
stores, and I closed two of them down. The next move
will be expanding my business beyond the borders of
my small country with an online presence in the EU. I
don‘t understand why there aren‘t more small, well-focused, and strong companies from Bulgaria, Croatia,
or Slovenia selling products in the EU? You can have
companies in those countries and run them with fewer
expenses, and you can still sell products everywhere
in the EU. Of course, there is the question of how to
reach this market without expensive advertising, but I
strongly believe that affordable retail prices do matter,
and that they can compensate for a lack of advertising.
Provided that you are patient enough to cultivate and
keep a good image, of course.
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„There is an app for that” has become a common figure of speech, and it applies to pretty
much all areas of life. When Jakub Konik found out three years ago that there was no app
for measuring how many calories are burned during sex, he promptly decided to change
that. In our Monthly Mayhem, the mastermind behind the Lovely app (and wearable) also
brings up Elon Musk, Malta, Gandalf, and garbagemen.

„

Had you known exactly how much work it
would be to run a sex tech start-up, would you
still have done it?
Jakub Konik: It’s definitely the greatest and
toughest challenge I’ve faced during my business life, and sometimes I’m amazed by the
amount of difficulties that are thrown at us. But
yes, I would still do it… and if I had the experience that I have now, it would be so much easier.
Time to invent a time machine, I guess.
What was your childhood ambition?
Jakub: I really, really wanted to become a
garbageman. I loved how they could ride at the
back of the vehicle, on the outside of it. Later in
life, I learned it’s not as simple as riding outside
of the garbage truck – it is very hard and important work and I have a lot of respect for every
garbageman.
How did you get into the love toy industry?
Jakub: Well, I had sex with my partner. Afterwards, she asked “I wonder how many calories
we just burned”, and I was like “there must be
an app or a wearable that could estimate it”. I
started looking for something like this and found
nothing (it was early 2015). I got interested in the
idea enough to do more research and talk to a
few sex educators who pointed that if I could put
motion sensors onto a sex toy, maybe I would
be able to use this information for something
more than just calories estimation – for example,
maybe we could use this to analyse sex and
provide couples with personalised suggestions
on how to enjoy sex even more. Because I was
looking to start up my own business, I decided
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to give it a try and invest my life’s savings into
it. Fast forward 3 years, and we are selling our
products in more than 50 countries!
What was the biggest step in your career?
Jakub: First it was working as a PR & Guerrilla
Marketing Director for an international dating
site, Victoria Milan, which operated in 30 markets. I learned a ton there and it helped me understand international business. Now it is Lovely
Inc., which is approximately 10000 times harder
than working for that dating site, but because
of that you also learn 10000 more things, which
has pushed me forward.
Where do you see yourself in 10 years’ time?
Jakub: I’d love to have a place to live with a
nice view in Malta, small island south of Sicily,
which enjoys 300 days of sunshine, and is also
a wonderful place to run a digital/tech business.
So, the plan is to combine those two things with
people I care about. Who wouldn’t want to live in
Malta, right?
How do you envision the future of the love toy
industry?
Jakub: It’s a wild guess, but I think incumbents
will continue to do their thing and start-ups
will try to do better, which is going to lead to
industry-changing products and solutions. But
it won’t be easy because of the way the industry
works now.
What is your idea of a perfect working day?
Jakub: No fires to put out, empty inbox, and a
lot of happy customers. Plus, sunshine outside.
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Jakub Konik
Questions & Answers

How do you relax after work?
Jakub: I’m not especially original here – I read (read 13
books this year so far, next year I want to read more),
workout and spend time with people important to me.
I also like to rollerblade – I feel more comfortable on
skates than on foot.

Jakub: Gandalf. Not that I think he’s not good looking,
I watched Lord of the Rings so many times that I treat
him as a grandpa!

“I FEEL MORE
Who would you consider your role model and why?
Jakub: Again – not original here, as most start-uppers
would say so – it’s Elon Musk. He runs Tesla (best
electric cars in the world), SpaceX (best rockets in the
world) and SolarCity (best solar panels in the world),
plus does other things such as Boring Company,
which digs tunnels for easy traffic. And all of this combines into his master plan of getting people to live on
other planets. How can one person pull this off?
Imagine you have been asked to award a medal to
someone. Who’s the lucky winner?
Jakub: It’s you! For your continuous support of sex
tech & start-ups in the industry. Thanks!
Which personal success are you proud of?
Jakub: Manufacturing 1000 Lovelys in 9 months, from
prototype to mass production, with $150 000 in capital
and 2 people on a payroll (including myself).
What do you particularly like about yourself?
Jakub: That I’m stubborn and persistent. Other
people actually hate that about me, because it can be
annoying – even for me.
Which vice could you never forgive?
Jakub: I always give everybody I meet on my way
100% of trust. If the person betrays this trust for their
own gain, they won’t be forgiven.
What song do you sing in the shower?
Jakub: I’m silent as a saint because I sound horrible
even with running water!
Who would you never ever like to see naked?
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With whom would you like to
go to the cinema and what film
would you watch?
Jakub: I’d love to go to see Magic Beasts 2 with my girlfriend – I
have so little time that I wouldn’t
want to go with anyone else.

Jakub Konik
You have a month’s holiday.
Where do you go?
Jakub: If that would be one place, I would pick the US and visit all their national parks
that I haven’t visited so far. It is a beautiful country!
Which three things would you take with you to a
deserted island?
Jakub: Bottle of rum, compass, and a pirate hat. It
worked for Captain Jack Sparrow, so it should work
for me too!
If you could swap lives with somebody for a day, who
would it be?
Jakub: If I had to, I’d pick up Anthony Kiedis, frontman
of Red Hot Chilli Peppers. He had an amazing life, I
recommend everyone to read his biography “Scar Tissue”. The only issue is that if I were him, his life would
be ruined – I’m a really bad singer as you probably
know by now.
Is there anything you would never do again?
Jakub: I think that licking that cactus when I was five
was a particularly bad idea.
Do you have some good advice you want to share with
our readers?
Jakub: Sure! But I’m shy to do it in public, so if anyone
wants to hear it please reach out to me at jk@ourlovely.
com ;)
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